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atchison s letters and the causes
of mormon expulsion from missouri

richard lloyd anderson

alexander W doniphan is proverbial in missouri mormon history
for savingjosephsavingjoseph smiths life but an equally significant story is largely
untold the role of david rice atchison in restraining armed aggression
against the mormon minority both men were lawyers retained by
latter day saint leaders after the forcible expulsion of their people
from jackson county in 1833 in the next five years both doniphan
and atchison were periodically involved in seeking civil rights for
an unpopular people so when they took key militia posts during
the 1838 mormon troubles these two well understood both the
majority and the minority viewpoints doniphan was left on the scene
at the surrender of far west and registered his telling protest at the
attempt to execute civilians by order of a military court only a few
days earlier atchison had been removed from command because of
his outspoken views he had bluntly written governor boggs 1 I do
not feel disposed to disgrace myself or permit the troops under my
command to disgrace the state and themselves by acting the part of
a mob 1 atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons later silence on this subject contributed to the
historical obscurity of his stand

this article will explain the atchison letters from the 1838
mormon conflict he and doniphan knewjosephknew joseph smiths policies since
they had negotiated with both parties for some two months prior to
the mormon surrender on 1 november 1838 doniphansdoniphant views have
great interest because he consistently saw the mormonscormons as victims of
intolerance throughout their missouri experience 2 but213ut atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons letters
have added historical value because they were written at the height
of anti mormon tensions by the commander assigned to investigate and
resolve the civil conflict

in war the open minded are hated by both extremes thus
major general atchison was accused ofhelping the mormonscormons in order
to gain political advantage the firebrand samuel bogart complained

richard lloyd anderson is a professor of ancient scripture at brigham young university and associate editor
of BYU studies
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to the governor with one eye on atchison too many of our officers
are seeking popularity with the mormonscormonsMormons seeing their votes in time
would be of some service to them 3 but in time shows the hollowness
of the contention since immediate unpopularity was david atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons
reward for fairness the gaining of a few thousand mormon votes in
one county would in any case have been more than offset by the
predominant hostility against them in scores of counties moreover
atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons later political stance reflected sectional interest would this
ultrasouthernultrasouthern senator have earlier supported what western missouriansMissour ians
perceived as a yankee church biased against slavery4slavery4 clearly it is the
lawyer and judge not the politician who speaks in the 1838 atchison
documents the failure of moderation and the helplessness ofwatching
a minority dispossessed are the themes of these on the scene letters

ATCHISONS LIFE

dissent on the mormon question might have been expected from
david rice atchison inasmuch as his legal military and political careers
were stamped with individualism his views on the 1838 mormon
persecution should be seen in the light of a lifetime commitment to
principle not that his virtues were neatly bounded by convention
fellow clay county attorney peter burnett pictured him even when
a judge as still able to mingle with mirth and gayetygaiety adding that
he was very companionable and full of anecdote in which he was
not limited by religious views burnett also outlined atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons serious
side when appointed to the bench soon after the mormon conflict

judge atchison was an upright incorruptible judge and was a man of
fine literary and legal education and of superior native intellect he
possessed a kind heart and a noble generous manly spirit but when
first appointed he seemed to me to err too often in his rulings in favor
of the accused 5

doniphan also described atchison during his years as a judge in the
early 1840s the two had known each other intimately as young
attorneys we kept offices together although never partners and were
very warm personal friends doniphan could be objective because they
had different interests politically we were as wide apart as the poles
he was a strong states rights democrat while I1 was a whig of the
most orthodox school doniphan sized up atchison admitting that
he spent a good deal of time away from his office in hunting social
and political affairs

he had a clear bright logical mind had studied law well and kept up
with his profession by constant reading when he was not engaged
actively out of doors I1 deemed him one of the best lawyers and
consulted him more frequently than I1 did anyone else As a judge
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he was quick expeditious and industrious seemed to arrivearrive at his
conclusions almost intuitively and his high sense of justice always enabled
him to decide equitably I1 never knew a judge who gave such universal
satisfaction 6

these are sketches soon after atchison indignantly wrote about
the injustice of allowing the mormonscormons to be expelled from missouri
counties atchison and Burnetburnettburnettweretwerewere born in 1807 doniphan in 1808
all were educated in the border states atchison and doniphan were
kentuckiansKentuckians and college graduates who had studied english and latin
classics before reading law atchison was the eldest of six children and
was named for the devoted presbyterian david rice ironically an early
spokesman for emancipation 7

the young atchison was anewa new attorney in liberty clay county
when older settlers demanded that the mormonscormons leave jackson the
county to the south before abandoning their homes in the independence
area mormon leaders countered by engaging four lawyers at liberty
two of whom were atchison and doniphan thoughjosephthough joseph smith was
sarcastic about the size and circumstances of their fee they risked careers
and safety to defend an unpopular minority they jointly signed a fee
proposal at the end of 183518331855 expecting to lose the greatest part of
their local practice but indicating their willingness to disregard
intimidation as we have been threatened by the mob we wish to
show them we disregard their empty bravadoesbravadoes 8

atchison soon realized that pressure tactics overruled law in
jackson county governor dunklin requested a court of inquiry and
in a supporting petition mormon attorney amos rees wrote an
examination of the criminal matter cannot be gone into without a guard
for the court and witnesses 9 governor dunklin then ordered out the
liberty blues under captain atchison but this state inquiry collapsed
the platoon of fifty men and their baggage wagon advanced with
mormon witnesses to independence but after overnightingovernigh ting the leaders
were informed by state and district attorneys that tension was too high
to proceed eyewitness william W phelps described the result

shortly after capt atchison informed me that he had just received an
order from the judge that his companyscompanascomp anys service was no longer wanted
in jackson county and we were marched out of town to the tune of
mankeeyankee doodledoodie in quick time and soon returned to our camp ground
without the loss of any lives in fact much credit is due to captain
atchison for his gallantry and hospitality thus ends all hopes of
11 redress even with a guard ordered by the governor for the protection
of the court and witnesswitnessesesY10

that same year the mormonscormons sent the zions camp expedition
of about two hundred men from ohio under the impression that
governor dunklin would reinstate the jackson exiles and that these
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reinforcements would prevent attempts to eject them again but fearing
civil war the governor refused to back up mormon property rights
forcing the disbanding ofofzionszions camp when it reached clay county
david atchison appears in expedition journals as a successful inter-
mediarymediary when we got within five or six miles of liberty general
atchison and several other gentlemen met us desiring that we would
not go to liberty as the feelings of the people of that place was much
enraged againstagainstusagainstUSus12121wotwo years later mormonscormons left atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons county
by agreement under pressure hostility peaked in 1836 and community
leaders called meetings to negotiate when local mormon leaders agreed
to leave rather than cause confrontation atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons name appears as
a liberty representative to supervise fair removal 13

mormon sources show atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons repeated position as arbitrator
smith family journals give one important occasion As the daviess
county crisis intensified joseph smiths brother don carlos and his
cousin george A smith were given an emergency numissioni

ssionassion to raise money
in the southeast for buying out missouri settlers making their way
through ray county they boarded a missouri river steamer it docked
at de witt in the midst of the siege of the mormon settlers there and
the conversation centered on the mormonscormons when the riverboat embarked
again A number of militia officers were traveling on the boat including
generals lucas and wilson ofofjacksonjackson county the latter bragged about
his part in punishing mormonscormons in 183318531855 As don carlos smith bluntly
labeled such conduct below the brutes wilson reached for his
pistol but cousin george A stood near ready to topple the general
into the river if he drew then atchison broke the tension with an
oath ill be god damned if smith aint right and wilson left
the company rather crestfallencrest fallen 14 such words were morally and
physically intimidating from a man described as six feet two inches
high and straight as an arrow florid complexion and would weigh
about 200 pounds 15 atchison who never experienced the socializing
influence of marriage was a mans man by western and southern
standards A political and religious critic saw him as large
commanding dictatorial and sometimes profane an uncompromising
democrat a pluperfectplu perfect proslaverypro slavery man and often boisterous but
always generous yet this rough exterior housed superior judgment
and native mind 16

full detail on atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons later life is not necessary here though
an outline suggests the quality of his views on the mormon question
in the missouri legislature in 1834 he was elected again in 1838 and
that winter was outspoken on measures designed to improve the lot
ofmigrating mormonscormonsMormons he was appointed to the bench of the twelfth
judicial circuit when it was created in 1841 but he served as judge
only two years before governor reynolds designated him to fill a
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vacancy in the united states senate an appointment widely approved
throughout missouri his senatorial career lasted a dozen years since
he was reelected for two terms his record was distinguished many
times he was elected as president of the senate pro tempore atchison
was influential in measures to annex texas and oregon and stood rock
firm in the southern bloc in antebellum politics seeking to save the
union by insuring traditional sectional interests 177

the mature atchison was passionate about the right of extension
of slavery to the territories and his kansas manipulations tarnish his
national reputation though he is credible as a regional patriot before
he failed ofofreelectionreelection and ended his last senate term in 18185518355 5 he was
influential in establishing the selfseif determination provisions for nebraska
and kansas in the latter state an immigration contest raged to import
abolitionist or proslavery voters atchison threw himself into this cause
since kansas bordered the western missouri counties of his residence
he raised money organized settlers and was an influential officer in
paralegalparalegal militia to protect southern interests he could use extreme
rhetoric on one occasion writing to his friendjeffersonfriendgriend jefferson davis of possible
civil war in kansas we intend to mormaniseMormanise the abolitionists 18

yet to atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons credit he campaigned with verbal vigor but generally
stood for responsible actions within the law his careful biographer
insists that his record was exaggerated in the northern press where he
was a hated symbol of the slave power conspiracy william E parrish
continues

while his actions during this time have been condemned it must be
remembered that atchison was rightingfighting for a cause in which he strongly
believed and to him the cause justified many actions which he would
not ordinarily have condoned atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons chief lieutenant on the kansas
border benjamin FE stringfellow later remarked that no matter how severe
the senators plans were he always relented when the time came to put
them intointo execution 19

the civil war brought atchison to another crisis of conviction
while missouri stayed in the union he chose the south from the
beginning becoming chief advisor in the confederate shadow
government of missouri and he was on the scene in several western
actions temporarily retiring to texas at the end of the war he expressed
affection for his personal servant and concern for his other slaves 20

atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons last two decades were spent on his large farm in western
missouri where he died at the age of seventy eight he indirectly
evaluated his political years in his journal entry concerning the 1874
visit ofieofjeffersonofieffersonfferson davis to missouri the homage paid him is to virtue
and great principles he is the representative of the lost cause and all
that it involved 21 one does not have to agree with his cultural outlook
to recognize that david atchison generously served his state and nation
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in public life answering a critic after atchison left the senate
stephen A douglas voiced the typical view of personal friends

he is impulsive and generous carrying his good qualities sometimes to
an excess which induces him to say and do many things that would not
meet my approval but all who know him know him to be a gentleman
and an honest man true and loyal to the constitution of his country 22

MORMON EXPLUIONS BEFORE 1838

david atchison stood for law over violence when the mormon
troubles erupted for the final time in 1838 but the outcome was heavily
influenced by public opinion formed in the conflicts from 1833 to 1836
the expulsion of the latter day saints from the state did not happen
in a vacuum since it essentially repeated the earlier processes of exile
so a focus on 1838 obscures real causation the deeper question is what
social dynamics caused organized demands for mormonscormons to leave
jackson clay and carroll counties before they had lifted a weapon
in resistance

in 1833 and 1838 mormonscormons responded with force but did not
initiate it both times their armed resistance intensified the demand that
they leave but was not the origin of it an analogy illustrates both cases
A spectator happening onto a fight might conclude that both parties
were equally at fault because each is striking at the other but he cannot
legitimately make that judgment without knowing how the fight began
perhaps one party is resisting an attempted robbery by the other or
responding to an unprovoked attack A close look at only final hostilities
in jackson or caldwell is misleading for mormonscormons were using force
against forcible dispossession

the sequence of events in injacksonjackson county in 1833 is undisputed
in july citizen regulators threatened the mormonscormons in independence
with death unless they immediately agreed to leave the county
mormonscormons accepted terms to buy time but also initiated appeals to state
officers and engaged lawyers but these countermeasures triggered more
violence in november mormon homes were terrorized to force an
immediate exodus some lives were lost when a mormon settlement
defended itself against marauders then all available mormon men
marched to independence hearing that some of their group were
imprisoned illegally when they came face to face with lawful militia
they surrendered their arms and with their families leftjacksonleft jackson county
in disarray 23

it should be obvious that mormon resistance in this series of events
was essentially defensive and yet reverend pixley s version of the events
manages to portray the mormonscormons as aggressors reciting the gunpoint
demand in july pixley indicates that the mormonscormons agreed to move
away before another summer but after this peace was made they
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created a problem by insisting on staying even arming themselves
and threatened to kill if they should be molested this provoked
some of the more wild and ungovernable among us to improper acts
of violence such as breaking in upon the mormon houses tearing off
the covering etc then pixley reviews military preparations among
the mormonscormonsMormons and gives his version of the first skirmish manufacturing
a mormon revelation to arise and pursue and destroy their enemies
he may be reporting contemporary rumors but such a policy has
absolutely no basis in latter day saint sources pixley then interprets
the independence rescue mission as the application of his fictitious
revelation on aggression he expresses sympathy for the sufferings
of the mormonscormonsMormons and especially the women and children in being
obliged to move off so suddenly at this season of the year but
he draws the conclusion that nothing else could be expected in
an organization where such principles are evolved and designs
manifested by blood and violence to build up the kingdom of
the redeemer 24 thus the victims are made responsible for their
victimization

the parallels are striking between this first expulsion and that of
1838 in both cases one can label mormon resistance as aggression and
argue that it caused the exile indeed that is what the state tried to
prove against the leaders in the richmond hearing in 18581838 the
argument however was as spurious then as it was in 183518331855 though the
events were more complex and involved mormon preemptive strikes
in both 1833185318351855 and 18381858 the mormonscormonsMormons physical resistance was given
as the cause of their expulsion whereas the root cause was the
determination of missouri residents not to allow mormon influence 25

the real political motives were revealed during the jackson meetings
in july 181855183518333 3

they the mormon settlers now number some twelve hundred souls in
this county and each successive autumn and spring pours forth its swarms
among us it requires no gift of prophecy to tell that the day is not
far distant when the government of the county will be in their hands
when the sheriff the justices and the county judges will be mormonscormonsMormons
or persons willing to court their favor from motives of interest or
ambition 26

upper missouri society could not tolerate the prospect ofpolitical
control by northerners who believed in present day revelation despite
similar fears non mormon society allowed a mormon majority to
develop in the township of kirtland ohio with only moderate violence
but monolithic southern communities rejected coexistence when
mormonscormons approached effective political influence in county after county
the twelve hundred mormonscormons in jackson county in 18185518353 3 made up
about 5030 percent of the population so violence erupted when the threat
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of a majority of mormon voters became real 27a27 A tone of tolerance was
set in clay county by more educated and sensitive leaders but the
county had nearly twice the population ofjackson and could better
assimilate a minority but two years later clay county citizens were
just as worried about the possible domination by thejacksonthejackson immigrants
plus the ongoing gathering of mormonscormons from eastern states the clay
committee report is temperate in tone but nearly identical with the
jackson report on reasons for conflict mormon attorneys doniphan
and atchison were on the committee placed there partly for their
influence on the mormon settlers 28the28 the clay leaders speculated on
why religious social and political differences existed but sought to
avoid civil conflict by resettlement of the mormonscormons elsewhere we
earnestly urge them to seek some other abiding place where the
manners the habits and customs of the people will be more consonant
with their own As withjacksonwith jackson residents they feared lest their county
should become the main gathering place of a major religious movement

their rapid emigration their large purchases and offers to purchase lands
the remarks of the ignorant and imprudent portion of them that this
country is destined by heaven to be theirs are received and looked upon
by a large portion of this community as strong and convincing proofs
that they intend to make this county their permanent home the center
and general rendezvous of their people 29

thus mormon defensiveness had nothing to do with the original
demands to leave jackson county and did not figure in the negotiated
abandonment of clay county since the mormon leaders agreed to move
on before major violence broke out what is common to both instances
is the reality that a mormon majority would not be tolerated this is
confirmed by the neutral history ofjohnofjohn corrill a key mormon leader
in injacksonjackson and clay counties who became disaffected from the church
in 1838 and soon thereafter penned a summary ofofmormonismmormonism as he
had known it withwitha a fair perception of both sides he summed up
thejacksonthejackson problems in the same terms as the 1833 citizens ultimatum

they saw their county filling up with emigrants and saw also
that if let alone they would in a short time become a majority and
of course rule the county 30 after three years in the liberty area corrill
saw no logic in having to move for the mormonscormons had committed
no crime but realized that mormon growth was the main issue the
church also continued to gather in clay county till the appearance
was that they would sooner or later be overrun by the mormonscormonsMormons 31

A blunt letter from clay county residents anderson and emelia
wilson to their relatives in north carolina gives the same explanation
as they argue the unfortunate necessity of expelling the religious
minority anderson describes his participation in the anti mormon
meetings and some vigilante work giving his rationalizations the letter
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includes a good deal of misinformation on latter day saint beliefs but
the bottom line is non mormon resistance to a mormon voting bloc

they have been flocking in here faster than ever and making great
talk what they would do A letter from ohio shows plainly that they
intend to emigrate here til they outnumber us then they would rule
the country at pleasure you may depend all our officers are elected
by us the people and we might as well allow one man to give 100
votes as to allow 100 mormonscormons to vote at all to go away was to
just give up all for if emigration once begun none would buy our
land but mormonscormonsMormons and they would have it at their own price so we
were resolved what to do we thought of petitioning the governor but
he was sworn we thought of fleeing there was no place to flee to we
thought of fighting this was cruel to fight a people who had not broke
the law and in this way we became excited not that I1 boast of
ourselves but the spirit that possessed every breast plainly showed that
they would either possess their country or the tomb we defend these
principles at all hazards although we are trampling on our law and
constitution but we cant help it in no way while we possessed the spirit
of 76 32

MORMON settlement OF CALDWELL COUNTY

the wilsonsvilsonsWilsons letter estimates five hundred men available county-
wide for the volunteer companies and adds a list of 4800 men
expected from seven adjoining counties in case of conflict by this
you may see what abomination the mormonscormons is held in the mo 33 thus
an infrastructure had already developed by 1836 determined not to
allow any significant number of mormonscormons into an upper missouri county
another case arose when public meetings in ray county adjoining
clay to the east denied permission for mormon resettlement there
but a solution came by agreeing that the expatriates could buy out
the sparse population of the prairie to the north john murdock joined
corrill in negotiating with ray committees and summarized their
meeting of 30 june 1836

according to previous agreement I1 in company with elderjohnelmerjohnEldeeldereidereide johnrjohn corrill
met the ray county committee and laid our complaint before them and
desired of them that if we could not have a home with them that they
would grant us the privilege of settling on shoal creek in the territorial
part of the state and after calling a meeting of the county they granted
the latter but would not let us live with them 34

this consent was given with the strange rituals of a civilian treaty
reflected in the corrill murdock letter to the ray county group if
ray county requires the mormonscormonsMormons to leave it entirely we feel disposed
to do so on our part and urge and advise our brethren to do the same
the same document alludes to a disputed strip claimed by ray with
the proviso that until the matter was settled we will abstain from
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making any settlements in the above stated territory 35 thus the
mormon county was created not merely to give them a place to locate
but to exclude them from becoming a force in any settled area the
clay group had pledged their support to initiate action on it and
doniphan then in the legislature reviewed his role and the implied
contract in upper missouri

the mormonscormons remained inin clay county until 1836 when it was agreed
between them and the citizens of clay and ray counties that if they
the mormonscormonsMormons would buy out a few inhabitants then inhabiting what

is now caldwell county then a part of ray county the balance of the
land being public they could enter itit at their leisure and we would urge
the legislature to create a county for them I1 was a member of the
legislature and drew the bill organizing caldwell county for the mormonscormons
exclusively they continued to live prosperously and tranquilly until
the summer of 1838 whenjosephwhen joseph smith came out from ohio and soon
after they commenced forming a settlement in daviess county which
under their agreement they had no right to do this occasioned difficulties
with the citizens of daviess county 36

the prophet had not been a party to negotiations and did not
accept an unwritten limitation confining a world church into a twenty
mile square when written constitutions gave free right of purchase
doniphan s view of their agreement is explained in his 1837 letter
informing the mormonscormons that the northern area daviess county of
his proposal had been subtracted because of the petitions of the people
ofnorth grand river the statements of the citizens of ray the influence
of her members and the prejudices of noland boggs jeffery
mclelland etc doniphan expressed hope that bigotry would be
temporary

you are aware of the prejudice and ignorance that are to be found and
combatted everywhere in this country on this subject as well with the
legislature as with the common herd in time I1 hope you may add to
its limits when prejudices have subsided and reason and common sense
have again assumed the helm 37

should mormonscormons not assert their civil rights and if powers of
ownership were not valid in missouri where else mormon expansion
outside of caldwell county coincided with joseph smiths arrival not
only because of his policies but because missionary work and the closure
ofofkirtlandkirtland increased immigration in no known case did a latter day
saint occupy land without agreed consideration but every county
surrounding caldwell was predisposed to shut out heavy mormon
influx As doniphan observed such conceptions wewerere not reasonable
he later insisted that while in clay county the latter day saints were
peaceable sober industrious and law abiding people and notonebotonenot one
was ever accused of a crime of any kind 38 but the arrival of faithful
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ohio saimssaintssalms in 1838 fed the fears of non mormon society ringing their
settlements given the mormon determination not to forfeit citizen-
ship and the determination in surrounding counties not to allow
substantial intrusion an irreconcilable conflict had already been framed
before any mormon acts of self defense in that year

early in 18183818583 8 joseph smith arrived in far west enthusiastic about
mormon self government and soon dictated a statement condemning
mobs and vexatious law suits but praising the constitution of our
country peace and good order good and wholesome laws 39

sidney rigdon expressed the same views in his oration of 4 july 1838
a talk believed by many then and now to have sparked the mormon
expulsion but his abrasive words are less significant in the light of the
preexisting determination by missouri residents not to allow significant
mormon occupation beyond caldwell county nearly all of rigdonsRigdons
talk surveyed gods blessings to the latter day saints and their covenants
with him only the final paragraphs of the printed version speak of
rights and defending them in the context of the I1 mob that comes
on us to disturb us only then it shall be between us and them a
war of extermination but rigdon immediately added we will never
be the aggressors we will infringe on the rights of no people but shall
stand for our own until death we claim our own rights and are willing
that all others shall enjoy theirs 40

the purpose of this declaration was to proclaim our liberty after
the persecutions which we have had to endure for the last nine years

or nearly that though it is sometimes claimed that rigdon declared
freedom from court process he actually threatened physical resistance
to vexatious law suits a theme also in the above joseph smith
statement on mormon constitutionalism to make rigdon the scapegoat
of the missouri expulsion is to miss the underlying problem that he
and joseph smith addressed if the law would not protect their
minority from expulsion they served notice that they would protect
themselves whether such an announcement tended to promote or
retard violence may be debated it is the same question of whether
pacificism or military preparation brings peace but rigdonsRigdons talk must
be placed in the setting of the expressed convictions of other residents
of upper missouri that mormon settlement could not expand thus
rigdonsRigdons speech was a defensive ultimatum

public discourses of principal mormonscormons in 1838 are not well
reported but rigdonsRigdons comments generally exceed those of others in
radical language raising a question of whether he was emotionally fit
for leadership even then since joseph smith sharply cut back his role
afterward yet his extremism appears only in the closing language in
the fourth okulyoqulyofjuly oration not the fundamental message he indulged
in some ill advised phrases it was never church policy to retaliate until
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one party or the other shall be utterly destroyed 41 in fact when
daviess and carroll county mormonscormons were attacked joseph smiths
defensive policies were clearly to save life and avoid physical harm
nevertheless rigdonsRigdons oration was a serious warning that mormonscormons
would resist if told to leave another county joseph smith stood
behind the principle or the speech would not have been circulated
afterward as a pamphlet he consistently expressed the goal of claiming
rights purchased by the blood of the revolutionary generation just
before him he was an american prophet seeking to establish a
constitutional commonwealth in frontier conditions his public
and private words in missouri do not advise replacing or resisting
the state but counsel armed defense if the state would not enforce
its laws

barlyEARLYEAKYbardyeawy DAVIESS COUNTY CONFLICTCONRIconniCr

although mormon sources indicate there had been earlier threats
the gallatin election in august 1838 was the visible event of beginning
violence gallatin was the county seat of thinly settled daviess county
the northern area doniphan had been unable to add to the mormon
county nevertheless lyman wight had settled the adam ondi ahman
area which was then developed as a townsite after the arrival of
joseph smith the chief newspaper at liberty clay county argued
that both sides were aggressors inin the voting scrape because rigdonsRigdons
july speech showed a disposition to prevent the force of law but
that was a theoretical issue the main issue was mormon expansion
as the editor makes clear

it is true that when the mormonscormons left this county they agreed to settle
in and confine themselves to a district of country which has since
been formed into the county of caldwell but they have violated that
agreement and are spreading over daviess clinton livingston and
carroll such a number had settled in daviess that the old inhabitants
were apprehensive that they would be governed soon by the revelations
of the great prophet joe smith and hence their anxiety to rid themselves
of such an incubus 42

while blaming lyman wight for fiery language in defending the
mormon daviess settlements john corrill agrees that control was the
key point with the prior settlers who watched the heavy 1838 migration
and realized that the mormonscormons would soon overrun daviess and rule
the county 43 ironically this area would have been mormon controlled
had the legislature adopted doniphansdoniphant first proposal this raises the
obvious question of whether missouri saints ever really accepted the
single county concept none seemed to be inhibited from moving to
surrounding areas in small numbers while missouri sources refer to
an understanding that mormonscormons would confine themselves to
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caldwell county it was nowhere clearly defined because such a
restriction on free movement was illegal it was probably not intended
to be discussed publicly missouri mormonscormons probably expected this
political accord to vanish as their industry and usefulness became
better known and the many new immigrants and converts were
doubtless unaware that their civil rights were supposed to be limited
because of their religion clearly most mormonscormons were as unwilling as
their leaders to accept a lesser citizenship

thus both sides acted from their prior convictions in the election
brawl of 6 august some daviess settlers cursed mormonscormons seeking to
vote at gallatin and swore they would not when fighting erupted
a dozen determined mormonscormons picked up clubs and defended themselves
before retreating safely in a body first reports indicated casualties and
unburied bodies which brought a posse from caldwell county to join
with wights daviess group of mormonscormonsMormons on finding no such crisis
the leaders nevertheless sought assurances of equal treatment under
law from some local officials including adam black who was known
for his anti mormon sentiments 44 under protest black signed a
statement of his constitutional intent later testifying that sampson
avard showed a savage disposition but thatjosephthat joseph smith answered
I1 I1 no when asked if he possessed such a heart or justified awardsavards
attitude 45

black next filed a misdemeanor action against his visitors charging
intimidation at first joseph smith and lyman wight were wary of
a hostile court but finally attended a preliminary hearing and posted
bail this hearing took place one month after the election riot
but by this time volunteers to drive out the mormonscormons were already
organizing on the day the prophet posted bail the following letter
was written indicating that daviess citizens had declared war the day
after the voting riot

we have just conversed with general wilson of howard county who
states that on last saturday he saw a letter dated on the 7thath instant from
a committee of gentlemen in daviess county to the people of howard
county calling on them to raise a force and come to their assistance and
aid them in expelling the mormonscormons from the county that the citizenscitizens
of daviess had removed their families and were making preparations for
warlike operation that the mormonscormons were in a state of open rebellion
against the laws and war between them and the citizens was inevitable
that the people of daviess had come to the fixed deterrmdeterrydeterminationi nation of
commencing the attack on saturday last 4641

this september information establishes operative plans for
expulsion well in advance of any mormon military operations their
armed countermeasures were confined to the last two weeks of october
whereas the call for volunteers against the mormonscormons had gone out five
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weeks earlier thus committees of safety organized two years before
at the height of the clay county expulsion were revitalized at this
time 47

the key mormon chronicle lays the background for the first of
atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons 1838 letters joseph smith generally assigned secretaries to
record his activities and official documents in 1838 george W robinson
kept this history calling it the scriptory book though not a daily
diary its narrative continues to 11 september when atchison s letters
begin the scriptory book contains few comments by the prophet but
tends to reflect presidency views along with many first person notes
by robinson in the first relevant entry robinson mentions the existence
of a company ofdanitesofdanitescanitesDanites gives their specific purpose to cleanse
the church and adds a comment on the damage the unfaithful have
caused kirtland has been broken up by those who have professed
the name of latter day saints 48 this late july observation suggests
no organization against non mormonscormons tension with outsiders is first
mentioned when the election brawl is reported with the ride of the
mormon group to tojusticejustice blacks two days afterward this contemporary
record gives the purpose of the visit to black they inquired whether
he would administer the laws of our country or not in justice for
people 49 the scriptory book next records some visits by committees
of non mormonscormons and indicates the uniform answer given to them that
latter day saints were sworn to cooperate with laws and courts and
expected evenness of justice for all parties

robinson reported how atchison became reinvolved with the
mormonscormons because of their need to settle the dilemma arising from the
august confrontations ififjosephjoseph smith did not go to daviess county
to answer the charge of intimidatingjusticeintimidatingjustice black he faced the danger
that regulators would lynch him and drive his people out of daviess
county yet by going he would risk assassination no doubt followed
by expulsion of the mormonscormonsMormons A questionable letter purportedly written
at this time by atchison seems intended to fit into these events the
letter dated 1 september reports that judge black has graciously
received me and has earnestly conversed with me his feelings concerning
you and the latter day saints the writer goes on to telljosephtelltelteiltelitei josephljoseph smith
that he will come personally in two or three days 50 however
atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons help was first sought the day after thistils odd letter is dated nor
would he have written a letter about coming because he immediately
returned with the messenger that summoned him in view of these
inconsistencies it is important to trace the sequence of events during
this period

according to the scriptory book joseph smith negotiated with
daviess authorities to answer the black charge but by the end ofaugust
anti mormon volunteers were collecting from eleven counties to
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help arrest the prophet this looks a little toomuchtoo much like mobocracy
it foretells some evil intentions the whole upper missouri is all in an
uproar and confusion 51 philo dibble elected as lieutenant colonel
in the caldwell county militia advised the prophet to get atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons
help and a man was selected with the best horse to be found to
go to liberty for general atchison 52 robinsons52robinsons contemporary record
is dated 2 september

this evening we sent for general atchison of liberty clay county who
is the major general of this division we sent for him to come and counsel
with us and to see ifhe could not put a stop to this collection of people
and to put a stop to hostilities in daviess county we also sent a letter
to judge king containing a petition for him to assist in putting down
and scattering the mob which are collecting at daviess 53

the scriptory book notes atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons arrival the next evening and on
4 september adds

this day was spent in council with general atchison he says he will
do all in his power to disperse the mob etc we employed him and
doniphan his partner as our lawyer and counselor in law they are
considered the first lawyers in the upper missouri 54

atchison immediately scheduled the prophets appearance for
7 september in a special circuit court sitting in daviess county near
the caldwell county line in case the mormon leaders needed a rescue
party dibble then military commander at far west said that the
liberty lawyer insisted on no bodyguards

joseph at first hesitated about agreeing to this but atchison reassured
him by saying my life for yours when they arrived at the place of
trial quite a number of the mob had gathered and on seeingjosephseeing joseph
commenced to curse and swear atchison however checked them by
saying hold on boys if you fire the first gun there will not be one
of you left 55

judge king found probable cause against george W robinson
lyman wight and joseph smith but took bail and released the
mormon leaders while attending court atchison consulted with king
who was empowered by article 5 of the state constitution as conservator
of the peace within his circuit atchison returned home to activate
two hundred men in clay county and another two hundred in ray
explaining in an initial report to the governor that citizens of mormon
caldwell and non mormon daviess counties had requested the action
which was ordered by the advice of the judge of this circuit atchison
as major general in charge of the third division of the militia was
the military counterpart to judge king in the western counties north
of the missouri river he had some discretionary powers also and
used statutory language of putting down an insurrection in his
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12 september letter to governor boggs indicating that his troops would
assist the judicial process but also control volunteers

citizens of other counties are flocking in to the citizens ofdaviessdaviessof county
and the mormonscormons are flocking to the assistance of the mormonscormons in those
counties and it is very much feared that if a blow is once struck there
will be a general conflict the termination of which god only knows 56

warren foote who had recently come to far west wrote that the
caldwell county militia was released from reserve duty right after
joseph smiths trial adding on 12 september that general atchison
was expected to return with clay and ray county militia to disperse
the mob in daviess county 57 foote57foote then says that general atchison
arrived with only an aide leaving his clay county soldiers outside of
far west because of their fear of mormon strength but this general
was apparently doniphan who preceded atchison north and wrote
that he arrived at far west with his aide late on 12 september and
received prompt cooperation from the mormonscormonsMormons who returned the rifle
stands they had intercepted and the three men captured with them 58

foote observed mutual respect between the visitor and the prophet
he had a friendly chat with joseph smith and the leading men and

appeared to be very friendly to the mormonscormonsMormons 59

atchison marched a ray county contingent north to gallatin
where he joined doniphansdoniphant group and ordered the armed men
from adjoining counties to repair to their homes there were 250 of
these volunteers which is a sobering foretaste of potential numbers
when daviess settlers would send more urgent calls later this
17 september letter also shows that empty houses are no evidence of
mormon military operations for the general noted the whole county
appeared to be deserted except for a few with nerve to stay the daviess
settlers had left their farms and removed their families either to
the adjoining counties or collected them together at a place called the
camp ground 60 this removal was clearly voluntary for atchison was
blunt about mormon intimidation later mormon journals also speak
of leaving the farms and moving to the larger centers out of fear those
involved in the election riot did so a month before this time

doniphansdoniphant report to atchison also named his aide benjamin
holliday who came to utah for business a dozen years later and was
given an introduction recounting his fairness to mormonscormons in these first
militia actions of 1838 in this note doniphan stressed that the
mormonscormons were under attack saying that the goal of this first daviess
expedition was to prevent an engagement between a self constituted
collection or army of citizens from various counties then in daviess
and the residents of adam ondiondl ahman who had embodied under
general lyman wight for self defence 61
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in his letter of 17 september atchison is sarcastic about the
intentions of the upper missouri regulators since they had assembled

under the pretext of defending the citizens of daviess county
against the mormonscormonsMormons his viewpoint agrees with doniphansdoniphant summary
above the mormonscormons were not aggressors in addition to beginning to
disperse unauthorized non mormon forces atchison insisted on mormon
compliance with legal processes all charged with a violation of the
laws will be in today for trial 62 this refers to other defendants accused
of menacingjusticemenacing justice black althoughjosephalthough joseph smith and two associates
had preliminary hearings on the charge ten days before other members
of the party did not answer in daviess county until doniphan and
atchison brought protecting militia george A smith pictures the
18 september hearing

I1 was arrested by a constable who could not read his writwrit and a
posse of 40 men and taken before a court of three magistrates the
court was held near general atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons camp at netherton springs
about 300 of the mob were present besides the 200 militia
adam black esquire testified against us as being the only witness
we were detained two days and subjected to many insults for it
seemed to be the studied design of both mob and militia to annoy
us with threats had it not been for the stern vigilance of generals
atchison and doniphan probably none of us would have left the
grounds alive we were bound over in one thousand dollar bonds
on a charge of misdemeanor many times during our detention
infuriated men came up to us and holding their knives in their hands
with their thumbs upon the blade said damn you I1 am going to
put that into you so far others presenting their pistols said this is
loaded on purpose to kill a damned mormon notwithstanding the
continued remonstrances of general atchison these threats were repeated
over and over again 63

atchison next wrote the governor on 20 september following with
short confirmations of 23 and 27 september indicating that the daviess
county situation had stabilized with mormonscormons cooperating with the
courts and extracountyextracounty regulators withdrawing atchison and his
commanders felt that a token police force was enough though one
act of aggressionofaggression could bring uncontrolled violence As their legal
counsellor atchison knew latter day saint policies he reported their
defensive posture but predicted it would certainly change if an
attack is made upon the mormonscormons in daviess county for the purpose
of driving them from that county forfur they possessed an unalterable
determination not to be driven 64 atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons 27 september letter
forwarded the report of general parks the officer left with the
peacekeepingpeacekeeping force this ray county general indicated his surprise at
misinformation on the mormonscormonsMormons there has been so much prejudice
and exaggeration concerned in this matter that I1 found things on my
arrival here totally different from what I1 was prepared to expect in
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his military assignment parks insisted that mormonscormons have shown no
disposition to resist the laws or of hostile intentions 65 in sending
that report atchison emphasized the point warning the governor not
to act upon only one side of the story

and in fact from affidavits I1 have no doubt your excellency has been
deceived by the exaggerated statements of designing or half crazy men
I1 have found there is no cause of alarm on account of the mormonscormonsMormons they
are not to be feared they are very much alarmed 66

thus october opened with a two month record of latter day saint
restraint under pressure they had answered to authorities for the
only offenses charged intimidating justice black into signing his
agreement not to use mob tactics and intercepting the shipment of
ray county arms the peace was uneasy but genuine since neither
atchison nor field commander parks reported dispossessionspossessionsdis or
destructions after dismissing most troops atchison returned to his
liberty home where he wrote his final september letters to the
governor before traveling to a new assignment at a midstatemisstatemidstate military
board there had been a peaceful close to the insurrection of
unauthorized armed groups entering daviess county but the officers
did not call this war 67 yet there was an uneasy tone in atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons
opinions after phase one of the daviess operations echoed in the
letters that his brigadier general forwarded on 25 september general
parks outlined conditions in daviess county in one letter to governor
boggs and another to the major general mormon and settlers
representatives were to meet the next day to explore buying or selling
out the citizens were still unwilling to coexist parks reported that

the men of this county were threatening that if negotiations failed
I1 their intention is to drive the mormonscormons with powder and lead from

this county 68

CARROLL COUNTY CONFLICT

just as confrontation eased in the daviess area private forces began
hostilities in carroll county just east of ray where a mormon settle-
ment had formed on the missouri river at de witt though de witt
was sixty miles from gallatin the goal of the anti mormonscormons was the
same to prevent mormonscormons from voting 69 69johnjohn murdock remembered
the june settlement and the warning to be gone on the day of the
august election

george M hinkle and myself being sent by the high council by the
direction of brother joseph the prophet bought the undivided half of
the town plot of de witt carroll county missouri for five hundred
dollars and we with our families proceeded forthwith to settle
about the last of july a committee came and ordered us to leave
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the county by the 7thath of august and on the 20th a mob of more than
a hundred men came and ordered us off but finally gave us ten days
and threatened if we were not away in that time they would exterminate
us without regard to age or sex and throw our property into the river 70

the date of murdocks final warning is 20 september since he
and nearly fifty other mormon men petitioned governor boggs for
emergency help two days afterward describing the same facts that he
recorded in his journal 71 organized710rganized resistance to mormon expansion
was simultaneous in two counties but the daviess election riot and
its aftermath first attracted manpower from the surrounding committees
of safety atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons daviess settlement permitted the return of over
one hundred paralegalsparalegals to de witt ironically general atchison
stopped there on the day fixed by the ultimatum since the prophets
brother and cousin were on the same riverboat and noted his verbal
support of mormonscormons and also his purpose in traveling to attend the
midstatemisstatemidstate court martial 72 since the emergency petition from the
de witt mormonscormons was sent a week before that the governors action
in removing the strongest leader of the mormon crisis is highly
questionable this relatively trivial assignment crippled the moral
power of lower officers straining to maintain civil peace

on 7 october general parks wrote atchison that needed units
did not obey his order to report that he would be forced to wait for
doniphansdoniphant clay county reinforcements before being effective and
that hinkle had dug in to defend the town with nearly four hundred
mormonscormonsMormons while the besieging force of three hundred had a cannon
and was swelling rapidly the mormonscormons say they will die before they
will be driven out etc As yet they have acted on the defensive as far
as I1 can learn it is my settled opinion the mormonscormons will have no rest
until they leave 73

atchison fulfilled his duty at Bo onville while the mormon situation
totally deteriorated he continued to report to the governor evidently
on the basis of messages by courier from de witt fifty miles away
his first letter from Boonville reported that the citizen army was
assembling for the purpose of driving the mormonscormons from that
county 74 this was verified by observers sent from surrounding
counties one reported that old citizens had decided the mormonscormons
must leave and were using language of waging a war of extermination
or to remove them from the said county 75 an arbitrator reported
that the carroll saints rejected first offers to sell out the mormonscormons
replied that ever since they had been a people they had been driven
from place to place and they had determined that they should be driven
no more 76 while there was some hope for government intervention
a grim waiting game dragged on chariton county observers found
mormonscormons in the act of defense begging for peace and wishing for
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the civil authorities to repair there as early as possible to settle the
difficulties between the parties 77

this de witt experience was the crossroads finally proving to
mormonscormons that state institutions would not be effective atchison had
earlier restored civil order in daviess county because as he said the
vigorous presence of legal militia has convinced the mormonscormons that
the law will be enforced and other citizens that it can be enforced
and is ample to redress all grievances 78 now the opposite process
worked in carroll county while atchison obeyed his order to be absent
general parkssmarkss units dissolved in disloyalty on 13 october an
antagonistic subordinate complained to the governor that parks had
left the field without dispersing the mormonscormons the general obviously
retired because extracountyextracounty forces snowballed faster than he could
maintain lawful forces 79

the call had already gone out for anti mormon volunteers and
potential manpower was immense rifle patrols skirmished as paralegalsparalegals
moved cautiously against mormon defenses then they sent a frantic
call for help to adjoining counties

and we think this one of the cases of emergency in which the people
ought to take the execution of justice in their own hands we will
anticipate assistance in expelling the fanatics who are mostly aliens
by birth and aliens in principle from the coucountynty 80

thus political and social forces were at work to expel the mormonscormons
without the governor lifting his pen just before this call for an unofficial
army general lucas ofjackson county had passed through de witt
on the same steamboat with atchison and sent his opinions to the
governor lucas had talked to the mormon commander hinkle and was
convinced he would fight if attacked which rumor said had happened
but one death in the non mormon forces would bring four or five
thousand volunteers with the result that those base and degraded
beings will be exterminated from the face of the earth 81

far west sent help to the besieged outpost which only inflamed
the situation joseph smith arrived with a relief force 82 this was the
beginning of october and the prophet asked a non mormon to travel
east for a last appeal to governor boggs

several gentlemen of standing and respectability who lived in the
immediate vicinity offered their services to go and present the case
to the governor themselves A messenger was accordingly dispatched to
his excellency who made known to him our situation but instead of
receiving any aid whatever we were told that the quarrel was between
the mormonscormons and the mob and that we might fight it out 83

according to the prophet and others there this response obliterated
hope of assistance so a peaceful withdrawal was negotiated 84
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governor boggs later told john corrill that he did not send a
message that the mormonscormons were on their own but that is a technicality 85

the governor told the legislature that he received information of
the crisis at de witt but took no order on the subject because
atchison and his lieutenants had ample force to preserve the peace 86

this is just what the non mormon courier denied failure to act was
a clear message to a people weighing whether to fight for survival
john taylor who shouldered his gun at the siege was not concerned
with particular words after we had defended the place ten days we
obtained the heartless intelligence that his excellency could do nothing
for us 87 although atchison told the governor on 9 october that he
advised the carroll county saints to sell out and remove elsewhere
he was incensed when he heard the circumstances 88118 on 16 october
he wrote from boonvilleblonvilleBoonville and essentially accused governor boggs of
ratifying the mob program

As the de witt crisis intensified general parks had asked atchison
to request the governors immediate presence to dispel the illegal
militia you know a word from his excellency would have more
power to quell this affair than a regiment 89 so atchison wrote
his thinly veiled rebuke of governor boggs that was historically
justified the governor made no appeal to missouriansMissour ians to place law
above prejudice without a strong official stand private policy would
force the mormonscormons out of all counties atchison insisted that the
governor had one last chance to be effective nothing in my opinion
but the strongest measures within the power of the executive will put
down this spirit of mobocracy A personal visit to the area was
best but at least a strong proclamation was required atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons
alternative was prophetic

parks reports that a portion of the men from carroll county with
one piece of artillery are on their march for daviess county where
it isis thought the same lawless game is to be played over and the
mormonscormons to be driven from that county and probably from caldwell
county 90

atchison obviously felt used his considerable efforts produced
only a show of doing something but inaction at the point of expulsion
proved that the governor had no commitment to minority rights
atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons 16 october letter really accused governor boggs of passive
acceptance of the private programs of the last two months to drive
the mormonscormons back to their single county a movement ruinous to the
public and disgraceful to the state the blunt general requested a
clear executive stand or an order to discharge the troops seeking to restore
order then all pretense would be removed 1 I would again respectfully
suggest strong measures to put down this spirit of mob and misrule
or permit them to fight it out 91
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knowing major general atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons view shared by his brigadiers
parks and doniphan one can understand the mormon reaction at this
point their leaders reported that the militia generals told them to
raise their own troops in self defense with lives at stake mormonscormons
did not always define whether this advice was given as private counsel or
as official orders the total breakdown of militia protection put the rule
of survival into play one which had been thought out beforehand as
a contingency As secretary to the first presidency george W robinson
noted that mormonscormons were carefully avoiding attempts at provoking
us to anger 92 and he undoubtedly reflected church policy in
explaining the limits of pacifism

we have suffered our rights and our liberties to be taken from us we have
not avenged ourselves of those wrongs we have appealed to magistrates
to sheriff to judges to governors and to the president of the united states
all in vain we will not act on the offensive but always on the
defensive our rights and our liberties shall not be taken from us and
we peaceably submit to it as we have done heretofore but we will avenge
ourselves of our enemies inasmuch as they will not let us alone 93

robinsons contemporary comments are important because hostile
remarks have been attributed to joseph smith and sidney rigdon in
charged situations robinsons words were his own but this corporate
policy was formed in calm moments by the presidency the above
entry was written in early september just before atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons forces
arrived in daviess county robinson s entries phase out as september
troubles escalated but he repeatedly recorded mormon restraint they
try all in their power to make us commit the first act of violence 94

although he used the words avenge ourselves the context was totally
defensive robinson felt the record from jackson clay and carroll
counties spoke for itself proving that we have no designs against any
man or set of men that we injure no man 95 individuals including
leaders made angry statements under stress butjosephbut joseph smith never
justified using weapons except in self defense there is a remarkable
consistency on this point in official documents in missouri and after-
ward As the threat of violence returned in illinois the prophet reflected
back on the missouri experience and reiterated

I1 calculate to be one of the instruments of setting up the kingdom of
daniel by the word of the lord it will not be by sword or gun that
this kingdom will roll on it may be that the saints will have to beat
their plows into swords it will not do for men to sit down and see their
women and children destroyed patiently 96

GUERRILLAGUEMLLA TACTICS IN DAVIESS COUNTY

the 1838 expulsion went down in regional histories as the mormon
war which deceptively suggests that both sides were fighting for some
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periodperiodbriod of time but there was no mormon attack until mid october
and latter day saints surrendered their weapons two weeks later the
main mormon operations took place in daviess county during a single
week with no goal whatsoever of bloodshed or personal harm there
is no known casualty until militia units moved into caldwell county
at the end of october if the term must be used here is a war of days
of limited violence and with the clear mormon goal of resisting ejection
by vigilantes

dozens of wagons rolled into far west with the de witt refugees
in mid october 97 this was the point of realization that state protection
was a sham nothing could be seriously construed as a mormon
attack before that regulators from surrounding counties came
to help daviess county settlers force out the saints in early september
but there were no mormon counterstrikescounterstrikes retaliation was first
used in late october when the news of mormon raids reached
ray county letters show that these actions were unprecedented
austin king was circuit judge with the responsibility of keeping
the peace within his upper missouri district so he had consulted with
atchison from the time of the voting scrape in mid august he wrote
in the last week of october until lately I1 thought the mormonscormons were
disposed to act only on the defensive but their recent conduct shows
that they are the aggressors and that they intend to take the law
into their own hands 98 such a statement from an informed source
confirms the absence of mormon offensive action during the ten weeks
after the election brawl so taking the law into their own hands
only occurred after the militia failed to prevent banishment from
carroll county As far as conflict with outsiders was concerned the
richmond hearing in november focused on events in the last two weeks
of october the last 15 percent of the total period of hostility and
ignored the 8385 percent of the period when mormonscormons cooperated with
a fading legal system

the first presidency modified its policy after two months of
calculated nonviolence because civil protection disappeared when the
vigilance forces drove the mormonscormons from carroll county the church
had to face the serious threat that daviess then caldwell would follow
after passively supporting the eviction of the de witt mormonscormonsMormons
captain samuel bogart warned the governor that private forces would
next block resettlement in daviess county which was really just a phase
of the program of expelling all saints there

the mormonscormons are moving west it is supposed they intend pushing the
citizens out of daviess that county is in a state of great agitation the
daviess and livingston county people and many others are on their way

to daviess county with one field piece with the determination to prevent
their settling in that county at all hazards 99
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the day after this letter was written warren foote was in far west
when the report arrived that four hundred to five hundred armed anti
mormonscormons had collected in daviess county 100loo and ebenezer robinson
remembered that private soldiers were gathering there again with
avowed determination of driving the mormonscormons from the county 101

robinson adds that this sparked desires to retaliate in kind which raises
the specter of secret danitescanites bent on destruction in reality what started
as an elite group of defenders of the faith was by now assimilated into
the open organization which now conscripted every able bodied man
for community defense albert PR rockwood arrived from massachusetts
in september at the end of the first phase of daviess troubles and
he knew no organization except that which openly drilled as the armies
of israel not secretive they are seen from my door every day in
late october drills and the companies are called dan showing
that the former name was now synonymous with the broader public
groupj02manygroup 102 many mormon records show serious reservations about founder
sampson avard and his sworn special force and he explained his
dismissal before open conflict in mid october 1 I once had a command
as an officer butjosephbut joseph smith removed me fromitfrometfrom it 105103this103 this probably
indicates disapproval of avardsawards radicalism and also shows the october
integration ofold and new immigrants into a single mormon force with
consolidated command

joseph smiths missouri words are often filtered through inter-
preters trying to portray him as a conqueror instead of the defender of
constitutional rights that he always claimed to be A rare contemporary
entry reports the thrust of his far west speech asking for reinforcements
to protect the daviess saints during their mid october crisis

he said that those who would not turn out to help suppress the mob
should have their property taken to support those who would he was
very plain and pointed in his remarks and expressed a determination to
put down the mob or die in the attempt he said that the mormonscormons
would have to protect themselves as they c9uldcauldcould not put any dependence
in the militia of the state for they were mostly mobocratsmobocraw04 104

what the prophet said about the militia agrees with atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons
16 october letter and parkssmarkss 21 october report after visiting daviess
county both parks and doniphan had marched to quiet the area once
more but dismissed their troops because they were about to mutiny
and attack the mormonscormonsMormons subsequent actions in daviess county are
lightly treated in latter day saint documents but not covered up
joseph smith accurately summarized the next mormon move in a
sentence accordingly a force was immediately raised for the purpose
of quelling the mob and in a short time were on their march with
a determination to drive the mob or die in the attempt as they could
bear such treatment no longer 105 about three hundred men left
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far west for adam ondi ahman on tuesday 16 october and one week
later albert rockwood watched the return of those mounted about
half that number with those on foot probably following soon after-
wardwardog106log of course such a relief expedition increased hatred and hostility
but that was already so severe that mormonscormons could not live or travel
safely in daviess countyj07acounty 107 A week before these reinforcements were
sent john D lee and three others went out into the upper daviess
country to gather honey and were accosted by a large number of
armed men but he pretended to be an illinois immigrant who knew
nothing of local affairs the men called themselves state volunteers
and informed lee of the election fracas and the common understanding
that mormonscormons must leave before they rule the country as they please
they then explained the coming program to go through the mormon
settlements and burn up every house and lynch every damned mormon
they could find insisting that such work would start as soon as the
expected removal of militia units took placej08place 108

on 16 october the caldwell reinforcements traveled some twenty-
five miles from far west to adam ondi ahman and contingents were
formed to search and destroy weapons to gather isolated families and
to forage for survival supplies from a tactical viewpoint gallatin and
millportmillpostMillport were both about eight miles to the south of adam ondi ahman
and were nearby centers that supported raids on the mormonscormonsMormons for
instance lorenzo dow bungsyoungsbangs farm was eight miles from gallatin
and in early september a group warned him that he must leave or
renounce his religion five days later a horseman rode up to youngs
place and tensely explained 1 I have rode from gallatin to inform you
that in two or three hours there will be a company of forty men here
who assert that if they find you here they will fasten you and your
family in your house and burn it down moungyoungung loaded his wife four
children and a few belongings into a wagon and immediately left for
far westj09west 109log this incident shows the motive of preemptive strikes at
the two non mormon centers in the region john corrill a reluctant
member of the mormon forces in daviess county said that the
understood goal was not only to scatter the mob but also to destroy
those places that harbored them that gallatin and millportmillpostMillport were of
that number that they meant to confine themselves to the mob
characters in their plunderingsblunderingsplunderings 110 gallatin was and is the county seat
and millportmillpostMillport was nearby across the grand river both were still small
settlements in a new county john D lee said that gallatin had about
ten houses three of which were saloons but there was also a store
and tailor shopillshop 111lillii millportmillpostMillport was even smaller but chapman duncan
infiltrated the camp there and learned from the guards that three
hundred irregulars had come from the carroll county siegeslege 11212 mormon
rangers from adam ondi ahman burned buildings in both places
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about five hundred mormonscormons gathered in daviess county and
their aggressive operations evidently caused the paralegalsparalegals to retire but
the countryside could not be guarded so mormon squads evacuated
those who had not already gathered to adam ondi ahman or to the
southern area around far west emergency conditions suspended the
writing of church records and many journals so datable details are
hard to find joseph smith mentions with feeling how a number whose
houses were burned down came to adam ondi ahman in addition
to others vulnerable because of remote locations 113 these late daviess
county conditions fit nathan tanners recollection of his rescue
assignment

then the mob gathered and burned houses and drove the saints
out in the night from one place to another I1 have picked up women
and children that were skulking in the night in the brush to save
their lives or keep out of the hands of the mob we were obliged
to go and fetch in the families that were scattered or in the out
settlements and guard those we could not fetch until they could be
brought out14out 114

in the later excitement after the crooked river battle exaggerated
reports flew through upper missouri for a few days there were
widespread fears of a mormon invasion of surrounding counties
during this time atchison and doniphan jointly wrote the
mormonscormons have robbed and burned every house in daviess but one
or two 115 but neither general had been in daviess county after
the mormon counteractionscounteractions john corrill reported rumors of cabins
burned by mormonscormonsMormons some say eighty and some say one hundred
and fifty 116 if corrillscorrallsCorrills highest figure were true that would be
30 percent of the dwellings since atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons 20 september letter
to the governor enumerates about five hundred households there
are about two hundred and fifty mormon families in daviess county
nearly one half of the population but aside from the two dozen
structures burned in the gallatin millportmillpostMillport area no one can give
an accurate figure reed pecks friend saw thirty blackened remains
in a day s ride through the county but merely counting charred
chimneys would not distinguish between settlers cabins and mormon
dwellings fired by opponentsj17opponents 117 the claim that all homes were
destroyed is not true since accounts like benjamin johnsons indicate
that houses were searched and not damaged or were found deserted
and still standing the preemptive strikes south of adam ondi ahman
were intentionally destructive but it appears that any burning elsewhere
was selective

non mormon families in daviess county were dispossessed during
the last half of october but careful history should not adopt the
propaganda that mormonscormons indiscriminately burned out daviess county
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for instance benjamin johnson tells of razing for security his
company rode to destroy arms and ammunition held for the
use of the mob A terrified householder was assured of personal
safety and told his dwellings might remain if there was no cache
of weapons stored there we should leave them as we found
them but arms were discovered and they sent the family away
on their horses burning the place used as a base of operations 118

but nathan tanner commanded a squad that found the buried
carroll county cannon and cartridges for it under the floor slabs
of a nearby house which was not burnedp9burned 119ilg non mormonscormons left
statements that they were asked to leave their houses but mentioned
no burning or returned to find them still standing 120 it is risky
to make generalizations now or to accept uncritically all those made
at the time

vacant dwellings and fields were an invitation to necessity for the
economy of the region was shut down with adam ondi ahman swollen
to a thousand inhabitants and early snows covering october fields
many unharvested survival required taking what was available
a reality only understandable in the light of accounts of mormonscormons
who barely escaped from their homes and were barred from returning
to get either possessions or crops johnson recalled how foraging
companies returned with whatever we could find without regard
to ownership corn beef cattle hogs bee stands chickens etc 121

he insists that they were not common robbers instead they
were prevented from getting to their own supplies and therefore
41 took by reprisal that with which to keep from starvation our women
and children 122

some personal accounts question whether this foraging was
carried beyond necessity and such countermeasures caused several
prominent mormonscormons to desert at the end of october joseph smith
is repeatedly quoted as justifying securing emergency supplies but
not personal enrichment for instance john D lee said the prophet
allowed spoil to subsist on during the war but he did despise this
little petty stealing 1251230ne123 one could remain faithful as harlow redfield
did and still hold the view that protecting the daviess territory
was finally carried out by wight and others with excess redfield
received a vote of approval in his position on the high council
after confessing continuing faith notwithstanding he did not
feel to fellowship all the proceedings of the brethren in daviess
county 124 yet the policies behind those skirmishes were defensive
and personal effects taken were to be held in trust for the needy
bishop vincent knight controlled materials brought into the storehouse
at adam ondi ahman and four months later summarized the mid
october events to a nonmember friend in new york
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1I would not have you think that all that the mormonscormons have done is exactly
right but when men are pushed as were the mormonscormons they will do almost
anything to save their lives and the lives of their families there is
not a mormon in this church that has had a better chance to know the
minds of the leading men than I1 have and I1 do know that they would
let the missouriansMissour ians alone had they been let alonej25alone 125

when the mormonscormons took control of daviess county atchison was
still a hundred miles away at Boonville on the governors strange
assignment in previous letters he had insisted that unless there were
stronger executive action mobs would continuecontinue to pressure the mormonscormonsMormons
and that the mormonscormons possessed an unalterable determination not
to be driven just before the relief march to adam ondi ahman
atchison told the governor that with his passive policy he might as
well remove the militia so the parties could fight it out 126 after
such predictable events atchison returned to liberty and wrote to the
state capital with continued indignation that inaction was rapidly
bringing the unjust banishment of mormon citizens field generals
doniphan and parks continued to agree with atchison that a mormon
persecution was in progress even though they were shocked by the
vigorous responses in daviess county parks updated atchison on
21 october reporting that he had been in adam ondi ahman the
previous week to see five hundred armed mormonscormonsMormons two hundred of
whom were mounted he reiterated their determination not to be

driven from that place adding that they had struck back and were
I1 inownow the aggressors he also reviewed how he and doniphan were
forced to dismiss the militia because their men intended to act against
adam ondi ahman he said that calling more regional troops would
do nothing unless in massive force to fright the mormonscormons and drive
them from the country this would satisfy the people but I1 cannot
agree to it 127

on the basis of such reports general atchison wrote governor
boggs on 22 october outlining the damage done by both sides in
daviess county including the mormon raids on millportmillpostMillport and gallatin
and adding his evaluation it seems that the mormonscormons have become
desperate and act like madmenmad men he put the burden of action on
the governor with the reminder that regional militia was now unreliable
because tied closely to the anti mormon groups while criticizing what
he regarded as their excessive countermeasures atchison still retained
the perspective that the mormonscormons were citizens and that the government
had silently become a party to their expulsion

I1 do not feel disposed to disgrace myself or permit the troops under my
command to disgrace the state and themselves by acting the part of a
mob if the mormonscormons are to be driven from their homes let it be done
without any color of law and in open defiance thereof let it be done
by volunteers acting upon their own responsibilities 128
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ATCHISONS REMOVAL

the next event in the conflict wrested the initiative from atchison
and destroyed his hopes of moderation on 23 october captain bogart
wrote atchison that he had marched his company through ray county
to the southern line of mormon caldwell in order to repel any mormon
I1 outrageioutrage closing with his paralegalparalegal reminder to the general 1 I learn
that the people of ray are going to take the law into their own hands
and put an end to the mormon war 129 peter burnett atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons friend
who would soon be mormon counsel in the richmond hearing said
that the general ratified the border patrol to preserve the peace
between the people of the two counties 130 on 23 october atchison
authorized bogart to prevent any invasioninvasion of ray county by any
persons in arms whatever and ordered him to keep the general
informed on the state of things in daviess county atchison obviously
did not expect trouble since he closed 1 I will endeavor to be with
you in a few days etc 131

the sequel is well known in mormon history burnett a militia
member close to the liberty generals told how bogart managed his
defensive assignment

but captain bogart was not a very discreet man and his men were of
much the same character instead of confconfiningming himself and his men within
the limits of his own county he marched one day into the edge of
caldwell and was not only rather rude to the mormonscormons residing there
but arrested one or two of them whom he detained for some little timep2time 132

the mormon militia was immediately sent with the purpose of freeing
hostages and repelling an assumed invasion the battle of crooked
river followed where some men were killed or seriously wounded on
both sides and in these circumstances the mormonscormons were unfortunate
enough to be victorious As magnified rumors of the clash spread
ray county leaders panicked and sent the governor emergency
calls for help to prevent wholesale slaughter and the burning of
ray county citiesj33cities 133153155 but mormon sources show no intention of invading
ray county only the intent to defend their own county from mobs

for whatever reason governor boggs had no difficulty prejudgingjudgingpre
the mormon menace As chief executive he had an immediate responsi-
bility for protecting the public peace why did he not feel the same
urgency on earlier occasions when mormonscormons sent desperate calls for
protection given his perception of imminent invasion and bloodshed
the situation required firm use of police power to restore peace but
governor boggs used an extreme remedy without hearing from both
sides which suggests that he had already made up his mind on the
problem and its political solution he adopted the slogans long used
by private regulators in every problem county mormonscormons must be
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treated as enemies and must be exterminated or driven from the state
if necessary for the public peace 134

at this point general atchison still held military jurisdiction over
the area of conflict assuming the danger of the mormonscormons invading
ray county and no doubt the reverse possibility he joined with the
commanding general of the next militia district to remind the governor
that his presence was I1 absolutely necessary but this 2288 october appeal
made no impact since governor boggs had issued the extermination
order the day before atchison was evidently out of contact with
mormon leaders when he moved to keep them in check three days
after the crooked river battle both he and lucas were major generals
and wrote from their ray county headquarters from late outrages
committed by the mormonscormonsMormons civil war is inevitable they have set the
laws of the country at defiance and are in open rebellion 135

such language does not show that atchison turned against the
mormonscormons as much as that he was consistently on the side of legal
solutions throughout this conflict to the extent that their late
tactics exceeded the law he could not justify them on the other hand
atchison continued to believe that they were victimized by the
lawlessness of those who drove them out of carroll county and began
to repeat the process inin daviess county his views on the mormon crisis
are condensed in the request that he and doniphan made to the federal
commander at nearby fort leavenworth writing two days after the
crooked river battle atchison and doniphan requested additional
small arms to leave in their communities as the able men took weapons
in the militia campaign against the mormonscormonsMormons they added a summary
of the causation which emerges as an essential statement because it
was written by the generals best informed on both mormon and citizen
actions up to the time of the crooked river engagement

the citizens of daviess carroll and some other northern counties have
raised mob after mob for the last two months for the purpose of driving a
community of fanatics called mormonscormonsMormons from those counties and from the
state those things have at length goaded the mormonscormons into a state of
desperation that has now made them aggressors instead of acting on the
defensive this places the citizens of this whole community in the unpleasant
attitude that the civil and decent part of the community have now to
engage in war to arrest a torrent that has been let loose by a cowardly mob
and from which they have dastardly fled on the first show of dangerj36danger 136

though public opinion and the governor s extermination order
would not allow it the mormonscormons needed negotiation not subjugation
after a day of adjusting to the shockshock of facing state militia mormon
leaders surrendered without a shot atchison was senior field officer
as the army marched from richmond to far west but he surrendered
command when word reached him that clark of howard county had
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been placed in charge of state troops however the new commander
did not arrive on the scene until after lucas and doniphan had accepted
the surrender of far west while finalizing terms doniphan first read
the extermination order which directed his operations As lawyers
he and atchison would have similar reactions doniphan later said

in my report to governor boggs I1 stated to him that I1 had disregarded
that part of his order as the age of extermination was over and if I1

attempted to remove them to some other state it would only cause
additional trouble 137

did general atchison leave the field in protest over the governors
illegal command evidently not instead he was removed from
command because he had previously insisted on constitutional principles
commentators have puzzled over atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons seemingly unnecessary
withdrawal from the conflict but he clearly was dismissedj38hisdismissed 138 his
personal feelings about the release crop up in general clarks boot
licking comment to the governor 1 I regret exceedingly to learn that
any acts of yours should create any heart burnings to such an
extent as I1 understand exists with general atchison 159139 however139however such
emotions were not the cause of atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons withdrawal according to
all sources close to him atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons pattern was to take boggssbogess policies
or lack of them make the best of them and not eliminate his chance

of tempering their result by quitting governor boggs simply used
characteristic indirection in dismissing him later commenting that
atchison was not ordered out because he should be at the coming
legislature and because there was much dissatisfaction manifested
towards him by the people opposed to the mormonscormonsMormons 140

in the same letter governor boggs indicated that co commander
lucas was not ordered out either though he had the option to act in
lesser rank and command the brigade authorized from his jackson
county district the governor had issued two activation orders one based
on information from daviess county and the stronger extermination
directive after he heard of the crooked river battle atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons district
was passed over but lucass district was named giving him a reason
which atchison did not have for continuing with the expedition 14141

according to lucas the two had led their forces some seven miles short
of the mormon capital when they received the two mobilizing orders
of the governor at this point major general atchison left me and
returned home to liberty 142 an articulate aide of general parks was
in staff meetings then and wrote at the time general atchison
returned home considering himself dismissed by the governor in
appointing general clarkdarkoark to the command 143143thisthis was 30 october
the day before joseph smith gave himself up as a hostage fellow
attorney peter burnett edited a liberty newspaper and agrees with
the other best sources general atchison and his staff returned
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home having considered himself virtually ordered from the field by
general boggs 144

the general who saved joseph smiths life added details within
this framework when later requesting mormon leaders to help
his former aide get established in business doniphan said that
atchison asked him to remain as an influence for fair treatment of the
mormonscormonsMormons

I1 commanded a brigade from clay under general atchison when
in caldwell and about to open negotiations general atchison received
an order from governor boggs requiring him to yield up the command
to general lucas thereupon atchison withdrew and retired home
and feeling indignant at the treatment of our major general I1

should also have retired had I1 not been persuaded by general atchison
and others that by remaining I1 might save the effusion of blood
and much arising we did remain and I1 feel assured that every
family then resident of the county will bear witness that we did
save much suffering and spared no pains to prevent much that did
occurjooccur 145

ATCHISONS ACCURACY AND STATURE

strong sentiment in clay county supported atchison despite
governor boggssbogess dismissal peter burnetts far west insisted that the
governor has done himself very little credit by so illiberal a course
of procedure 146 not only was friendship expressed but also approval
of atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons mormon policies

there will be a dinner given to general atchison on monday next at
the liberty hotel a tribute of the high regard and esteem entertained
for his personal character and his meritorious and prudent course in the
late difficulties with the mormonscormonsMormons the citizens of this and the
surrounding counties are respectfully invitedinvitedj47 147

mormon militia officer philo dibble said that atchison spoke inin
the public dinner in liberty threatening the governor if he did not
I1 prestoreirestorerestore my commission if this remark is reported accurately the
meaning is ambiguous but the physical reaction to atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons speech
is no doubt accurate on hearing this the audience became so
enthusiastic that they took him upon their shoulders and carried him
around the public square 148

atchison the soldier returned to practice law and serve his term
in the state legislature where he was no longer subordinate to the
governor As in the militia letters constitutionalism was still his theme
he proposed a bill to remove the trial of mormon leaders to some
circuit where prejudices against them do not exist 149 he vigorously
argued for a thorough legislative investigation that would expose all
wrongs
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in the course of this debate mr atchison who was for having an
immediate investigation alluded to the governors order to general clark
requiring him to exterminate or expel the mormonscormons from the state if
necessary for its peace and safety this order he looked upon as
unconstitutional and he wished to havecave an expression of the legislature
upon it if the governor of the state or any other power had the authority
to issue such orders he wished to know it for if so he would not live
in any state where such authority was givenj50given 150

since history is ill equipped to speculate it is impossible to
determine whether mormon rights to live in missouri could have been
preserved by giving atchison firmer support in early october or keeping
him in command to negotiate peace at the end of that month but
he should be recognized as the commanding officer who kept the courts
functioning minimized violence and protected the mormonscormons from
deportation in daviess county his explanation of the causes of the
mormon troubles is broader than that of general clarkdarkoark and governor
boggs because atchison insisted on ultimate instead of immediate
causation clarks speech at the surrender of far west was taken down
and circulated soon afterward

you have always been the aggressors you have brought upon yourselves
these difficulties by being disaffected and not being subject to rule and
my advice is that you become as other citizens lest by a reoccurrence
of these events you bring upon yourselves irretrievable ruini5lruin 151

governor boggs took the same short term view in his extermination
order referring to the crooked river battle two days before

I1 have received information of the most appalling character which
entirely changes the face of things and places the mormonscormons in the attitude
of an open and avowed defiance of the laws and of having made war
upon the people of this statej52state 152

one can ask analytically not politically why lawful militia defending
caldwell county were any less the people of this state than the
contingent they clashed with that was defending ray county one can
ask why only latter day saints were guilty of defiance of the laws
though preventing them from voting or holding land in daviess and
carroll counties was not labeled the same the final conflict entirely
changes the face of things but should mormon resistance in a two
week period have outweighed aggression against the mormonscormons during
the previous two months the governors two orders were only reasoned
from the most recent events within this limited scope the argument
went that mormonscormons were aggressive and caused their own downfall
but going beyond this chopped logic what caused them to be
aggressive

civil violence is not unlike domestic violence for the party who
initiates it will likely rationalize that he was incited to anger by the
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words or hostility or habits of the other but social and religious tension
is no justification for a factional war atchisonsatchisonnAtchi sons letters take the long
view of causation instead of two weeks of october his reports to the
governor began six weeks before that when threatened daviess saints
were acting on the defensive and much alarmed in midperiodmidperiod
naked force emerged in carroll for the purpose of driving the mormonscormons
from that county the same week that mormonscormons began systematic
defensive operations atchison reviewed the spirit of mob and misrule
that had eroded their confidence in missouri law for the last two
months 153

atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons letters contain an informed perspective for the 1838
mormon conflict distilled in the atchison doniphan request for small
arms from fort leavenworth first mob after mob was raised against
the caldwell daviess mormonscormons by northern missouri regulators after-
ward the mormonscormons decided to meet force with force clark and boggs
insisted that the mormonscormons must be expelled from the state because
they used arms against citizens but atchison and doniphan reversed
the reasoning the mormonscormons finally used arms because they resisted
being thrust again from their counties

instead of the mormon fault theory of clark and boggs
atchison and doniphan who had experienced earlier events gave an
explanation of sequential response even if we were to modify mormon
fault to be mutual fault it would still miss the mark for mormonscormons
first sought peaceful solutions to repeated efforts to expel them their
efforts at compromise at surrender and evacuation or at seeking
administrative and judicial relief did not maintain their rights of
residence their final choice of self defense came after exhausting all
other remedies it came after appeals to regional and state authorities
failed to prevent their ejection from carroll county and while they
finally used extreme resistance strategy these counteractionscounteractions were really
not central in their banishment from missouri even before the burning
of gallatin and the attack on bogartsbogaertsBogarts company the vocal segment of
upper missouri was already organized demanding mormon exile from
the state and had the momentum of events to accomplish it including
the passive cooperation of governor boggs

mormon defensive operations began because they believed the clear
statements of intention of the citizen volunteers after their carroll
county victory general atchison interpreted anti mormon intentions
similarly when he told the governor that the cannon and many paralegalparalegal
patriots were headed to daviess county where it was expected that
mormonscormons would be driven from that county and probably from
caldwell county 154 A member of the non mormon arbitration team at
de witt gave the same view after conversing with older citizens the
latter would now keep their pledge to assist any county who assisted
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them thus the mormonscormons headed for their own county would not
find security since the adjoining counties to caldwell will never be
contented until they leave the state 155 carroll regulators marched
north and released two prisoners with a promise they meant to drive
the mormonscormons from daviess to caldwell and from caidwellcaldwell to hell 156

atchison was in regular contact with the anti mormon forces and
believed that they had the intention and capacity to drive the latter
day saints from upper missouri prior to the mormon counteraction
that sought to prevent it mormon leaders made the same informed
judgment they could choose to do nothing and be expelled or choose
to resist and give their enemies the excuse to drive them out in the
name of defending the state of course the latter happened with the
administrators of expulsion explaining that the mormonscormons were being
justly punished

it is a truism that both sides contribute to misunderstanding in
a dispute but that view of the 1838 expulsion does not reach the real
historical issues an episodic view of these events is a mistake as though
I1 chance might so easily have given events a happier turn 157 upper
missouri society might have tolerated quiet minorities in small numbers
but the latter day saints had a powerful program of conversion and
gathering moreover the mormon center shifted from ohio to missouri
at the beginning of 1838 all missouri tensions that year really reflect
the heavy migration and unlimited prospect of more the removal of
the carroll county mormonscormons was only a reminder of this unsolved
problem for captain bogart complained to the governor that the
mormonscormons at de witt were mostly canadians a phrase meant to
suggest several things one of which was the specter of immigrationimmigrationp8 158

an irritating reminder was the canadian group ofjohnofjohn E page arriving
at de witt the first week of october with a company occupying thirty
wagons 159 such arrivals were regular in latter day saint centers that
fall albert P rockwood wrote from far west at the same time

emigration to the west is quite fast every day witnesses about
30 teams 160

both sides realized then that moving mormonscormons from one county
to another was no longer possible A thousand new mormonscormons arriving
in september and october did more to strengthen anti mormon resolve
than the symptomatic skirmishing in daviess county no mormon
pacifism or diplomacy would change the fundamental problem the
migration that threatened to shift control ofjacksonofiackson county in 1833
cast a dark shadow on a whole region in 1838 the mutual suspicions
provocationsprovocations misconceptions and skirmishes were all stage props in
a drama pitting a missouri mormon population that increased from
one thousand to ten thousand in five years against a traditional society
resistant to cultural and religious differences this central source of
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tension explains why mormon provocationsprovocations whether slight or serious
were immediately acted upon with intensity and without sustained
negotiations

in these conflicts atchison managed to cause some dissatisfaction
among both non mormonscormons and mormonscormonsMormons an indication of his
independent position in the frustration of his long imprisonment at
liberty joseph smith saw atchison as an obstacle to justice 1 I would
just name also that general atchison has proved himself to be as
contemptible as any of them we have tried for a long time to get our
lawyers to draw us some petitions to the supreme judges of this state
but they utterly refused igligi16116 although the context here is the failure
of justice in the legislature atchison had in fact supported the mormonscormons
there the prophet is evidently complaining that atchison and other
liberty attorneys should have long since made some sort of appeal to
give him a chance at freedom atchison may have made a procedural
judgment whereas the prophet was concerned with justice perhaps
joseph smith misconceivedconceivedmisconceivermis the power of the missouri supreme court
he was bound over for trial that winter and his case had to be decided
before appeal could be taken and clemency would have to come from
the executive

was the ultimate cruelty of libertylibertyjailjailjalljali receiving false information
that the prophets missouri friends had turned against him whether
a planted rumor or exaggerated statement it came to joseph at the
end of imprisonment that general atchison had joined in the regional
outcry that the prisoners should die this is according to the
information I1 have received which I1 suppose to be true 162 but
this report is corrected by heber C kimballskimbalfsKimbKimbalisbailsballsalFsairs comments on visiting
andrew hughes and other members of the clay county bar in order
to get legal assistance for joseph smith and the other brethren in
libertyjailliberty jailjalljali in his early memoirs heber wrote of the attitude of these
lawyers two weeks after the above statement of joseph smith

there were several men in liberty who were very friendly to the
brethren I1 called on them when I1 went there and they treated me
with great civility among these were general doniphan and atchison
and the keeper of the tavern where I1 put up at those men whom
I1 have named and several others revolted at the scenes enacted against
the mormonsmormons63cormonsMormons 163

atchison still was sympathetic when heber C kimball and
lyman wight visited him in washington DC in 1844 he mildly
encouraged their congressional petition for missouri losses but added
that they should not ignore the courts the report of these veterans
of the expulsion indicated that senator atchison still felt the mormonscormons
had been victims of injustice in 1838 general atchison is of the
opinion if we could sue the state of missouri for redress of grievances
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that there was virtue enough in the state to answer our demands for
said he they are ashamed of their conduceconduct 164

in nauvoojosephnauvoo joseph smith did not list atchison among the officers
who were the leading characters in the unparalleled persecutions
against the church of latter day saints 165 and hyrum smith also
paid atchison the same compliment of eliminating him from the list
of leaders who brought about the mormon expulsion atchison was
not one who violated the constitution and laws of the state of
missouri 166 indeed mormonscormons at that time realized that there were
others besides alexander doniphan who understood their plight and
sought to protect the rights of a minority with unpopular beliefs
eliza R snow not only described how alexander doniphan had saved
joseph smith from an illegal firing squad but she added that other
missouriansMissourians deserved to be recognized as moral heroes in the expulsions
of 18381858 there are those who actuated by the spirit of republicanism
and without any partiality to the religious views of our society have
risked their reputation and endangered their lives by pleading the cause
of the innocent 167 one addition to doniphan in this select group
is his law associate and military commander david rice atchison

NOTES
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73parksparks to atchison near de witt mo 7 october 1838 min document 37 see history odtheoftheof rhethe church
315651563 156 57 for most of this letter

71atchison71atchison to the governor 5 october 1838 inin document 35
75charitoncharlton county committee report 5 october 1838 min document 36
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71seeseenn 75
71atchison71atchison to the governor liberty mo 20 september 1838 inin document 28 compare n 64
7979captaincaptain samuel bogart to the governor elk homhorn mo 13 october 1838 inm document 41 42 compare

a carroll county residents report that exaggerates casualties but shows the alliance between the irregulars
and the militia there are 2 or 300 mormonscormons at de witt and nearly all the men of our county have
been called out against them the militia have been called out to suppress the mob but I1 believe they
intend helping to kill them they have taken a few shots and the report seems to be established that about
5 mormonscormons have been killed edward lampkin to thomas bradford carrollton mo 14 october 1838 cited
inin dialogue A journal ofmormonof mormon thought 11 winter 197811978 115

sodede witt citizens to howard county citizens near de witt mo 7 october 1838 inin document 40
11 general11general samuel a lucas to the governor Boonville mo 4 october 1838 inin document 34 35 see

history odtheof rhethe church 315051503150for3 150 forborror a copy of this letter
albert PR rockwoodsrockvoodsRockwoods first letter from fatfarfaieat west was writtenwritten saturday 6 october noting that two relief

groups left friday brunson and forty two men inin the morning and friday another company started under
bro joseph rockwood had a report that brunsonsBrunsons group had arrived at the timetime of his letter though he
says nothing more aboutjosephabout joseph smiths group the de witt citizenscitizens also mentionmention the arrival of two mormon
reserve groups at this timetime writing sunday 7 october they noted the arrival of a hundred two nights ago
and added about two hours ago the cormonsmormons were reinforced by sixty two mounted men well armed from
far west BYU archivist david whittaker shared his transcription of the rockwood letter journal held by
the beinecke library yale university

83extract83 extract from the privatejournalprivate journal ofofjosephjoseph smith jr times andseasonsundand seasons 1 november 1839 3 also
cited inin Ddeanean C jessjesseee e the personal writings ofjoseof josephph smith salt lake city deseret book co 1984 435

compare murdock abridged record 34 and for a month or two we had been importuning
to the circuitjudgecircuit judge and the governor and all hope of protection or right of citizenship failed us

135115112 Corrillcomil Abriefhistoiybridebrief history 36 thisthisibis the governor has sincesince told me was a mistake for gen atchison
and other officers had full power to act when necessary without an order from him

the governor to the house of representatives jefferson city mo 5 december 1838 inin document 13

john taylor A short account of outrages committed upon the latter day saints evidently
published inin 1839 inin illinois 3 4

sAtchisonatchison to the governor Boonville mo 9 october 1838 inin document 38 this letter isis not printed
inin the history odtheoftheof taetherae church but isis important enough to reproduce inm full from the above source
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Boonville oct 9 1838

to the commander in chief
sir enclosed you will receive a communication from gen parks which I1 deem my

duty to forward to your excellency I1 have required gen doniphan with the troops from
clay clinton and the platteplanepianepiatte to operatecooperateco with gen parks I1 have also instructed parks to
prevent armed mormonscormons from marching to de witt and also to send back or take into custody
all the mormonscormons from caldwell county who may be found in arms in carroll county also
to disperse all armed bands of citizens from other counties found in carroll

I1 have also suggested to parks to urge it upon the mormonscormons in carroll county to sell out
and remove elsewhere and also to urge the citizens to make the proposition to buy I1 have
no doubt but your excellency if you should deem it your duty to proceed to carroll county
could restore peace I1 would have forwarded this communication by express but was informed
that you were at st louis it is therefore sent by mail if you deem it necessary to proceed
to carroll county I1 would respectfully suggest that it should be done as quick as possible

I1 have the honor to be &cac
D R atchison

PS if your excellency should deem it necessary to proceed to carroll county Boonville
will be in your route when it would give me great pleasure to see your excellency at which
time I1 will be prepared to give all information as to the difficulties between the mormonscormons
and citizens as far as it could be obtained

D R A

89parksparks to atchison near de witt mo 7 october 1838 in document 38 see history odtheof rhethe church
3155 56 for part of this letter how firm leadership might have aided the community conscience is illustrated
by the wavering of a carroll county resident who wrote at the peak of prejudice after he marched on far west
before being mobilized in the militia he volunteered in the private attack on de witt 1I have until recently
been disposed to pity all except the leaders in them I1 never had any confidence the mob which raised
in this county some weeks since and drove those who had settled in a little place called de witt I1 did not
at first approve of but I1 finally believed they were right and I1 joined in with them arthur bradford to
thomas bradford carrollton mo 13 november 1838 cited in dizDildialoguedoguelogue 11 winter 1978 115

atchison to the governor Boonville mo 16 october 1838 in document 39 the 16 october letter
is not in the history odtheoftheof fhethe church but is pivotal and reproduced here from the above source

Boonville oct 16 1838
to his excellency L W boggs

sir from a communication received from gen parks I1 learn that the mormonscormons in
carroll county have sold out and left consequently every thing is quiet there but parks reports
that a portion of the men from carroll county with one piece of artillery are on their march
for daviess county where it is thought the same lawless game is to be played over and the
mormonscormons to be driven from that county and probably from caldwell county nothing in
my opinion but the strongest measures within the power of the executive will put down
this spirit of mobocracy

the troops ordered into the field from parks report partake in a great degree of the
mob spirit so that no reliance can be placed upon them however in this I1 believe parks

to be mistaken I1 would respectfully suggest to your excellency the propriety of a visit to the
scene of excitement in person or at all events a strong proclamation the state of things
which have existed in the counties of daviess and carroll for the last two months has been
in a high degree ruinous to the public and disgraceful to the state I1 would again respectfully
suggest strong measures to put down this spirit of mob and misrule or permit them to fight
it out if your excellency should conclude the latter expedient best calculated to produce
quiet and restore order issue an order to the major general 3dad division to discharge the
troops now engaged in that service

I1 have the honor &cac
david R atchison
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931bidslbidslbil 1 september 1838 76
941bidmibidbibid 9 september 1838 82
951bid951ibidbid 1 september 1838 76

9discoursediscourse of 12 may 1844 thomas bullock report in andrew FE ehat and lyndon W cook the words
of ofjosephjoseph smith provo religious studies center 1980 367

97seesee murdock abridged record 34 on the 13th l4th14thlath and lyth of oct the brethren arrived in
caldwell county compare rockwoodsRockwoods letter journal 15 october 1838 the brethren have all returned
from dedewittwitt
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98judgejudge austin A king to the governor richmond mo 24 october 1838 inin document 53
99 bogart to the governor elk horn mo 13 october 1838 inin document 42 compare nn 154 56

foote autobiography 24
lo loebenezerebenezer robinson items of personal history of the editor the return 1 december 1889 189
102rockwood102rockwood retrospective entry inin letter of 29 october 1838
113 sampson113sampson avard testimony at richmond hearing november 1838 inin document 99 compare the text

inin this article at n 45
footeo4fbote autobiography 24 25

105 extract from joseph smith times and seasons 1 november 1839 4 also inmjjesseeessee personal
writingsWwiringsfrings 436 37

foote and other sources indicate that the relief expedition started at the beginning of the week of
15 october rockwoodsRockwoods letter of 29 october 1838 sequences earlier events noting 23 october that 130 cavalry
from the reinforcing expedition returned lastlastlist night 7 0 clock

107aA new study leaves the impression at several points that seriousserious violence to the mormonscormons came after
their military actionsactions inin daviess county but the opposite isis true mormon actionsactions there responded to seriousserious
expulsion threats of the kind just carried out inin carroll county moreover they were reported by responsible
people inin touch with the public defenders operating against the mormonscormons see nn 154 56 lesueursLeSu eurs the
1838 mormon warmmarwar in missouri invertsinverts sequence twice inin trying to document attacks on mormonscormons inin retaliation
for the mormon initiativeinitiative inin daviess county which began when caldwell reinforcements arrived on 16 october
the first case isis the harassing of william H walkers immigrant group lesueur the 1838 mormon inanwarwurwunindr
128 but walker says that their harsh warning was received before daviess hostilities about the 15th we
were surrounded by a mob while travelling and robbed of all their firearms and ammunitionsammunitions the second
case isis that of the formidable anti mormon cornelius gilliam who supposedly later cited the mormon
depredations inin daviess county as the reason why he called out his regiment lesueur the 1838 mormon
war 129 but gilhamsgilliams rationalizing missouri senate speech simply says that he saw families dispossessed
not that his selfseif mustered local unitunit was called up after that see the mirsouriargusmissouri argus st louis 15 february 1839
microfilm BYU gilhamsgilliams daughter isis quoted ibid for the proposition that their relatives had been burned
out by mormonscormons and her fathers overdone campaign was retaliation but that tradition hardly reaches historical
standards martha was born the year after the mormon expulsion and her father died before she turned ninenine
see fred lockley reminiscences of mrs frank collins quarterly of the oregon heytHifthistoricalorical society 17

december 1916 358 366
johnlo8john D lee mormonism unveiledunvededstst louisloulslouisi bryan brand 1877 66 67

wlorenzoalorenzowL9 lorenzoorenzo dow youngs narrativefragmentsnarrative fragments of ofexpeiienceexperience salt lake city juvenile instructor office
1882 48 49 the detailed biography autobiography which isis the source of this narrativenarrative was made by lorenzo s

nephew and gives specific dating here lorenzo was called for two weeks of guard duty at adam ondi ahman
after the 6 august election fight his final warning to leave was given about two weeks after that see
james amasa little biography of lorenzo dow young utah historical quarterly 14 1946 48 51

conillcorrill A briefhistorybrietbrief history 38
lee mormonism unveiled 59 for the buildings used as a store and a tailor shop seejosephseseeeJosephjoseph H mcgee

story odtheoftheof rhetherge gnanGrangrandrivergrandsriverdRiversriberriver country gallatin mo npap 1909 12
112112chapmanchapman duncan biography typescript 36 37 BYU A secondary but responsible county history

indicates that Millmillportmdlportmillpostport stood about three miles due east of gallatin and consisted of the peniston mill
a blacksmith shop and a few stores in 1837 gallatin was founded and much of millportsMillports business was
transferred to the new town and inin 1838 the mormonscormons burned the buildings that remained and all that
was left of ofmillportmdlport was the memory ofitsoaitsof its name and the place where once itit stood john FE jordin memories
gallatin mo north missourian press 1904 unpaged inin the chapter on theodore peniston

3 3extractextract from joseph smith times andseasonsand seasons 1 november 1839 4 forbarror instanceinstance chapman duncan
had his house shot up after the gallatin election and his family moved to adam ondiondl ahman evidently
at once the mob burned all of my buildings and destroyed all my bees I1 never saved one hog out of eighty
head duncan biography 36 also inin jessee personal writings 436

nathan tanner incidents inin the life of nathan tanner MS 28 BYU see also ibid typescript
10 11 BYU

david R atchison and A W doniphan to col mason liberty mo 27 october 1838 photocopy of
national araiArdiaralarchivesives MS compare mcgee story odtheoftheof taetherae grunGrangnangrandgrandriverdRiverriver country 12 13 who lived at gallatingallann and after-
ward with his father at winston mcgee claims there was scarcely a Missourmissounansmissouriansianslans house left standing inin the
county but he saw burnings only on the horizon and had personal experience only at the locations south of
adam ondiondl ahman the occupation general of adam ondi ahman also reported that the whole county isis laid
waste but gave his viewview as far as my observation and information extended suggesting perhaps knowledge
oftheodtheof the south oftheodtheof theohe daviess area robert wilson to clarkdarkoark keytesville mo 25 november 1838 inin document 88

116 116corrillconillCorrill A biiefhirtorybrief history 38
117peck117 peck sketch of mormon history 151
11813enjaminbenjamin11813enjamin FE johnson my lifes review independence mo zions press 1947 38 39

tanner incidents inin the life of nathan tanner 32 33 also ibid typescript 12

110seesecsee document 45 46
121johnson121johnson my lifes review 37
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113leeleclee mormonism unveiled 90
124farfim west record 19 december and 26 december 1838 cited inin cannon and cook far west record

223 25 compare history odtheoftheof taetherae church 324052403 240 42 287n
vinson knight to william cooper esq spencerburgSpencerburg mo 3 february 1838 family copy courtesy of

brent belnap
see atchisonnatchisonsAtchisons letters to the governor of 20 september and 16 october inin document 39

127parks127 parks to atchison richmond mo 21 october 1838 inm document 47 48
atchison to the governor liberty mo 22 october 1838 inm document 46 47 the letter does not

appear inm history odtheoftheof fhethe church but isis reproduced here from the above source because itit shows that atchison
continued inin his convictionsconvictions that an illegal dispossession of the mormonscormons was inin process inin spite of their daviess
defensive tacticstactics

liberty october 22 1838
to his excellency the commander inin chief

sir almost every hour I1 receivereceive information of outrage and violence of burning and
plundering inm the county of daviess it seems that the mormonscormons have become desperate and
act like madmenmad men they have burned a store min gallatin they have burnt millportmillpostMill port they have
itit isis said plundered several houses and have taken away the arms from divers citizenscitizens of
that county a cannon that was employed inin the siege of de wittwin inin carroll county and
taken for a like purpose to daviess county has fallen intointo the hands of the mormonscormons it isis
also reported that the anti mormonscormons have when opportunity offered disarmed the mormonscormonsMormons
and burnt several of their houses

the great difficulty inin settling this matter seems to be inin not being able to identify
the offenders I1 am convinced that nothing short of driving the mormonscormons from daviess county
will satisfy the parties opposed to them and this I1 have not the power to do as I1 conceiveconceive
legally there arearc no troops at this timetime inm daviess county nor do I1 deem itit expedient to
send any there for I1 am well convinced that itit would but make matters worse for sirsitsir I1 do
not feel disposed to disgrace myself or permit the troops under my command to disgrace
the state and themselves by acting the part of a mob if the mormonscormons are to be driven from
their homes let itit be done without any color of law and inin open defiance thereof let itit
be done by volunteers acting upon their own responsibilities

however I1 deem itit my duty to submit these matters to the commander min chief and
will conclude by saying itit will be my greatest pleasure to execute any order your excellency
shall think proper to give inin this matter with promptness and to the very letter

I1 have the honor to be
mouryowyouryommom excellencysexcellences most obtabt servtserat

david R atchison
maj genigenlbenl 3dad div mo mi

N B I1 herewith inclose to you a report from general parks also one from capt bogart
D R A

9Bogartbegan to atchison elk horn mo 23 october 1838 inm document 48
13 Burnettburnen13burnett recollections 57 58
13 atchison13atchison to bogartbogan liberty mo 23 october 1838 inin document 108
232 Burnettburnen232burnettburnea recollections 58
133seesee the group and individual statements inin document 49 53
i51govemortogovernor to generaljohngeneral john B clarkjeffersonClarkdarkoark jefferson city mo 27 october 1838 inin indocumentdocument 61 seehistoiysee history

odtheoftheof rhetherge church 31753 175 ferforeer a copy of this letter nearly identical language was repeated inin governor boggs to
clarkdarkoark jefferson city mo 1 november 1838 inin document 76 77

135 atchison135atchison and lucas to the governor 28 october 1838 richmond mo inm document 76 see
history of the church 317651763 176 for a copy of this letterlenerleuerienerietter some phrases inin this brief letterlenertenerietter probably come
from lucas in history of the church 317651763 176 77n editor roberts could not understand how atchison
could cosignconsign the statement that mormonscormons were inm rebellion one problem isis that roberts obviously did not
have access to the mormon accounts of counter operations inin daviess county inin the week after 16 october
on the other hand atchison was uninformed inin the sense that the riverriver countiescounties did not understand the
mormon defensive perimeter of caldwell daviess so clashes were wrongly interpreted as preliminary to
attacks elsewhere As commander of this military district atchison was forced to act on the possibility of rumors
being accurate and his joint note was writtenwritten on the basis of available information at the timetime it isis also

true that these circumstancescircumstances forced atchison and lucas together as directors of adjoining districts though
their goals inin respect to the mormonscormons were quite different compare the doniphan quotation inin the text
at n 145

151131131citedCitedcued at n 115

kaniaskansas city daily journal 12 june 1881
13 13lesueurlesueur the 1838 mormon war 158

oarkdark to the governor richmond mo 12 november 1838 min document 80
governor to clarkdarkoark jefferson city mo 6 november 1838 min document 69
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governor to clarkdarkoark jefferson city mo 26 and 27 october 1838 inm document 61 63 the 26 october
letter includes an activationactivation order for four hundred men to the commander of the fourth division who was
lucas copies of both are inin history of fhethe church 317331753 173175 75

samuel D lucas to the governor independence mo 5 november 1838 inin document 71 compare
lucas to the governor near far west mo 2 november 1838 inm document 72 stating that we received
the 26 october order and that 1 I received the 27 october order at this point maj gen atchison left
me for liberty when I1 was left inm sole command see n 141

143letter143 letter to A B chambers richmond mo 13 november 1838 mentioning that the author was activated
and inin the field eight weeks beginning I11 september 1 I acted as aid to general parks who was inin the field
with me all this period

bar144farfar west cited inin missouri republican daily 17 november 1838 the context indicates that the sarparfarnarnur west
was repeating what had been said right after atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons return compare burnetts autobiography inin telling
of 1838 events 1 I also edited a weekly newspaper the far west published inin liberty 53

whitedwcitedcited at n 61

cited at n 144
1171bid1171ibidbid the western star another liberty newspaper isis cited min the same article the course ofofgovgov boggs

inm superseding gen atchison we hear much complaint about why the gov did this we are at a loss to know
so far as we have heard an expression of opinion the people appear to be satisified with mr A as a general

118111141111philophilo dibbles narrative 89
119mirsourimissouri republican daily 30 january 1839

1501bid1501ibidbid 27 december 1838
151ciarksclarks speech isis given inin an early copy inm eliza R snow to esquire streatorstreSireator caldwell co 22 february 1839

cited inin FE mark mckiernan ed eliza R snow letter from missouri BYU studies 13 summer 1973
548 49 a versionvensionversion isis inm history odtheoftheof rhethe church 320452043 204 compare a similar missouri copy of the clarkdarkoark speech
inin the rockwood letter journal of ofjanuaryjanuary 1839

15 governor15governor to clarkdarkoark jefferson city mo 27 october 1838 inm document 61 see n 134
153113atchison113atchison to the governor on dates of 27 september 1838 inm document 34 5 october 1838 inm

document 35 16 october 1838 inm document 39 for the text of the letter see n 89
154 atchison to governor Boonville mo 16 october 1838 inin document 39 for the text of the letter see n 90

williammwffliam F dunnica to editor glasgow mo 12 october 1838 ahiAfiabimissourisouri repub&anrepublican daily 18 october 1838
156corrillCorrill156 Corrdl A briefbriefhitoyhistory 36 compare the quotation inin the text at n 99
157151 mulder151mulder and mortensen among the cormonsmormonsMormons 97

bogart15113ogart to the governor elk horn mo 13 october 1838 inin document 41
159history159 history ofjohnof john E page millennial star 27 1865 103
160igorockwood160rockwood letter of 6 october 1838 near end
161igiigljoseph161joseph smith jr et al to the church at quincy 20 march 1839 libertyjailliberty jailjalljali clay co mo inmjjesseeessee

personal writingsTylitings 393 also cited inm history odtheoftheof the church 32923 292 93
162joseph162joseph smith to isaac galland 22 marchmatch 1839 cited inmjjesseeessee personal writings 417 includes atchison

among those who have made public proclamation that mormon leaders should be hung but the rumor lacks
confirmation andandjosephjoseph evievlevidentlydendy changed his mind sincesince no comment of the kind comes from nauvoo sources

113president113president heber C kimballsjournalkimball s journal salt lake city juvenile instructor office 1882 72 kimball
gives his liberty visitvisit as approximately 8 april 1839

lyman wight and heber C kimball to joseph smith philadelphia pa 19 june 1844 LDS church
archives see also history odtheoftheof rhethe church 7138113811587158 italics inin original on 9 august 1850 john bernhiselBemhisel wrote
brigham young from washington DC that atchison had voted for utahs territorial status he referred to

senator atchison of missouri exterminationextermination memory but the sarcasm may have been uninformed sincesince
bernhisel did not come west until the nauvoo period cited inin journal history

extract ofofjosephjoseph smith times and seasons I11 november 1839 7 those listed inin the roll of
dishonor were all militia leaders clarkdarkoark wilson lucas price gilliamgilham and bogart

166166statementstatement ofofhyrumhyrum smith 1 july 1839 times and seasons 4 1 july 1843 254 56 also cited inin
hestoyhistory odtheoftheof rhethe church 342454243 424 this roll of dishonor includes officials boggs and king and militia leaders clarkdark
lucas wilson and gilliam this statement ofofhyrumhyrum smith has been misread with regard to atchison where
hyrum was actually quoting the intriguing viewview of their jailor samuel tillery claiming that the expulsion
plan was concocted by the governor down to the lowest judge inin that upper country early inin the previous
spring and that the plan was more fully carried out at the time that general atchison went down to jeffersontojefferson

city with general wilson lucas and gilliam times and seasons 42544 254 55 also cited inm history odtheof rhethe
church 34213 421 lesueur misstates hyrum smith as the source and thinks the statement included atchison
min the expulsion plan lesueur the 1838 mormon war 245 but the key here isis george A smiths memoirsmemoirs
telling that atchison and other officers were ordered to be absent at the height of the mormon problems
as narrated inin the biographical sectionsection at the beginning of this paper tillery was sympathetic to his prisoners
and unlikely to be criticizing his fellow townsman atchison who had similar viewsviews instead he apparently
claimed that atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons assignment to the court martial was a useful tool to remove him so mormonscormons could
be evicted from carroll county actually george A smith and turnham have near missesmisses on where atchison
went since atchison wrote several letters from Boonville near jefferson city his location isis clear see
nn 14 and 72 and the text at these notes

snow to streator 546 cited at n 151



the miracles that didnt come

beside the bitter water lay bison skulls
rancid pools stalked by carrion birds
water stale and green blanketed
promised no healing but death

pioneers passed the pools
watching for an elishaellsha 1

food ran short no culinary skills
could compensate for nothing birds
ate more A pall of hunger blanketed
the camp stalked by death

looking for their provisions
they waited for an elisha 2

sallow children skin tight to their skulls
strained against the air like tiny birds
their heads bobbed loose in the blankets
until they fell into death

buried on the trek by parents
who wished for an elisha 3

sally I1 taylor

122 kgsggs 219 22
12 kgsggs 47
32 kgsggs 432 37



early mormon perceptions
of contemporary america 1830 1846

grant underwood

since scholarly study of mormon history parted company with
polemics several decades ago historians have become increasingly
interested in locating mormonism within the social intellectual and
religious geography ofjacksonian americaAmeriamerlcaj1 over the years much has
been learned about how antebellum americans perceived their
I1 curious counterparts but far less has been documented about the
reverse it is still largely terra incognita 2 one proponent of social history
christopher lasch has criticized mormon historians for detaching their
subject from its surroundings 3 it seems clear that one ofofthebestoftthehebestbest ways
to relink the saints with those surroundings would be to examine their
perceptions of the ideas institutions and events that constituted the
age of jackson extensive scrutiny of early mormon primary sources
ranging from periodicals and pamphlets to letters and diaries has
revealed that the saints commented on a wide variety of secular as well
as sectarian aspects of nineteenth century society 4 this paper however
samples five such strands of their cultural and intellectual history
the mormon response to contemporary medicine polite society reform
movements science and perfectionism

MORMONS AND MEDICINE

As it entered the second quarter of the nineteenth century
american medicine was still the embattled site of conflicting theories
no suitable body of comprehensive theory had as yet been developed
and a great many ailments remained uncured the lack of regulatory
laws and the embarrassing variations in standards combined to
undermine public confidence it was in this context that a number of
exotic nostrumsstrumsno were invented in the name of science in addition an
approach of more ancient vintage botanic medicine achieved a
dramatic resurgence sparked by an enterprising new jersey farmer
samuel thomson the notion that the art of healing had its origin
in the woods rather than in the university appealed to the common

grant underwood is director of the IDSLDSils institute of religion serving cal poly pomona and claremont colleges
note this paper was written for the 1980 MHA meeting in new morkyork it therefore reflects both the authors
perspectives as well as research available seven years ago
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man if the forest was still the best medical school then anyone who
purchased and perused thomson s manual could tap its secrets and
cure themselves 5

for some saints at least modern scripture seemed to sanction such
natural approaches within the proper framework to the saint who
might have missed or misinterpreted the book of mormon reference
to the excellent qualities of the many plants and roots which god
had prepared to remove the cause of diseases alma 4640 an 1831
revelation elaborated and whosoever among you are sick and have
not faith to be healed but believe shall be nourished with all
tenderness with herbs and mild food dacd&c 4243 italics added

clearly though there was a prioritization of cures joseph smith
reminded nauvoo saints to trust in god when sick and not in an
arm of flesh and live by faith and not by medicine while the power
of the priesthood was paramount in the prophets mind he was not
fanatical the suffering saint who had called for the elders and was
still not healed was to use herbs and mild food 6

if the medical monopoly was generally shunned by the saints
thomsonian and eclectic herbal cures abounded frederick G williams
member of the first presidency styled himself a botanic physician
and regularly ran a full column ad in the kirtland weekly northern
times it advertised the complete line of dr samuel thomsonsthomsonsrThom sons
vegetable medicine including an impressive array of vegetable elixirselixirs
bitters antibilious pills peach cordial and nerve powder in addition
williams developed his own cure for the fever and ague so common
among frontiersmen in the alluvial plains and river bottoms of the upper
mississippi valley it was even endorsed by a satisfied customer

1 I hereby
certify that I1 have taken dr williams vegetable ague drops after
having been afflicted more than 7 months and found immediate
relief and an effectual cure realizing the liabilities that certainly could
have accompanied such homespun remedies one appreciates his closing
comment 1 I am happy to add that my system is not in the least
impaired from any effects produced by said medicine 7

the basis of botanic medicine suggested still another approach to the
problem of ill health dietary reform although the word of wisdom
has elsewhere received considerable coverage 1

8 less divine direction
occasionally found its way into print the following appeared in the
nauvoo based times and seasons under the caption important

dr bennett is of the opinion that most of the bilious affections to
which our citizens are subjected during the hot season can be prevented
by the free use of the tomato we are of the same opinion and as health
is essential to our happiness and prosperity as a people we would earnestly
recommend its culture to our fellow citizens and its general use for
culinary purposes do not neglect it 9
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if it seems farfetched to the modern mind russel nye reminds
us there were so many common nagging ills the doctors could not
cure that the ordinary man could hardly be blamed for trying
something which promised reliefrelief1010 like other rural americans most
mormonscormons were prevented by the lack of cash and confidence from
patronizing orthodox medicine during this period they did not
however swing the pendulum to the other extreme of faith healing
fanaticism rather the saints blend ofpriesthood blessings and basic
botanical cures seems to bespeak moderation and practicality

MORMONS AND POLITE SOCIETY

moderation and practicality are also discernible in mormon
perceptions of such facets of polite society as clothing and attire
significant in this light is sidney rigdonsRigdons 18361856 analysis of contemporary
dress

indeed among some that would be called wise they think that the
cut of their coat and the shape of their hat is of great importance and
has a considerable to do with their salvation hence we have to this day
the broad brimedbribed hat and the long tailed coat and the vest with skirts
worn as a badge of righteousness but let the saints know assuredly that
their righteousness does not consist in putting on some old antiquated
dress but in enterprise in accomplishing the will of god

this is not to say that extravagance was indulged but mormonscormons clearly
permitted and even encouraged modest fashion in the same article
rigdon asked the saints how they ever contemplated fulfilling their
prophetic destiny to become zion and the showplace of the earth if
they wore apparel untastefully arranged 12 fortunately the likes of
tailor peter whitmer sr were on hand for just such needs promising
the latest fashions and neat fits for allpalapallaliail 13

sometimes however a fit could be a little too neat as for instance
in the case of the cursed corset of every thousand females who die
of consumption warned the times and seasons over three fourths
are sacrificed by the prevailing false ideas of beauty of form produced
by the continued practice of tight lacing 14

another inherent feature of mormonism becomes visible by
examining the saints pre utah perceptions of contemporary recreation
and amusements an 1833 revelation promised that the lord would
4 give1giveogive unto the faithful line upon line and precept upon precept
dacd&c 9812 and such is plainly manifest in the maturing mormon
position towards recreation in 1835 the church newspaperlatternewspaper latter day

saints messenger andadvocateand advocate renounced the frivolous practice of
playing ball as something liable to bring reproach upon the glorious
cause of our redeemer 15 two years later no less distinguished a group
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of church leaders than the presidents of the seventies met together
in council and resolved that we discard the practice of ball playing
wrestling jumping and all such low and degrading amusements
and have no fellowship with any member of our quorum who
indulges himself in the practice of such things 16 by 1844 however
john taylor editor of the times and seasons would be able to write
that wrestling running climbing dancing or anything that has a
tendency to circulate the blood is not injurious but must rather be
considered beneficial to the human system ifpursued in moderation 17

what had happened it seems clear that by the nauvoo period
joseph smith himself never burdened by overpiousoverpious inhibitions 18had18 had
clarified that contrary to the religious upbringing of many converts
athletics dancing and appropriate dramatic and musical events were
not inherently evil As T edgar lyon explained this released the
saints from old mores and gave them a new sense of freedom it opened
new avenues for finding refreshing diversion in activities many had been
taught were the works of satan 19 an obvious caveat then for students
of early mormonism is caution in labeling as mormon what might
only have been a calvinistic carryover surfacing occasionally until
corrected by revelation or prophetic fiat

the fact that by the 1840s mormonism was opening formerly
forbidden paths did not however make them any easier for some to
walk in orson hydes delightful reminiscence of parley PR pratt s

adventure in adjustment provides the classic example hyde recalled
how trammelled his fellow apostles mind was when dancing was
first introduced in nauvoo 1 I observed brother parley standing in the
figure and he was making no motion particularly only up and down
says 1I brother parley why dont you move forward says he when
I1 think which way I1 am going I1 forget the step and when I1 think of
the step I1 forget which way to go 20

if dancing was no longer evil evil use could still be made of it
As a large river town nauvoo attracted a sizable gentile population
and not all diversions were either conducted or sanctioned by the saints
A concerned father wrote a letter to the editor of the times andseasonsand seasons
asking about the propriety of balls and dancing as it has lately
existed in our city the reply forthrightly distinguishes between evil
by nature and evil by association consistent with a mormon concern
for scriptural sanction john taylor cites various biblical precedents for
dancing and then concludes

As an abstract principle we have no objections to it but when it leads
people into bad company and causes them to keep untimely hours it
has a tendency to enervate and weaken the system and leads to profligate
and intemperate habits and so far as it does this it is injurious to
society and corrupting to the morals of youth 21
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besides he added solomon says that there is a time to dance but
that time is not at eleven or twelve 0 clock at night nor at one or
two in the morning

the tension between appropriate and inappropriate amusements
ultimately required a policy statement from the quorum of the twelve
who had been leading the church since the prophet s death if the
people were righteous wrote brigham bungyoungmoung it would do to dance
and to have music feasting and merrymentberrymentmerryment but what fellowship has
christ with belial all amusements in which saints and sinners
are mingled tend to corruption the conclusion therefore was
inescapable so far at least as the members of the church are concerned
we would advise that balls dances and other vain and useless
amusements be neither countenancedcountenancer nor patronized 22

occasionally even mormon events crossed the line of propriety
in the days before elaborate newspaper advertising points of interest
or special events might be heralded by a staged theatrical or musical
exhibition 23 in late 1844 the nauvoo library decided to put on a
theatrical exhibition in an attempt to renew interest in its presence
the trustees employed several local youth as actors for the evening one
of them recorded the aftereffects the next day brother brigham blew
up everything that had evil consequences attending it and frequent
exhibitions among the rest 24

another contemporary conveyor of evil consequences was the
novel As pointedly as any puritan primer the messenger andadvocateundand advocate
warned that novel reading led to lightness and lechery 25 even in
the later nauvoo years one had to look hard to find what few novels
there were in the holdings of the library 26 the problem was that
mormonscormonsMormons like other americans liked their literature to be didactic
an 1832 revelation had admonished them to seek words ofwisdom
out of the best books dacd&c 88118 and novels never seemed to
qualify in the words of a johnajohn taylor editorial they were as destitute
of truth true science and practical knowledge as satansgatans promises
were to eve why continued taylor read the fancied brains of
disappointed men and women and then go the theatre and ten to
one but you will be just like them 27

in denouncing social and artistic evils of the day the saints were
little different from other religious groups 28 what waswas unique however
was that they recognized redeeming value in some amusements and
modified them to suit themselves appropriating for their own use purged
versions of what in other settings had been the objects of their scorn

MORMONS AND REFORMISM

historians have long considered the reform impulse of the early
1800s as one of the major characteristics of antebellum america these
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attempts to shape and transform the national character took many forms
and touched nearly every facet of life as they swept across most of the
country in the decades preceding the civil war gerald grob and
george A billias summarized the prevailing sentiment no problem
was so difficult that it could not be solved and no evil was so extreme
as to be ineradicable 29

the mormonscormonsMormons however uniformly opposed the reform societies
of the day in their eyes reformism whatever its laudable objectives
was destined to fail because it ignored scriptural eschatology though
they were ten times as vigilant and their reformations ten to one
explained the evening and the morning star stillstilt when the savior
comes the people will be as they were in the days of noah 30 the
intimate relationship between millennialism revivalism and reformism
is a commonplace charles G finney perhaps the most famous
contemporary crusader for christ confidently predicted if the church
will do her duty and by that he meant to reform and regenerate
manmankindkindlkindi the millennium may come in this country in three years 31

while early mormonscormons shared finney s faith in the imminence of christs
coming they did not endorse his postmillennialism since they believed
that the bible nowhere spoke of the wholesale reformation of man before
the second advent the ignorance of the religious teachers of the
day wrote sidney rigdon never appeared more glaring in any
thing than in an attempt to create a millennium by converting this
generation 321b32 to the mormonscormonsMormons reformism was a tragic waste like a
climber who spends time and energy to scale the mountain only to
discover he has climbed the wrong one

but even if reform had been the right ansanswerwer the organizations
of the benevolent empire were not the right agents the evening and
the morning star reminded its readers of

the perfect folly of all the pretended reformations of ancient and modem
times when there were not inspired men at the head of them both
apostles and prophets for without such the god of heaven never at any
time produced a reformation nor did he ever bring back an apostate race
at any time by any other means than by raising up and inspiring men
from on high 33

to think otherwise was ludicrous with obvious satire the messenger
andadvocateundand advocate remarked god has done his work and we dont need
any more prophets we have bible societies missionary societies
abolition of slavery societies and temperance societies to convert the
world and bring in the millennium 13434

thomas G alexander recently argued that one method which
promises a great deal in furthering our understanding ofofjosephjoseph smith
and mormonism is what robert berkhofer has called behavioralismbehavioralism
this is the technique of analyzing a particular set of experiences by
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looking at them through the eyes of the actors 35 through the use
of such a technique in this study it seems clear that to place mormonism
within the realm of contemporary reform movements as david B davis
has recently done violates both the reasoning and rhetoric of the saints
and thus presents a major misreading of mormonism 36

MORMONS AND SCIENCE

in the days before darwin forced geologists to joust with genesis
benjamin silliman yale professor of chemistry mineralogy and natural
history would customarily commence his classes by paying homage
to religion it is he would say at the head of all science it is the
only revealed one and it is necessary to give a proper use and direction
to all the others 37 such sentiments were widespread in antebellum
america As george daniels has observed it was generally held by
scientists and laymen alike that one of the scientists main duties was
to demonstrate the entire harmony between nature and revelation 38

mormon efforts to bring about such a marriage began early and
have continued undaunted even by darwin down to the present day 39

an early example was parley PR pratts times and seasons article
philosophy of the resurrection consistent with contemporary usage

pratt employs the word philosophy as essentially synonymous with
sciencescience and characterizes the debate over a physical resurrection as the
conflict between philosophical objections and sectarian superstition
he refuses to take refuge in the easiest answer that gods ways are
beyond human understanding and quickly dismisses religionists
efforts to throw a veil ofofsacrednesssacredness over the whole subject as if it
were a mystery to be believed without the possibility of understanding
it he then settles into a rigorous attempt at reconciling natural laws
with a bodily resurrection his conclusion would have earned him honors
had he been in one of Sillimans sciencescience classes every truth in
theology pratt declared and every truth in philosophy mutually
strengthen illustrate and confirm each other 40

in a cosmology such as that miracles as commonly conceived had
no place hast thou seen no miracle queried pratt yes it was
all miraculous but it was all upon the most natural easy simple
and plain principles of nature in its varied order 41 an 1832 revelation
had already given resonance to such newtonian notions when it
explained that there is no space inin which there is no kingdom and
unto every kingdom is given a law and unto every law there are certain
bounds also and conditions dacd&c 8837 38

when a brilliant comet blazed across the american skies in march
of 1843 milleritesMille rites saw it as a sign of the end of the world on the
other hand certain bostonians raised 250002500023000 to buy a telescope
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for harvard irving bartlett in his study of the american mind at
midcenturymidcentury cites the latter as an example of a growing secular
mindedness a growing tendency among educated people at least to
look for natural causes behind even the most extraordinary events 42

the mormonscormonsMormons however combined both mentalities and the union
is nowhere more obvious than in two back to back articles in the
times andseasonsand seasons orson pratt early mormon apostle and scientist
published a very sophisticated article dealing with the astronomical
phenomena halos and parhelia what others would have seen as strange
and wonderful heaven sent signs doubtless owe their origin con-
cluded pratt to the refraction of the suns rays through the minute
though differently shaped prismatic crystals of ice and snow which float
in the atmosphere 43editorjohn43 editor john taylors signs of the times article
followed as an intelligent and faithful defense of both christ and the
crystals many of these signs he admitted can be explained on
philosophical principle and no doubt but all of them could if we were
only sufficiently acquainted with the philosophy of the heavens but
this does not alter the principle that is taught by ouvsaviorour savior as being
a criterion whereby the saints are to judge of the signs of the times 44

that there was a science or philosophy to the heavens had earlier
been made clear in principle the idea could have emanated from the
enlightenment but mormonism left its mark upon it by providing
a unique twist rooted in the restoration and speaking hope to the
common man whether considering the creation of a world the
blossomingblossoming of a flower or the resurrection of the body all these
declared parley PR pratt were too sublime for an arch angel to compre-
hend by his own capacity and yet even the simplest mental capacity

aided by the spirit of god could understand them all 45 in the
mormon mind then the holy ghost was every mans key to the
wonders of the universe as well as theology but every man had to acquire
it in the same divinely designated way by becoming a fellow citizen
with the saints in an era in which monopolies roused jacksonian
rhetoric to grandiloquent heights the notion that god dispensed the
holy ghost solely through mormon elders promised little popularity
nonetheless determined disciples would not dilute what they considered
a cornerstone of restored religion foreshadowingshadowingFore similar sentiments
expressed by joseph smith to martin van buren the messenger and
advocate announced it is the gift of the holy ghost which makes
the difference and it is this alone and the society which has this power
are the people of god and those who have not are not 46

MORMONS AND perfectionism

just how deeply the role and value of the spirit was embedded
into the very warp and woof of mormonism becomes evident in
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turning to their perceptions of perfectionism in the estimation of
sydney ahlstrom the doctrine of christian perfection was john wesley s

most original contribution to protestant theology and one of the
methodist denomination s most distinctive features 47 spilling over
into secular as well as sectarian concerns perfectionism had currency
far beyond the camp meeting such was its pervasiveness subtle and
explicit that some church historians have called the early nineteenth
century the methodist age 48

significantly the mormonscormons consistently condemned the doctrine
what is even more revealing was their rationale for doing so it
was not the possibility of perfection or even the fact that some
claimed to have achieved it in mortal flesh that bothered the saints
rather it was the protestant procedure the mormon periodical
gospel reflector decried the hypocrisy of professing perfection
and yet at the same time denying the very vehicle for achieving it

the gifts and graces of the gospel 49 if the gifts of the spirit had
long since ceased to exist among men then so had the possibility of
perfection

perfection in the mormon mind was more than the absence of sin
it was the acquisition of power perfection wrote sidney rigdon
I1 consists in putting men in possession of the powers of the deity 50

for the saints god s spiritual gifts to man were not only vital
proofs of the churchschurche divinity but the very essence of their ability
to become perfected the process was as ancient as it was irrevocable

it will be seen explained rigdon that as soon as the gospel was
received the power which was according to their heirship began to be
exercised by them and kept increasing and increasing until they had
power over water and over fire and could command the very elements

and they would obey them ultimately these endowments of the
spirit culminated in making them partakerspartakers of all power in heaven
and on earth and therefore joint heirs with christ in a word
perfect 51

whether discussing the pathway to perfection or the errors of
certain antebellum ismsiams the early saints consistently pointed
to the holy ghost as their sine qua non if there is value in a
behavioralistbehavioralist approach to mormonism it is in bringing to light what
was so obvious to the participants and yet so apparently elusive to later
observers whenjosephwhen joseph smith was asked how his church differed from
others he did not mention communitarian experiments latent
theocracy or religious authoritarianism nor did he focus on new
scripture or his own prophetic role though he could appropriately have
discussed any one of them instead he singled out the holy ghost
the hub from which all other facets of mormonism as so many spokes
drew strength and meaning
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SUMMARY AND conclusions

by way of summary at least three elements of early mormonism
have been discernible in the present study first the mormonscormons were
concerned with moderation and flexibility whether in their approach
to sickness or society where dogmatists died or fanatics faded the
mormon middle course made the church one of the most viable and
vital churches to emerge out the of the early nineteenth century second
mormonscormons should not be placed within the reformist tradition since it was
antithetical to their basic theology and third the saints view of
the quintessential role of the holy ghost informed their perceptions
of and reactions to various secular philosophies and features of
contemporary america

undergirding it all however was a bedrock belief in the scriptures
this not only served as the basis for their doctrine but also as their
standard of judgment for all things secular or sectarian if paul said
that in the last days perilous times would come if the savior said that
the world immediately preceding his concomingconlingling would be as wicked as
it was in the days of noah then it was the duty of every mormon elder
and editor to disclose the overwhelming evidence that such an age was
upon them thus their refutation of reform societies and perfectionism
both optimistic by nature sprang not from the brooding pessimism
of dissatisfied souls displaced in society but rather from a perceived
incompatibility with the scriptures revelation ancient or modern was
the ultimate touchstone of truth for the mormonscormonsMormons even if the burden
of contemporary evidence pointed to the contrary faithful saints
dismissed it as merely one more example of the discrepancy in judgment
between inspired and uninspired men for them prophecy was
irrevocable history in reverse

there are those however who hold to what might be called the
alienation thesis as an explanation of mormonism and its origins
the people who joined mormonism declared klaus hansen were

by and large those who had suffered more than most americans
from the dislocations of an america in ferment 52the52 the problem with
this imaginative thesis is that in some ways it is little more than
imaginary how can it be advanced that the saints had been displaced
if as a recent demographic study suggests the majority were never in
placeplace5353 53wherewhere is the evidence that in the age of individualism men
blamed their misfortunes on society rather than on themselves even
more importantly though is that a careful scrutiny of primary sources
nowhere suggests that the saints saw themselves as victimized outcasts
soured on a society that had cut them out of their fair share on the
contrary they wanted nothing to do with babylon gather ye out
dacd&c 1337 was the watchcry
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if then in certain ways the mormonscormons do not reflect the characteristic
jacksonian ethos should a fit be forced does it not seem more
reasonable to argue that the mormonscormons were motivated more by the
holy book than the pocketbook for every gentleman who read a
learned pamphlet reports gordon wood there were dozens of
ordinary people who read the bible and looked to their ministers for
an understanding ofwhat was happening in america 54 in an era when
the religious press was growing more rapidly than the secular press 55

can the influence of the religious idea be ignored the conclusion seems
inescapable above all else mormonscormons were a profoundly religious people
for whom gods revealed word was preeminent as the shaper and
fashioner of thought and deed meaning and destiny
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my great aunts cemetery

in woods tangled with briars she finds the path
that leads us into what was once a clearing
the cemetery they used before the war
she cuts the high grass back with her hand scythe
and we disturb the vines to find the blacksmith
who sired her grandfather though only hearing
about him she is well versed in our family lore
his sunken grave is smothered in the leaves of second growth

whats left of the headstone says someone named seth
died of malaria grey as an old gnawed bone
A nearby marker says his bride marie
at the age of seventeen died in childbirth
my aunt informs me that seth hartfields strength
was a legend in her childhood how hed thrown
his anvil at thieves and once uprooted a tree
to bridge a flooded creek he had an enormous girth

she stoops to touch the intricate carved wreaths
on monuments to kin she has not known
try as I1 might I1 am unable to see
them living my minds eye cannot call them forth
only the markers confirm their deaths and births
but wind and rain have labored hard on the stones
to return them to the anonymity
they had before they were dug out of the earth

and they have become more the substance of myth
than anything lingeringly human
through all my aunts lively embellishments
their stories have not held tightly to the truth
they are beyond imagining lying beneath
my feet though I1 am the son of their great great grandson
and my own days disappear in the strange sense
of the unreality of what is over with

As we come out of the woods the midday warmth
glares in my face a sudden flutter of wings
startles me out of my dark dreaming the way
A diver surfaces from a great depth
breaks through to the air catches his first breath
grateful I1 walk beside her listening
to my living aunts tales of the family tree
her voice rough as bark rasping for all its worth

john P freeman

john P freeman teaches english at the oakley training school in raymond mississippi



to overcome the last enemy
early mormon perceptions of death

M guy bishop

american society in the years prior to the civil war was generally
speaking saturated by a concern with dying indeed throughout
the nineteenth century the specter of physical demise was to quote
a recent study of the subject a familiar personage in most victorian
households and on most victorian minds 1 however in contrast to
the fearful vision of death dictated by the strict calvinism of early new
england americans of the 1800s responded to it with qualified
resignation as is manifested in the following verse published in 1820
which combines a sense of the futility of mortal existence with the
prospect of justification for having faithfully served the lord while in
the earthly probation

through sorrow s might and dangers path
amid the deepening gloom
we soldiers of a heavenly king
are marching to the tomb 2

instead of the eternal agony conceived by earlier generations these later
ones the cultural offspring of romanticism andjacksonianjacksonianand enthusiasm
expected an immortality that offered a cessation of evil and an endless
time of peace and harmony david E stannard has noted that mid
nineteenth century americans often disenchantedenchanteddisenchanterdis with their rapidly
changing society sought a return to their lost sense of community
in the graveyard and the heavenly world of the dead 3

early mormonscormons had much in common eschatologicallyeschatologically with their
countrymen consistent with the basic tenets of contemporary
christianity faithful latter day saints also espoused a fervent hope in
an eternal bliss having regularly confronted the harsh realities of life
as they werweree persecuted reviled and driven from place to place most
mormonscormons were more than willing to place their trust in a benevolent
god and optimistically looked forward to immortality peter L berger
has observed that the power of religion depends in the last resort
upon the credibility of the banners it puts in the hands ofmen as they

M guy bishop is assistant curator of social history at the los angeles county museum of natural history
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stand before death or more accurately as they walk inevitably toward
it 4 devout mormonscormons sought and often found comfort and assurance
in their perception of immortality deep faith buoyed up by optimistic
prophetic promises in regard to the next life alleviated many death
related anxieties for pious latter day saints 5 the afterlife forecast for
valiant saints was indeed awe inspiring a highly structured heaven in
which mankind was rewarded in varying degrees based on worthiness
displayed during the earthly sojourn

A recent study by mary ann meyers concluded that the murder
of joseph smith in 1844 inaugurated a revision of latter day saint
eschatology according to this thesis the despondent followers of the
martyredmartyred prophet recreated the community of the saints beyond death 6

in other words meyers argues that mormon perceptions of the hereafter
were drastically altered in the second half of the nineteenth century
in order to compensate for the loss of the churchschurche beloved organizer
however this assessment was based on a marginal amount of primary
documentation from the early years of the religion and consequently
overlooked the extensive development of latter day saint thought on
death prior to the assassination of joseph smith A more thorough
survey demonstrates that mormon attitudes on this subject were
formulated mainly under the tutelage of the prophet not as a belated
response to his death

like their countrymen in antebellum america the saints displayed
an abounding fascination with death As mormon mortality rates rose
in the late 1830s and early 1840s due to the persecutions suffered in
missouri and the unhealthy conditions in nauvoo the literary records
repeatedly refer to death and the afterlife the newspapers diaries
journals and personal letters of this time as well as the canonized
writings of the prophet recorded in the doctrine and covenants provide
a historical guide to the creation of a mormon eschatology one which
was almost fully matured by 1844

in its early stages the philosophy of mormonism in regard to dying
and the hereafter could not be easily distinguished from the contem-
porary beliefs it focused primarily on the promise of a resurrection
and individual postmortal rewards for the righteous the evening and
the morning star an official organ for the church had admonished
its readers in 1832 remember that you were born to die and to live
again 7 mormonscormons were from their earliest years generally optimistic
believers in an afterlife As a consequence of this position mourning
was theoretically held to a minimum A regular reassurance that the
inevitability of death would be mitigated by the blessings of eternity
helped ease anxieties 8

mormon obituaries and funeral sermons customarily sought to
encourage righteousness by recounting the positive traits of the deceased
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this approach was common in nineteenth century encomiums and
in fact has remained standard fare in similar writings and orations to
the present As one eulogist noted in 1833 such accolades could not
assist the dead but nevertheless they were deemed to be justified 9

or as a mormon woman observed in her diary after having witnessed
a moving funeral service the speakers had preached to the living 10

if properly directed by obituarists and orators the emotions evoked
by the demise of a loved one or close acquaintance could be channeled
into a renewed dedication to worthy pursuits

A noteworthy example of the use of death to mold the behavior
of the living was a panegyric written in remembrance of hilah carter
a mormon woman who died in 1834

her friends and near relatives though deeply sensible of her personal
worth and virtues are consoled with the assurance which she left
of her acceptance with god and though they cannot but drop a tear
in consequence of their loss yet they can with propriety cherish the
pleasing reflection that they soon will meet her in the rest prepared for
the saintssaintsiisil

two fundamental aspects of mormon thought about death are revealed
by this obituary first that the bereaved would be reunited with the
deceased at some future moment and second that the next life would
be a place of rest for the righteous both of these features were common
to basic christianity and by the mid nineteenth century many
americans regarded dying as a transition to a state of blessedness for
the faithful

though many conventional sentiments continued to characterize
mormon thinking about death a more distinctive note gradually came
in by at least the early 1840s latter day saint eschatology had come
to espouse eternal family relations as the greatest blessing of immortality
this was however recognized as a reward reserved for only the most
valiant of gods children facilitated by the endowment and sealing
rituals devout saints could by the mid 1840s look forward to the promise
of unending kinship bonds jaj212

although this concept of a heavenly family reunion was gradually
emerging mormon thought on death during the first decade of the
churchschurche history still centered on the expectation of an individual restful
bliss in paradise when sally knight died in 1834 her eulogist recalled
that she had made many sacrifices and faced countless tribulations for
the sake of the gospel and suggested that her stalwart devotion assured
her an immortal prize her obituary read in part she had fled to
those mansions prepared in the economy of the lord to dwell there
till she comes triumphant to receive a reward with the sanctified
when peace shall crown the blessed and the wicked shall cease from
troubling 13
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when parley P pratts wife thankful halsey died after childbirth
in 1837 the bereaved widower wrote my dear wife had now lived
to accomplish her destiny and when the child was dressed and she
had looked upon it and embraced it she ceased to live in the flesh 14

the rhetoric of this lamentation reveals two important elements about
mormon eschatology first pratt readily embraced what might be called
optimistic sorrow he sincerely mourned his wifeswirescifes passing but was able
to assuage his grief by assuring himself of her eternal reward second he
refused to even consider the possibility that they had been permanently
separated but only that she had ceased to live in the flesh

not all of the saints were able to so readily accept the inevitable
end to physical life as had parley P pratt some members of the church
were stunned by the untimely death of elder joseph B brackenbury
in january 1818323 2 he was the first recorded mormon missionary to have
died while preaching the gospel at that time it was apparently assumed
that the lord would always prolong the life of one in his service
benjamin FE johnson wrote of brackenburysBrackenburys death

to us then young and inexperienced members of the church his death
came as a sore trial to our faith as well as a very great grief to think
that so good a man in such a field of useful labor and far from his home
and family should be permitted to die and that too so suddenly was
naturally a test to our faith and integrity 15

another example of faithful optimism being outweighed by the realities
of the moment was evident in the recollections of nancy tracy in 1836
while on a trek from kirtland ohio to western missouri with the
william corey family she witnessed the death of one of the corey
sons the harsh facts of a frontier existence were noted by the chronicler
when she wrote we were quite a long distance from a settlement
so we camped while the men in the party made a rude coffin for
the child and buried it in the forest sister corey thought this was a
great trial and so it was 16 it is very possible that this grief stricken
mother had her sorrow intensified by the crude nature of the burial
the apparent absence of any institutionalized funeral services and the
fact that the interment was not in a designated cemetery most
mid nineteenth century americans placed great significance on the
deceased being laid to rest in hallowed ground 17

the evolution of the mormon elegy reveals an increasingly complex
eschatology as the 1830s progressed A simple stanza published in the
evening and morning star in 1832 documented the rudimentary
character of latter day saint thought on death at that early date

the body is but chaff
the soul may live in glory

when the earths epitaph
Is written in its ashes18ashes 18
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while hope for an afterlife obviously existed for the saints at this time
the eventual doctrine on the subject was still largely undeveloped in
march 1835185518 3 5 william W phelps a prominent churchman theologian
and poet provided additional insight on the seenseeminging futility of human
existence

what is life tis to exist
in a world of wealth and woesboes

where the wickedness and death
makes one shudder as he goes

tis to come like morning fair
rise and rove like ocean wave

fall and fade like shooting stars
leaving nothing but a grave19grave 19

in these verses phelps highlights a gradually emerging mormon trend
toward fatalism in regard to mortality which would be coupled to an
increased emphasis on eternity

this resignation about physical life is similarly manifested in the
funeral hymn composed by parley P pratt at some point following

the death of his wife but the poem also radiates the authors faithful
optimism and offers solace to the bereaved

forbor sickness sorrow pain and death
with awful tyranny have reigned

while all eternity has shed
her tears of sorrow oer the slain

no longer let creation mourn
ye sons of sorrow dry your tears

life life eternal life is ours
dismiss your doubts dispel your fears

after having played down the temporary afflictions ofmortality pratt
gives the following assurances in regard to conditions in heaven

no tears no sorrow death or pain
shall eer be known to enter there

but perfect peace immortal bloom
shall reign triumphant evry where20where20

As a reaction to the suffering endured by the early saints because of
the natural hostility of a frontier environment and the frequent
persecutions dispensed at the hands of anti mormon agitators pratt
clearly attempts to overshadow the often bleak reality of their temporal
situation with the glorious expectations of the next world

latter day saint doctrine from its inception had made eligibility
for the richest blessings of immortality contingent upon satisfactory
performance during the earthly probation the following revelation
recorded by the prophet was published for the edification of the saints
in july 1832
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thou shalt live together in love insomuch that thou shalt weep for the
loss of them that die and more especially for those that have not hope
of a glorious resurrection and it shall come to pass that those that die
in me shall not taste of death for it shall be sweet unto them and they
that die not in me wo unto them for their death is bitter 21

this disclosure dictated much of the mormon thought on death and
the afafterlifeterEfe until 1836 establishing the criteria for mourning promising
eternal rewards for the righteous and warning the ungodly that their
future estate was in jeopardy

this doctrinal position obviously necessitated that the survivors
make some kind of value judgment concerning the deceased had he
or she truly been numbered among the faithful the vast majority of
latter day saint obituaries eulogies and personal accounts answered
with a resounding affirmation of the piety of the departed soul As
has been correctly surmised by one scholar the saints were loath
to predict anyone s condemnation to hell 22 excerpts from the
encomiums of several early mormonscormons attest to the belief that death
was but an easy and joyous transition for those who had proven
themselves worthy the obituaries published in a single issue of the
evening andmorningand morning star min 1834 note that louisa ann stickney had

left this world rejoicing in a crown of glory that joanna roberts
fell asleep in the full assurance of a glorious immortality and that

bathia fordham who is described as a faithful friend worthy sister
and devoted saint had gone home to the glorious hope of a happy
immortality 23a23 A eulogy written about mary bradbury who died that
same year similarly recounts that

during the latter part of her sickness she manifested a calm resignation
to the will of a divine providence and when death was about to grasp
her in his icy arms she stayed herself on the promises of him who is

able to save and who gave himself a ransom for her soul in her last
moments when kindred spirits waited to escort her spirit to the
paradise of rest she said 1 I am dying glory to myjesusmajesusmy jesus even so lord
jesus come quickly then she reposed her weary head and without
a sigh or struggle

breathed her life out sweetly there 24

joseph smith recorded the death of his brother hyrumshyrams wife in a like
manner she left five small children and numerous relatives to mourn
her loss the prophet lamented in the expected noble fashion of the
period the dying saint reportedly instructed her children tell your
father when he comes that the lord has taken your mother home and
left you for him to take care of with that final gesture she then died

in a full assurance of a part in the first resurrection 25 optimism
in the face of death was not limited to adults but was occasionally
manifested by younger mormonscormons as well when the fourteen year old
son of thomas B marsh died at far west missouri in may 1838 his
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obituarist observed that the youngster had from a most tender age
11 manifested a love and reverence towards his heavenly father and
at nine years old had a remarkable vision in which he talked with
the father he also was said to have died with a full assurance that
he would come forth in the resurrection of the just 26

A similar phenomenon which has been aptly labeled a trium-
phant death was a common occurrence among antebellum americans
in 1838 an indiana couple wrote to a relative concerning the death
of one of their mothers noting with pride that she left the wourldwourlds
in the triumfotriumfs of faith such a great witness that she went happy
out of the wourldwourlds 27an27 an account from the same time period of the
funeral of a little girl also bears a striking resemblance to the eulogy
accorded the marsh child the clergyman who directed this particular
service praised the youngster ashavingas having been sanctified from her
infancy she was reportedly very fond of bible stories and never tired
of hearing the scriptures read when her mother asked if she was afraid
to die the response was said to have been no for I1 trust in
jesus 28 such optimism on the deathbed by mormonscormons and non
mormonscormons alike was a distinct departure from the pessimistic self doubt
which had plagued an earlier generation ever unsure of the prospects
for eternity a devout calvinist of the seventeenth century questioned
his status with god up to the very end for the conscientious puritan
adult or child doubt of salvation was essential to salvation 29 in
adopting a more optimistic attitude mormonism was well within the
mainstream of nineteenth century american thought

A new element of mormon thought about the afterlife can be
found in the 1836 visionjosephvision joseph smith related of the celestial kingdom
of heaven much to his amazement he beheld his brother alvin as
an inhabitant of that highest postmortal estate 30 this beloved brother
had died before the church was organized and had never been baptized
as a latter day saint therefore according to the accepted dogma of
the religion he could not dwell among the most valiant joseph reported
that when he inquired of the lord concerning this seemingly impossible
matter he was informed all who have died without a knowledge
of this gospel who would have received it shall be heirs of the
celestial kingdom of god italics added furthermore children who
died before the age of eight years were also heirs of the celestial
kingdom 31 there is a precedent for this position in the book of
mormon where the doctrine of infant depravity had been rejected and
little children declared to be incapable of sin 32

this direct admittance of the very young into the celestial kingdom
along with the possible sanctification of the faithful dead must certainly
have been gratefully received by many early mormonscormonsMormons not the least
of them beingjosephbeing joseph smith and his family the smiths had suffered
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extreme sorrow as a result of alvinsalbins death this grief had been
intensified when a local presbyterian minister had vocally condemned
him to hell for his supposed lack of religious propriety 33 joseph and
his wife emma must have been elated to learn that small children
were to be numbered among the valiant in the next life since their
marriage nine years previously the couple had lost three babies out
of four live births 34 in 1832 the prophet had expressed his sense of
sadness concerning these losses in a letter to emma in which he referred
to the death of his brothers infant 1 I was grieved to hear that hiram
sic had lost his little child he wrote 1 I think we can in some degree

simpathizesimpathi2esympathize with him but we all must be reconciled to our lots and
say the will of the lord be done 35 herejosephHerhere josephejoseph reveals his empathy
for bereaved parents the loss he and emma felt for their babies and
a degree of fatalism about death he later tempered this submission
to divine prerogative by advancing the theory that

the lord takes many away even in infancy that they may escape the envy
of man and the sorrows and evils of this present world they were too
pure too lovely to live on earth therefore if rightly considered instead
of mourning we have reason to rejoice as they are delivered from evil
and we shall soon have them again 36

this rationalization of the fortuitous nature of an early death was not
unusual during the period 37

the doctrine regarding the salvation of those who died before the
age of eight apparently received increased emphasis in the late 1830s
when the migration from kirtland to western missouri brought a high
mortality rate among children samuel tyler who kept a daily journal
of the trek noted on 12 august 1838 that those departed souls had

gone to their maker & they are saved in the celestial kingdom and
we if we are faithful will meet them there italics added 38 three
years later in nauvoo the exaltation of the young was still a source
of comfort for many upon the death ofofhyrumhyrum andandjerushajerusha smiths
son aged 7 years lacking a few day the eulogist wrote

relying upon the promises of jehovah the parents need not mourn
over the early death of their promising child omnipotence in his
wisdom has seen fit to take him from them just ere he arrived
at the years of accountability and the parents have the blessed assurance
that he has been taken from the evils to come to bask in the endless
felicity and heavenly beatitude in the mansions of his heavenly
father 393

in this particular instance a devout faith in prophetic dictates
concerning the afterlife had transformed what might have been a
disheartening premature demise into a timely blessing from god the
young boy had died just before the age of eight and gained automatic
admission into the celestial kingdom
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by the mid nineteenth century american society generally adhered
to the belief that the death of young children as well as pious adults
was a blessed transition to a more glorified existence it took only a
simple adjustment in perspective to allow a grief stricken parent to see
a deceased child as specially called to heaven 40 for the surviving
parents in the latter day saint culture their dead offspring had
received all that a benevolent god had to give according to mormon
eschatology the victims of childhood demise not only secured a release
from the pain and trials of mortality but they held a distinct advantage
in the world to come those who passed on to eternity before the age
of eight years were natural heirs of the celestial kingdom whereas all
who lived to maturity had to prove themselves worthy

the saints expectations for postmortal happiness developed into
a more complex family oriented system in the 1840s even with the
new tenets added by the prophets 1836 revelation which opened the
door to the highest degree of glory to two groups of deceased persons
whose eternal status had been unknown prior to that time the mormon
afterlife did not completely assume the emphasis of familial associations
which came to be characteristic of the religion until the nauvoo period
As a result of the deaths suffered from the missouri persecutions and
the unhealthfulness of their new city in illinois the saints became even
more preoccupied with death and immortality and their god and
his prophet provided further insight into eternity and the blessings
awaiting the righteous

while recent historians have disagreed as to the severity of health
conditions which prevailed at nauvoo during the mormon settlement
all are in agreement on one basic point it was the most sickly
environment yet encountered by the mormonscormonsMormons 41 levijacksonlevi jackson who was
one of the first saints to inhabit the site recalled that it was very
sickley the first year 42 and by most available reports it never
progressed much beyond that initial judgment in july 1839 during
their first summer at the new headquarters of the church the
family ofofzinaorzinazina huntington recorded her demise oliver B huntington
noted that my mother died I1 suppose from or on account of the
persecutions of missouri at the same time I1 was so sick I1 could not
attend the funeral 43 concerning the untimely death of his wife
william huntington lamented my companion was taken from
me and consigned to the grave in a strange land and in depth of
poverty like his son the older man also commented that the rest
of his family and numerous others were sick due to the unhealthfulness
of their surroundings but stalwart latter day saint that he was
william huntington rejoiced because all our afflictions are for
christs sake and we are looking forward for the recompencerecompense of
reward as did paul through the goodness of god 44
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joseph smith had chosen to move church headquarters to this
swampy lowland regardless of its questionable reputation in his official
history of those early years the prophet noted that the vicinity was
so unhealthful very few could live there 45 but believing that divine
intervention could reverse the natural conditions construction of a city
was attempted unfortunately heavenly blessings never proved sufficient
to stay the calamitous effects of disease which annually ravaged the
community malaria was endemic in the region and murderous
epidemics repeatedly plagued residents of the upper midwest until the
mid nineteenth century 46 the situation was so bad for the latter day
saints in 1839 that one wrote 1 I never saw so sickly a time while
another noted it truly seemed like a time of pestilence47pestilence47 the
following year as the situation grew steadily worse joseph smith issued
a proclamation in which he optimistically promoted the city 48 in
addition to recurrent fevers the mormonscormons also had to combat such
afflictions as consumption tuberculosis chronic bouts with diarrhea
and an assortment of childhood maladies

prophetic expectations aside disease and death remained rampant
at nauvoo newel knight a prominent church member and early
settler in the community sadly commented in 1841 1 I1 believe no
place was more infested with sickness some of your best men
were swept down by the distroyerdestroyerdistroyer 49 the fever epidemic of that
year was so disastrous that sidney rigdon found it necessary to
preach a general funeral sermon 50 the realities of sickness and
death for the mormonscormons at nauvoo were documented by the official
sextonssextonsextonesextonss reports published in the city newspapers available studies
of mortality rates in other mid nineteenth century locations have
tended to indicate that the latter day saint community had on
the average a significantly higher incidence of death the crude
mortality rate for the united states from 1830 to 1840 has been
estimated at 13.8138138158 deaths per 1000 persons in the following decade
this figure had declined only slightly to 13513313.313.5135155 per 1000 the state of
illinois had a mortality rate identical to this second ratio for the same
date while the estimates for larger american cities ranged from
25 26526326.326.5263265 per 1000 in the antebellum period one student of the topic
has calculated that a rate as low as 10 per 1000 might be considered
reasonable for many smaller massachusetts towns he has further
theorized that this figure might well have been close to the national
average for similarly sized communities 51

however based on information compiled from the sextonssextonesextons reports
for nauvoo frornjanuaryfrom january 1843 through october 1845 it would appear
that the saints were subjected to an incidence of death which was
consistently above the mortality statistics cited above in 1843 the
crude estimate for the city was 22 per 1000 the following year this
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had increased to nearly 26 deaths per 1000 persons before it declined
somewhat in 1845 to 19519319.319.5195193 per 1000 these statistics represent only those
deceased residents who were buried within the city limits and thus
included in the official notice 52

the specter of death had been constantly with the mormonscormons
throughout much of their early history but during this period from
1839 to 1845 it became even more pronounced although its population
grew quickly nauvoo never was able to meet the full expectations
of joseph smith and his followers and become a garden spot As a
consequence of these natural conditions the prophet directed a sizable
portion of his pedagogical activities to discussing the afterlife and to
the promulgation of the concept of the celestial family latter day saint
eschatology grew to maturity in the early 1840s perhaps by a natural
process or possibly one hastened by necessity mormon rhetoric of this
period images them as engaged in a battle with the devil for the right
to obtain the riches of the next life their victory or defeat was
dependent upon how valiantly they had lived the price could be steep
but the product was without comparison

martha coray a resident of nauvoo recorded a sermon by
joseph smith in which he taught that salvation is for a man to be
saved from all his enemiesenemies even our last enemy which is death 53530non
another occasion the prophet had instructed his followers death is

the last enemy to conquer on the pathway to salvation 5454anan example
of this perspective in latter day saint writing from the illinois period
appeared in a eulogy delivered at the funeral ofofjosephjoseph smith sr the
father of the prophet in september 1840 robert B thompson said
of the deceased that his spirit now free and unincumbered roams
and expatiatesexpatiater in that world where the spirits of just men made perfect
dwell and where pain and sickness tribulations and death cannot
come 55

latter day saint expectations about the afterlife displayed a sense
of special entitlement during this period the triumphant death was
now associated with being the lords anointed people this feeling in
regard to eternity had been fostered by byjosephjoseph smith since at least 1832
and was not an uncommon attitude among many other antebellum
americans as well the obituary of mary fate published in the times
andseasonsand seasons in 1841 concluded we sorrowedsorrowersorrowed but not as those who
have no hope death has a sting the grave has a victory now but thanks
be to god who will give us the victory when the last enemy shall be
conquered italics added 56 at about this same time mormon
eschatology continued its transition to encompass the family and friends
of the deceased when robert B thompson died in september 1841

his panegyristspanegyrists rejoiced in the faithfulness he had exhibited in life and
in death one sought to comfort his wife and child further with the
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observation that they could lookforwardlook forwardhorward to that happy period when
they would again meet in a brighter and better world where the

wicked cannot trouble and where the weary may find rest 57

an excellent example of the evolution of latter day saint
eschatology is contained in an elegy written by eliza R snow and
published in 1843 she was a plural wife and confidante of the prophet
and her works generally reflect accepted gospel precepts in this
particular poem entitled apostrophe to death she traces the
changing mormon views on death as it was transmuted from a fearful
tyrant into a portal to the worlds on high modern revelation as
received by the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith is credited as the source of the
enlightened change excerpts from the poem contrast the initial thought
on death with the new philosophy

where art thou death ive seen thy visage and
have heard thy sound and the deep low murmringmurmuringmurm ring sound
that rises on thy tread

thy land is called a land of shadows and thy path
A path of blind contingence gloominess and fear

later the author enunciates the welcome transition

but thou art changdchanad the terror of thy looks
the darkness that encompassdencompassed thee is gone
there is no frightfulness about thee now
intelligence the everlasting lamp
of truth of truth eternal lighted from
the world on high has pourdbourd its brilliant flame
abroad to scatter darkness and to chase
the horrors that attended thy approach
and thou art changdchanad for since the glorious light
of revelation shone upon thy path
thou seemstheemst no more a hideous monster 58511

As is evidenced by the above poem latter day saint eschatology had
by the date of this publication in 1843 elevated death to a position
of high importance for the faithful mormon it represented the
passageway to eternal life while this concept was by no means limited
to any specific antebellum american denomination it did enhance
the importance of adherence to gospel precepts for the faithful

funeral sermons preached byjosephbyjoseph smith in 1843 and 1844 served
to further develop latter day saint thought on death and the afterlife
these discourses consistently linked dying with other necessary
prerequisites for exaltation by this time the familial unit had evolved
into a primary focal point in the saints concept of eternity in a eulogy
rendered in august 1843 joseph smith expounded upon the necessity
of priesthood sealingsdealingssealings in order to weld a family together forever the
prophet pronounced the deceased judge higbee to have been a just
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and good man he then admonished his survivors to live so that
they could be reunited with brother higbee in the hereafter 59

two months later on the occasion of the demise of james adams
joseph smith further emphasized the necessity of sacred rituals he
taught that knowledge which is required for admittance into
the celestial kingdom can only be obtained by experience in these
things through the ordinance of god set forth for that purpose 60

the true travail which accompanied death defined by mid nineteenth
century mormonism as being eternally orphaned by the absence of
sanctified familial bonds could be overcome only through the
prescribed ecclesiastical ministrations it was for this reason that the
saints were so vigorously employed in the construction of the nauvoo
temple the established edifice wherein the needed religious observances
could be properly practiced the prophet and his associates in the
church hierarchy constantly admonished the disciples to hasten the
work so that the provisions for eternity could be met

in the spring of 1844 joseph smith preached the most renowned
eschatological sermon in latter day saint history the reason for
the oration was the accidental death of king follett whom the
prophet described as our worthy brother the elegy known in the
annals of mormondom as the king follett discourse was given
approximately one month after follettsfbllettscollettsFolfoiletts demise it was delivered to
a large congregation at the april conference of the church the speech
lasted over two hours and touched on twenty seven theological topics
including the character of god the final state of the righteous and
the relation of man and deity the prophet reiterated the promise of
continuing family ties and gave the saints the charge to do the necessary
ordinance work vicariously in order to save their ancestors those who
had suffered the sorrow of losing a friend or relative were urged not
to weep or mourn 1 I have a father brothers children and friends
who have gone to a world of spirits the prophet lamented but he
was confident that they were parted only for a moment and all
would soon be together again for those who were worthy joseph smith
promised that theirs would be an eternity of felicity 61 needless to
say mormon optimism in regard to the next life was even further
enhanced by these remarks

it seems clear then that from the early 1830s until just months
before the prophets murder in 1844 the eschatology of mormonism
had continuously expanded from the rudimentary christian belief in
an individual reward for the righteous to a complex highly structured
immortal existence similar concepts can be found in american
protestantism during the first half of the nineteenth century for
example many tenets espoused by the latter day saints concerning
the postmortal reunion of loved ones had been nurtured at an
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earlier time in the writings of emanuel swedenborg however for
swedenborgiansSwedenborgians this joyous occasion lasted only for somewhere between
a few hours and one year at that juncture each spirit then either went
on to a more glorious realm or was consigned to hell 62the62 the basic
difference which separated these two strains of thought is evident in
the duration of the period of togetherness for one group it was a
temporary restoration of earthly ties followed by an unattached eternity
whereas for the other family ties were perceived as continuing forever
this emphasis upon the celestial family is the most notable point of
variance between mormonscormons and their contemporaries

following the murder of the prophet injuneinjurein june 1844 the teachings
of the surviving church leaders continued to have a profound impact
on many mormonscormonsMormons perceptions of death and immortality for example
zina moungbungyoung recorded her attendance at the funeral of the wife of
peregrine sessions in january 18451843 she was deeply moved by the
sermon and wrote in her diary that she prayed for help from the lord
to do his bidding and to seek after divine truths in conclusion she
beseechedbeseechesbeseeched her heavenly father 0 help me to do thy will and to
bring my mind in a perfect subjugation of thywillthywellthy will 63yet63 metyet many of
the saints despite their faith in the gospel were still not easily
reconciled to the death of a loved one even the most devout believers
could be expected to reveal natural human responses to such a loss
levi jackman whose wife died in 1846 recorded the following
sentiments in his journal some time following her passage

that was a gloomey day for me we had lived together twenty eight
years without a jar or contention she was true and faithfull under all
circumstances she was a loving wife a tender mother and a neighbor
whose loss was lamented in short she lived and died a saint 64

whilejackmanwhile jackman may have harbored hope for being with his deceased
spouse in the next world he expressed a deep sense of grief concerning
her death

the innermost thoughts of many early mormonscormons may never be
known to express any dissatisfaction either verbally or in writing was
deemed to be improper behavior and possibly even sacrilegious As
nancy tracy observed in her autobiography we felt that the lord
was very mindful of those who trusted in him and we never felt to
murmer or complain 65 obviously some latter day saints accepted
life s tragedies more easily than others and many more were not inclined
to disclose their private anxieties nonetheless the literary history of
mormonism displays a culture that was increasingly reconciled to death
and confident of an exalted eternity the banners with which mid
nineteenth century mormonism armed its adherents as they faced
eternity were powerful while latter day saint eschatology remained
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basically within the mainstream of antebellum american thought it
also developed some distinct aspects which were dictated by or possibly
dictated fundamental mormon theology in april 1846 as the harried
emigrants fled nauvoo william clayton penned the words to a well
loved latter day saint hymn part of the final stanza captures in a simple
manner the focal point of the mormonscormonsMormons basic immortal expectations

and should we die before our journey s through
happy day all is well
we then are free from toil and sorrow too
with the just we shall dwell66dwell166dwell 16666
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nature and the bourgeois poet

on emerald pasture set in fiery seas
of harvest ruminatedrumina ted sated cows

then rain blurred summer in a veil of scent

the cows remained at ease
but I1 natures haberdasher jeweler parparfurnierparfumierfurnier went
back unraptunrast and wet to the house

arthur henry king
august 1943

arthur henry king is a professor emeritus of english at brigham youngmoungmungdung university



writing the most hazardous craft

edward L hart

I1 greet you today as practitioners of the most hazardous craft
known to man that of writing and I1 salute your intrepidity any
kind of writing is dangerous enough but to be a mormon writer
is to face double jeopardy I1 have to confess first of all though
that I1 am not sure what a mormon writer is it may be a mormon
who writes or it may be a writer who happens to be mormon
you will notice in the preceding sentence how skillfully I1 avoided

sexist language by referring to the writer as it instead of he while
at the same time avoiding the tediousness of he or she this is
one of the lesser hazards of the craft I1 suspect that it makes a
difference whether a person is a mormon who writes or a writer who
is a mormon I1 imagine further that both kinds may be present and
for fear of offending one kind or the other another hazard by any
definition I1 might come up with 1I bequeath the task of defining to
my successor john tanner along with all the other equally valuable
perquisites of office

I1 speak in all seriousness when I1 say that writing if it is done
seriously is dangerous any time the imaginative forces of the mind
are released and given free rein and they have to be given free rein
or they do not work there is a danger because the imagination leads
into the exploration ofnew worlds ariel had to be released by prospero
in order that the creative imagination could function unhampered by
the dull pall through which the conscious mind sees everything but
the question of what may lie ahead if the imagination is freed is as
puzzling to the would be writer as was the prospect of the next world
to hamlet we simply dont know what lies beyond to explore the
beyond is compared to the exploring of the dark side of the moon by
my friend radcliffe squires a utah poet though he teaches at the
university of michigan his essay is called appropriately the dark
side of the moon he delivered it originally at a function honoring
our former teacher brewster ghiselin on his retirement and the essay

edward L hart is a professor emeritus of english at brigham young university this article was originally
presented as the 1986 presidential address to the association for mormon letters
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is now at least in part in the fourth edition of the norton reader
I1 want to summarize some of his ideas

when the imagination is turned loose says squires we neither
can keep an unconsciousunconscious solution to a problem from arising nor can
we force it to arise 1 there is in short no guarantee as to what will
happen when we begin to write imaginatively we may not like at all
the solution that arises squires continues

the act of creation in the arts involves really two processes or aspects
that are at war with each other but which must nevertheless be made
one one of these aspects concerns the release of an anarchistic quite
feral voice and it quarrels with the other aspect a voice that is formal
debonair and legal the formal and legal side is so terrified of the feral
that it seeks to cover it to hide it away 2

As the process of composition continues says squires the rational mind
tires in its censorship and then the wilder faculty makes some kind
of composition and in so doing gives point to reason and depth and
beauty to formality 3 but what if that accommodation to each
other is not made when for reasons that are always obscure the
cooperation fails and the task is not performed then the artist is in
hell he may in fact by such stoppages be driven mad 41 recommend
the reading in its entirety of squiress essay

yes writing is hazardous to your health and probably should bear
a warning label from the surgeon general those who fear the
imagination and who would therefore banish creativity perceive correctly
that it is a potential threat to the established order but to follow their
advice and give up creativity leads us into another danger worse than
the perils opened upon us by creativity and of course that new danger
comes from being uncreative lack of creativity leads to another hell
the hell of stagnation according to proverbs 2918 where there is
no vision the people perish and surely falling back for a moment
into radcliffe squiress language a creative act that gives point to
reason and depth and beauty to formality is one form of vision

the would be writer who has followed me to this point faces
hamlets dilemma to be or not to be creative logically the choice
of not to be leads to a certain death the hell of stagnation whereas
the other choice the option to be creative though potentially open
to failure as every course in life is offers an equal hope for success
no oddsmakeroddsmaker could fail to recommend the way that at least has a
chance of winning

assuming then that we have made the choice to be creative
writers we have nothing to lose and a great deal to gain by facing the
hazards squarely let us assume that a young mormon has decided to
try to write and wants to project in written words a unique experience
I1 suppose almost the first thing any writer discovers is that it is impossible
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to transform any living experience directly into words the reason is

that words have a life of their own and once they have been called
into play they lead the mind that brought them forth into avenues
and nuances of thought and feeling that didnt exist before the writing
started I1 S eliot talked about finding an objective correlative
that should serve as a formula for a particular emotion 5 but
eliseo vivas pointed out the fallacy in the assumption that there can
be any AB correspondence between the words of a finished work and
the original emotion that prompted the writing of it vivas uses the
example of garcia lorca writing about the death of a bullfighter in
the ring says vivas the emotion originally felt by garcia lorca
was transmuted into something quite different as he began to produce
the poem and he concludes that garcia lorca had to discover the
precise meaning of the poem through the act of composition 6

the would be writer has thus discovered the impossibility of simply
taking an experience out of the mind and putting that precise same
experience onto paper but let us not be discouraged by this state of
affairs there is hope in it if we look closely though we cannot in
effect take a picture of an experience and hold it up for examination
we can do something better we can transform the experience through
the creativecreative imagination and in the process if we are lucky discover
its meaning which almost surely we didnt know before we started
to write I1 said if we are lucky because there is always the chance
that our effort wont succeed there is always the chance also that
the meaning we discover may be disturbing since when we took that
walk into the unknown there was no guarantee ofwhat wed run into

what I1 have just said applies to all writers of course not just to
mormon writers I1 also said near the beginning that the mormon
writer faces double jeopardy a second hazard in addition to those
that face every creative writer that second hazard is the risk of being
misunderstood the writers attempt to express a new perception may
be mistaken for rejection or rebellion chaucer is still mistakenly thought
by some beginning students to be attacking the whole catholic church
when they read about the pardoner and his relics failing to see that
in the whole context including the treatment of the parish priest
chaucer was motivated by love of the institution he was attempting
to cleanse similarly jonathan swift was a devout believer in the church
ofengland though he was misunderstood even by queen anne whose
influence kept him from becoming a bishop

those insights produced by the most devoted mormon creative
writer may not be immediately appreciated by other people in the
church or even by members of the family in this connection I1 refer
to a letter sent to me as president of the association for mormon letters
by virginia sorensen waugh who praised the association for providing
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the kind of support for writers that they are not likely to receive from
family and friends the letter happened to come just as I1 had arrived
at this point in the preparation of this paper and it fits so well that
im going to read a relevant section

during my years of trying to say what I1 felt about my childhood
and I1 still try though age and infirmities limit the product sadly I1 felt
deeply the lack of sympathy out home and perhaps rather more deeply
the booingbloing even the family only cant you let grandma lie in peace
when I1 hoped to give her a kind of eternal life7lifee

I1 do not say what I1 have been saying to frighten anyone away from
the attempt to be creative I1 can think of no legitimate grounds for
doing that president kimball called upon church members to become
new miltonsmillons or shakespearesShake speares I1 heartily concur with that aspiration
but at the same time I1 have to say what I1 have said that creative
expression may be misunderstood and that that misunderstanding may
lead to an alienation of the kind that was the last thing the writer wanted
upon embarking on a career

what then if anything can be promised the beginning writer
who wants to be creative and who at the same time wants to keep
a faith intact furforlur one thing such a writer cannot be promised immunity
from the perils that universally beset all mankind no one can promise
that regarding any pursuit I1 think I1 can promise this however that
the kind of thing one discovers in the process of creation will depend
a great deal on what was deep inside to begin with A person has after
all the control over the process to insist that it does not stop at the
first level but goes deeper and deeper to the point where one recognizes
ones truest self

in the full light of all the possibilities and problems I1 still conclude
that creative writing is a way of expression not to be withheld from
even the most devout mormon if the faith is real and based on genuine
conversion to principle and if one survives the hazards and delves to
the richest and deepest sources of being there will be no loss but rather
an enhancement in the discovery of that deeper self in the context
of the deeper truth
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what s burning at BYU
the role of combustion

and our work to understand it

L douglas smoot

PREFLAMEPRE FLAME observations introductory COMMENTS

I1 have been fascinated by combustingcombusting or exploding fuels for as
long as I1 can remember when I1 was a boy firecrackers were a favorite
though not always lawful hobby As my wife and I1 sit at a fireplace
she reflects on our home and family and I1 think of the cellulose in
the wood pyrolyzing and thermally cracking to produce soot I1 have
spent the past twenty four years researching one aspect or another of
this burning subject

I1 have been continuously at BYU since the fall of 1967 and have
conducted research during this entire period in a field that we call
I1 combustion this is a very general term that refers to an inter-
disciplinary subject of broad interest and application topics may range
from forest fires to rockets from jet engines to power plants from
automobile motors to candles and from coal mine explosions to
fireplaces the word combustion refers to the chemical reaction of a
fuel with an oxidizer such as oxygen with significant release of heat
such chemical processes are complicated by the transfer of heat the
turbulent flow of the reacting fluids or the motion of droplets or
particles illustration 1 shows many of the physical and chemical
processes that take place during combustion of coal in a large furnace
that generates power for our use because of the complexity of these
processes the understanding of combustion requires broad insight from
several fields

I1 have organized this presentation after the manner of a burning
candle so often used as the symbol of combustion A candle is first
lit by an ignition source it radiates light and heat to its surroundings
it provides a flame to start other fires and it burns brightly until it
is extinguished thus itit proceeds through the phases 1 ignition

L douglas smoot is a professor of chemical engineering and dean of the college of engineering and
technology at brigham young university this article was first presented as the BYU distinguished faculty
lecture for 1985
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2 radiation 3 flame spreading 4 combustion and 5 extinguish-
ment my presentation will follow these same phases with these
introductory comments referred to as pre flame observations

before we light the candle I1 must acknowledge the contributions
of many it has been said by someone that in art it is 1 I but in science
it is we so much of what I1 say is due to others just at BYU I1 have
worked with over sixty research students and at least ten faculty members
directly in our combustion work I1 have received continuing support
from administrators at every level I1 have found only encouragement
at this university for creative endeavor in fact it is difficult to identify
any one accomplishment for which I1 have been solely responsible

but my sense of acknowledgment goes far beyond this my wife
and children all present at this lecture and who by friday will number
seven counting marriage unions are each bright candles in my soul
my parents and hers all here add fuel to my flame and I1 glow more
brightly when I1 listen to you my university associates talk about the
flames in your lives such as the bard and the lord families and
contracts scriptural fingerprints flora and fauna bridges
in our lives or nineteenth century mormon communities so
much about the fire of a great university derives from the different
fuels of our various disciplines and as I1 walk this campus I1 sense the
sacrifice of those before me particularly for me my great grandfather
abraham owen smoot and this fans my flame of dedication to this
university but now let me tell you about the burning candle of my
professional life in the sermon on the mount jesus said neither
do men light a candle and put it under a bushel but on a candlestick
and it giveth light unto all that are in the house matt 515 1I only
hope my candle will give light to all that are in this house

IGNITION WHEN DID THE FIRE START

the history of combustion parallels the history ofmankind natural
fires must have occurred before mans footprints were made in the sands
of the earth volcanic lava lightning and the desert sun must have
helped to form the earth I1 learned during last years lecture trip to
mainland china that peking man according to present knowledge
performed the first combustion experiments a half million years ago
the ashes of organized fires remain in these prehistoric caves as a record
of these early researchers

FE J weinberg suggests that mankind learned to ignite fires as
recently as thirty thousand years ago then followed the use of fire for
making tools somewhere from five thousand to ten thousand years
ago ancient civilizations expressed these events in myths according
to the greeks prometheus brought man the fire he stole from zeus
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the god of lightning and thunder in the legends ofjapanofjapan earth mother
Izanami after having given birth to the various deities gave birth to
the god of fire who burned her terribly and caused her death 1 well
before the time of christ empedocles of acragas fifth century BC
had thought of fire as one of the basic elements of primal matter 2

from vergils sixth eclogue 43 37 BC we read

he sang how in the mighty void the seeds of earth and of air and of
ocean and of fire that pure thing ranged themselves together and
how from these principles all the elements arose systematically cohering
in the tender globe of the world 3

following the alchemists in rapid and recent succession came the
early explorations of combustion and the role of oxygen by priestley
and lavoisier in the 1770s4the1770s4 the discovery of the nature of the explosion
propagation and flammability of premixed gases by le chachateliertelierteiler in
18835 and the description of the candlelikecandle like diffusion flame by burke
and schumann in 1928 6 of course these discoveries only illustrate the
vast scientific contributions on which our present understanding of
combustion is based thus the role of fire has been with us from the
first and has pervaded all facets of our lives

RADIATION HOW DOES THE FLAME WARM US

fire has continued from early man to pervade our lives and warm
our souls in the scriptures we find frequent reference to fire sometimes
to brighten our souls as in isaiah 5011

1 behold all ye that kindle
a fire that compass yourselves about with sparks walk in the light of
your fire and in the sparks that ye have kindled and sometimes to
quench our natural tendencies as in doctrine and covenants 4333
and the wicked shall go away into unquenchable fire and their end

no man knoweth on earth
reference to fire is also common in our best literature you will

remember pippin the discontented youth in the country of gaul who
sought life s fulfillment through power war and love recall these lines
from near the end where leader tries to enticeentice pippin to a spectacular
if destructive end

when he does it its just a trick but when you do it itll be for real

when I1 do it you mean you want me to get into that thing and set
myself on fire

wait a minute
you will step into that flame pippin
become part of that flame
become flame itself
and for the moment shine with unequalledunequalled brilliance
and in that flame youll become a glorious synthesis of life and death 7
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shakespeare also dramatized with fire from the taming of the
shrew can you hear grumio in petruchiospetruchiusPetruchios house warming himself
by the fire

was ever man so weary I1 am sent before to make a fire and they are
coming after to warm them now were not I1 a little pot and soon hot
my very lips might freeze to my teeth my tongue to the roof of my mouth
my heart in my belly ere I1 should come by a fire to thaw me but I1
with blowing the fire shall warm myself for considering the weather
a taller man than I1 will take cold

41341541.3413 11

or do you recall petruchiotruchiopetruccioPe in reference to the taming of kathrina
and where two raging fires meet together they do consume the thing
that feeds their fury though little fire grows great with little wind yet
extreme gusts will blow out fire and all

21.13221132 35

from early art through the dutch masters and on to modern art
men have captured fire on canvas rembrandt used the path of the fires
light to immortality as is suggested in his painting the holy family

more than this fire warms our bodies few of us have stopped
to consider the role of fire in our way of life the present annual world
consumption of energy is equivalent to one hundred and forty million
barrels of oil per day with the united states consuming over one third
of the total more than 97 percent of this total comes from the burning
of wood and the fossil fuels coal oil and gas most of the balance
is from hydroelectric and nuclear energy sources 8

nearly all of the worlds transportation moves on fires released
energy aircraft cars trucks ships trains agnew estimates that the
spark ignition and combustion of a small quantity of gasoline occurs
over ten quintillion times 1019 each year or three hundred billion
times a second in the united states alone and he documents the
significant contributions of combustion research on today s auto engines
in control of knock increased mileage per gallon and reduction in
pollutants 9

most of the worlds industrial power is generated from the
combustion of fossil fuels the power in our homes whether electric
or gas whether in the fireplace or the furnace is provided through
combustion we cook through fire directly or indirectly when you
bake a roast do you envision the remote coal fire of a large power
generating plant the weapons in our national defense arsenal from
conventional weapons such as rifles and cannons to advanced rockets
burn fuels to achieve their destination and we relax by fire who here
does not love the warmth of a log fire on a winters night

our high standard of living is related somewhat to the use of energy
from combustion illustration 2 shows the relationship between the
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gross national product for several nations and their energy consumption
per capita energy consumption in the united states is about four
hundred thousand megajoulesmegajoules per year which some have estimated
to be equivalent to the work that could be done by twentyfivetwenty five servants
working around the clock for every united states citizencitizenjo jo10 and nearly
all of this energy is made available to us through controlled combustion
processes how is this energy used in our country illustration 3

shows proportions of use in transportation 25 percent by industry
41 percent in our homes 19 percent and in commerce 14 percent

but we have also known from the time we were little children
that the fire that warms our bodies can also burn I1 refer here to more
destructive fires that consume buildings and forests and bring explosive
death in our coal mines these problems are secondary to the indirect
hazards of combustion that presently and appropriately focus our
national attention the worldwide burning of fossil fuels has brought
us carbon monoxide from our automobiles smog over our large cities
and acid rain downwind from our generating plants with the present
public rejection of nuclear power and with no near term alternatives
to the use of fossil fuels to provide our energy these problems will
require our increased attention

the atmosphere that we breathe is made mostly of nitrogen and
oxygen which we know as life giving gases yet when nitrogen
and oxygen combine during high temperature combustion a new
compound nitrogen oxide is formed which is a hazardous pollutant
to humans animals and plants and causes smog about one trillion
pounds per year of this pollutant are emitted from automobiles power
stations and aircraft around the world this is equivalent to two
hundred pounds per year for every soul living in the world

about two hundred times more per year of sulfur oxides or one
hundred billion tons per year are also emitted with 70 percent coming
from fossil fueled mostly coal electric generating stationsstationsj2these12 these sulfur
oxides in the atmosphere combine with rainwater to form an acid that
threatens our forests and marine life we also worry though without
firm evidence about the possibility of increasing carbon dioxide
concentration in our atmosphere causing undesirable changes in our
weather we call this the greenhouse effect

we suffer in still other ways from this fire that otherwise frees us
from a life of hard labor we kill over forty five thousand souls per
year on our country s highways with vehicles powered by combustion
we and our adversaries use fire to power our defense weapons that
bring us an uncertain peace while we sleep with an uneasy sense of
security

thus we see that fire provides us with the high standard of living
that we enjoy while presenting us significant challenges that we must
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solve through research to wisely use our combustible resources and
that is where our research comes in

FLAME SPREADING HOW DID WE GET STARTED AT BYU

just as a flame spreads across the logs in a fireplace or through
a forest so has combustion research expanded at BYU from modest
beginnings this is not the place to give a comprehensive history of
combustion research work at BYU but a brief summary of some key
decisions and events may illustrate why we are burning what we burn
however I1 must emphasize that this brief historical perspective will
not account for combustion related research conducted by those not
associated with the combustion laboratory

for me it all started with sputnik the first russian launch of a
space capsule in 1958 the american response to this development
brought to the state of utah a new business in solid propellants for
missile power hercules and thiokol were among early pioneers in these
fuels by 1960 when I1 joined the BYU chemical engineering faculty
of four fresh from phd work at the university of washington the
state s propulsion work was expanding and in need of technical help
I1 had never taken courses in combustion or propulsion but summer
employment and consulting opportunities were irresistibly challenging
this was my first introduction to combustion A four year period of
full time employment at lockheed propulsion company from 1963
to 1967 helped to develop the critical experiences in the marketing of
research ideas

after I1 returned to BYU in 1967 my combustion research work
dealt with rocket exhausts hybrid propellants and air breathing rockets
early contracts from the navy air force and NASA provided a
foundation professor ralph coates joined professor duane horton and
myself in 1968 and much of the early aerospace combustion work at
BYU was conducted by this group of three without a doctoral program
and with limited test facilities this general focus continued for a very
few more years until it seemed apparent that propulsion related
combustion research would decline in the early seventies professor
coates started a small coal research program and shortly afterwards
the three of us obtained a new contract with the US bureau of mines
to study coal dust explosions

not many universities were doing energy related combustion
research so when the oil crisis of 1973 occurred we were in the right
place at the right time even though our experience was limited since
then our work in the combustion of fossil fuels particularly coal has
continued to expand my two early associates developed separate research
efforts and both subsequently left the university I1 started to think
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about burning coal in gasifiers and furnaces somehow it seemed a
natural transition from burning metal particles in rocket propellants to
coal particles in furnaces the basic physical and chemical processes were
similar and coal is the worlds most plentiful fossil fuel reserve coal
makes up nearly three quarters of the worlds known fossil fuel reserves
and nearly 90 percent of the known reserves in north america 13 the
united states has nearly a third of the worlds known coal reserves
with declining united states oil reserves we now import about half
of our oil needs since fossil fuels provide nearly all of our energy needs
and since coal is the most abundant reserve the need for further research
on this fuel seemed particularly important yet at the time of the oil
embargo research in the united states on this fuel was modest indeed

two large contracts with the US department of energy then
ERDA and the electric power research institute on coal gasificationgasification
and combustion in 1974 launched the BYU combustion laboratory
one of these two studies is still active after a decade while the second
lasted about eight years since then we have obtained about five million
dollars in grants and contracts from DOE EPRI TVA utah power and
light company foster wheeler babcock and wilcox the US bureau
of mines the national science foundationibundationinundation and others we have grown
to include six faculty and about twentyfivetwenty five to thirty graduate students
it requires more than a half million dollars a year to do our research
work since 1970 fifty six students have completed masters degree
work and twelve students have completed doctoral work our research
space has expanded from seven hundred square feet in 1968 to 10500
square feet today

today we are still working on the gasification and combustion of
coal and on coal dust fires and explosions our work has expanded to
include combustion of coal water mixtures char combustion and
the dynamics of flowing particle gas systems we have for a decade
worked on the development of computerized models for describing
these combustion processes these predictive methods have been
adopted by about thirty organizations in the united states europe
andandjapanjapan since 1977 we have published two books six invited review
papers over 120 publications including fifty three journal publications
and thirty five contract final reports during our two decades of
development the university s contributions and encouragement have
been significant and while we never received or expected to receive
all we asked for we were never discouraged

combustion HOW DOES THE FIRE BURN

I1 have discussed what we burn but not why or how now id like
to illustrate our method of working with just one example I1 noted
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earlier that control of pollutants will be vital to acceptable increased
use of our vast coal reserves I1 also mentioned that the oxides of nitrogen
which form during most combustion processes pollute our cities and
hurt our lungs the obvious question is easy how can we burn fossil
fuels efficiently while producing lower levels of nitrogen oxide if you
burn coal in just an ordinary fire the oxides of nitrogen might exceed
one part in a thousand parts in the gaseous products of combustion
that doesnt sound like much but federal law requires a threefoldthree fold
reduction from uncontrolled levels while thejapanesethe japanese want a tenfoldten fold
reduction this is certainly an international problem

but just identifying this problem as a possible research topic isnt
enough we must ask other key questions Is the research already being
done can we contribute do we have the right background and
equipment are we competitive and inevitably does some agency
with money want to know the answers we can provide much creative
work can be done with a pen and paper and some quiet time but
we need equipment and supplies and computers for our work and
graduate students these days expect to eat and they want the research
contracts to pay

well in the midmidseventiesmidsevendesseventies we found positive answers to all of these
questions and we found ourselves with a research contract now what
did we do next first we had to find out what was already known about
the problem and its solution for any technical research effort a
foundation of information is available in the library we found that
much was already known here are some things we learned from the
work of others

1 most coals contain about 1 percent of nitrogen called fuel nitrogen
as a part of the chemical structure of the coal

2 when the coal bumsburns this fuel nitrogen is released and reacts with
oxygen to produce the nitrogen oxide pollutants

3 A very common way being considered to reduce the oxides of nitrogen
from the fuel nitrogen 144was to keep oxygen away

we noted that most of the pollutant measurements were made
in the exhaust and not in the combustor we also determined that
nobody had devised a way to predict the formation of nitrogen oxides
during coal burning so we set out to make measurements of this
pollutant inside the combustor and to develop a computerized model
to calculate this process

completing this kind of work didnt happen overnight one
doctoral student built a combustor and taught us how to make
flame measurements 15 and a second made our first nitrogen oxide
measurements in a coal flamej61woflame 16 two more then did detailed studies
of this pollutant for different coals 17 it took us about six years to do
this work
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illustration 4 shows one of the more important results from these
last two studies we found that by swirling the combustion airair we could
lower the pollutant concentration by a factor of three and get even better
combustion of the coal we also measured the rate at which the
pollutant forms throughout the combustor as shown in illustration 5

notice how it forms early in the combustor and then declines toward
the exit and we published the results of our work in prominent
technical journals

this doesnt end the story while we were making these
measurements we were also working on ways to model this pollutant
formation process it is presumed that if you can predict a natural
occurrence you may be able to use the predictive method to identify
ways to control the event or at least to accommodate it thus scientists
and engineers strive to predict big events such as weather and
earthquakes as well as smaller events such as an automotive crash or
the combustion of coal

just how does one go about predicting a natural event the key
is that natural occurrences always take place according to the laws of
nature A model then is a mathematical solution of these laws often
simplified which can be used to obtain information that wasnt known
before lets look at a simple example suppose you wanted to determine
the loss of weight that took place when you baked a cake when the cake
bakes water in the cake mix is evaporated further the baking soda
sodium bicarbonate decomposes at high oven temperatures to release

carbon dioxide which helps the cake to rise other losses may also occur
the cake is thus lighter than the weight of its ingredients as shown in
illustration 6 to determine the loss in weight you would simply weigh
the cake batter in the pan before you baked the cake and then weigh the
cake after baking the difference is the loss of weight as anyone can see

in making this analysis we have applied a basic physical law in
any natural process matter or more exactly mass is neither created
or destroyed we think conceptually of the universe which we divide
into two parts the system to be investigated and the balance of
the universe we call the surroundings the system may be a cake a
furnace a rocket engine or the cylinder of an automobile engine while
the mass of a system can change as shown in illustration 7 the mass
of the universe must be constant thus for the cake the
mathematical expression determining the weight of ingredients lost
to the atmosphere is

weight loss on baking weight of ingredients weight of the baked cake

in a much more complex way this is how we calculate the formulation
of nitrogen oxide during coal combustion here we need several natural
laws including among others
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1 mass balances for each chemical element such as carbon hydrogen etc
2 energy balances for the gas and the coal
3 newtonsnewmonsNewtons laws of motion of the gas and the coal sometimes called

momentum balances

these equations are written for each of the little rectangles of the
coal reactor in illustration 8 just like the mass balance that was written
for the cake illustration 9 shows some of the complex balance equations
that must be solved but these equations are not enough because they
contain too many quantities that is variables that we dont know
A rule of mathematics is that you can only calculate one new quantity
that you didnt already know from each equation we used the cake
weight balance equation to calculate loss of weight during baking but
to do so we had to weigh the cake before and after that s what we
have to do with the coal furnace not weigh it before and after but
make many basic measurements of quantities to be used in our
equations forlur example we measure the rate at which small coal particles
react in oxygen for various temperatures we measure the fraction of
the various elements contained in the coal before it is burned such
as carbon hydrogen and of course nitrogen we measure the size of
the furnace and the flow rates of coal and air into the furnace we
measure the size of the coal particles after they are finely ground some
of the measurements are made in our laboratory and others are
basic measurements made at other laboratories thus a single
calculation of nitrogen oxide formation is based on literally hundreds
of measurements from laboratories throughout the world

taking this approach we launched into our model development
but it wasnt a trivial exercise in fact we have spent a decade
of time consumed more than one million dollars in contract research
funds and graduated four phd students all of whom made vital
contributions to the efforteffor08 18 after all of this we now have a model
thought to be the first of its kind which will calculate how nitrogen
oxide pollutant forms during coal combustion now other questions
arise does it predict what really happens will anyone else want to
use it Is the cost of a solution acceptable

we have used this model now for hundreds of predictions but
ill refer to only two illustrations 4 and 5 show comparisons of
predicted measured nitrogen oxide in a coal reactor the model predicts
the magnitude and the trends observed in the measurement in fact
given the complexity of this entire process the agreement was quite
satisfying and admittedly surprising to us this same type of agreement
has been observed in many other casesj9cases 19 to our knowledge this is the
only such method available for predicting nitrogen oxide formation
during coal combustion and we think of this as a significant
contribution
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with this success it would be natural to wonder now whether our
findings and methods have been used to reduce the level of nitrogen
oxide in large industrial systems todaystodays answer is most likely not
yet but the computer program of our mathematical model has been
obtained by about twentyfivetwenty five organizations in the united states
europe and japan its not a tool that you can just enter into the
computer and let the answers start printing out it may take a qualified
professional a year or so to become really familiar with the method
then you may wonder will these methods ever be used to help provide
us clean power I1 hope so thats what we want to occur thats why
we offer a summer course to teach these methods thats why we ve
written two books on coal combustion but it takes time to transfer
new ideas and technology to industrial use we just reached this state
of development a couple of years ago

maybe this will give you some idea of what we work on and how
we do it I1 ve told you about one problem that interests us we are
also working on several other combustion problems for example we
are studying the basic combustion processes of mixtures of pulverized
coal and water A coal water mixture forms a thick liquidlikeliquidlike pumpable
fuel that might be used to replace oil in some important applications
one promising potential use would be to burn the slurry in existing
electricity generating furnaces that were designed for oil we and other
researchers in the united states have shown that such mixtures can
be burned quite efficiently but much is yet to be learned about the
use of coal in this manner

we are continuing our work on combustion in dusty atmospheres
explosions of coal dust or grain dust or a host of other finely divided
substances occur far too commonly in our society we think that a
detailed understanding of the mechanisms governing these explosions
will be very important in achieving greater safety for the miners and
workers our research has already led to a significantly improved
knowledge of slowly moving laminar dust air flames we want to work
more on fast moving turbulent flames in the future

our research on the gasification of coal is also adding new
understanding on this important process coal can be partially
burned to produce fuel rich gases particularly carbon monoxide
and hydrogen which have a variety of uses forbor example these
gases can be converted to a substitute for natural gas for use in
heating our homes we have been characterizing the basic reaction
processes during coal gasification at high temperature and high
pressure we think that the detailed data from our laboratory gasifier
are the only such data available in all of these studies which involve
graduate students and faculty we try to make basic measurements
and describe the processes mathematically so we can understand what
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happens and with this understanding obtain some control over the
result

extinguishment WILL THE FLAME GO OUT

it depends on which flame we refer to how about the flame of
the combustion laboratory it burns as brightly today as ever and
candle wax still remains we are just concluding negotiations for our
largest research grant ever about 1.212 million over four years we will
develop a new model for application to full scale furnaces like that
shown in illustration 10 and maybe after that what we ve done will
have helped

we wont always work on fossil fuels but there will always be
important combustion problems to be solved youngyungmoungmung outstanding
faculty in our group are finding ways to mold their own candles and
before my candle flickers maybe I1 will have helped to light theirs

how about the flame of the university present and past prophets
have spoken about this in fact the last six presidents of the church
have been quoted in one direct way or another regarding this matter
president david 0 mckay said

because of its combination of revealed and secular learning brigham
young university is destined to become if not the largest at least the
most proficient institution of learning in the world producing scholars
with testimonies of the truth who will become leaders in science industry
art education letters and government 20

president kimball told us

I1 am both hopeful and expectant that out of this university and the
churchschurche educational system there will rise brilliant stars in drama
literature music sculpture painting science and in all the scholarly
graces this university can be the refining host for many such individuals
who will touch men and women the world over long after they have left
this campus 21

we have been warmed by these promises of prophecy the university
candle is lit and its flame will surely burn more brightly and each
of us can brighten that flame

to complete the candlestick analogy from matthew cited at the
beginning we read further let your light so shine before men that
they may see your good works and glorify your father which is in
heaven matt 516 then how about the flame of life itself pindar
the ancient greek poet reportedly said it this way the loss of flame
brings darkness but his glory burns brightly forever or from the
master himself we learn and that which is of god is light and he that
receivethreceiveth light and continuethcontinueth in god receivethreceiveth more light and that
light growethgroseth brighter and brighter until the perfect day dacd&c 5024
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illustration 10 LARGE SCALE FURNACE FOR generation OF POWER THROUGH
comubstion OF COAL
illustration courtesy of phillip J smith
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the unified field

an endless line cast to a curve in the pearling dark
allows the universal light they wending together
found and are divinity all turning is eternity stark
vacuum of nothing but the echo or the gusting heather
of energy there beyond is the minds fine tether
that we cannot drop abroad in a meadow where a lark
rises to warble and trill we cast our linear wishing
along the imperial curve but straighten it to fit
lines of the parallax whose points are the nearby sun
of our envisioning if the two become one swishing
the void and starring it they are the endless one
infinitesimally then drawn into the infinite heat
the circling alpha and omega the decimal one

clinton F larson

clinton F larson is a professor emeritus of english at brigham young university



alpha and omega at the end

this dream arising from a cloud of seeming
Is a sea of glass that first in fusion
formed from the pyre of a once delusion
sittingssiftings of earth and sky and of dreaming
quite near in fond regularity as a reliquary
of early history the crane of imperial light
seized the light and cast it high as yearning
that stopped at the precipice and the ferning
uplands of sinteringwinteringsintering magma and labradorite
nestling in gemming nitreditre carbon and feldspar
into pools of the unified field but you might bar
the real or disclose it see the encumbering star
that will fail as others did and this that warms us
Is memory but the souls retention harms us

if we think that aught might remain what remains
in my candor is the illusion that out there
can be recorded and kept inin an error called here
or within within the fragment of was stains
the solipsism I1 am the bridge not the land
or a shore but a bridge with no end of passing
air to air space to space no stream but the massing
of the diaphane the pavane and the incredible sand
washed into the luminous sea of glass in fire
fond illusion you persist in me as I1 tire
for I1 am your memory your faith in the first spire
rustling through me as memory the aery lyre
and my song I1 gather you in at a balustrade
of sapphire and begin again as alpha and aubadealbade

clinton F larson



new name and blessing

she holds her breath in sitting under green water
fearful to breathe especially breathe what looks
sedate indoors as if in captivity brooks
turn grave and sink when on rocks they spray her to laughter
she sinks supported by grampa who bathes her a latter
day saint in an echoing font awash among bricks
and rises into the prayer that has echoed to fix
her name in new birth meadow now jesus daughter

confirming her choice of new father her fathers breath
calls for the burning of spirit to light and to dry her
warming the assembly of saints as her baptism chilled
him and a few family friends witnessing death
on her he calls a blessing down the stilled
attention held like tinder for the fire

dennis clark

dennis clarkdarkoark is a poet living in orem utah



book reviews

EUGENE ENGLAND dialogues with myself midvale utah orion
books 1984 xii 205 ppap 7307507507307.307.50

why the church Is as true as the gospel salt lake city
bookcraft 1986 viii 149 8958.95895

reviewed by claudia bushman executive director of the delaware heritage commission

eugene england is a well known figure in contemporary mormon
intellectual circles he has influenced a generation of young people
and his voice has been increasingly heard these two volumes of collected
works show a consistent if developing voice over a twenty year period
that speaks for devotion tolerance openness and endurance

who is he england began in the wheat fields of idaho and
became somehow a professor of literature he is a sixties liberal who
is a convinced christian a strong believer in the mormon message and
its saving power who has synthesized those seemingly contradictory styles
and writes about the tension of that life he may have been the first
I1 sensitive mormon man willing to give women more than a fair shake
and known to weep from time to time he is a great confessor who
opens his life and heart to others and encourages reciprocation though
buffeted by the slings and arrows of critics and officials who have not
particularly appreciated his style and despite the fact that his worldviewworldview
is basically tragic he maintains a boyish cheerfulness and has not fallen
victim to the bitterness that afflicts other liberal mormonscormons when the
church has not come around

his letter to a college student illustrates to me the position
he could have moved to he could have adopted the same disillusion
with the churchschurche refusal to jump on the social welfare bandwagon
he could have been disgusted at preaching to rather than cooking
for hungry people instead he accepts the actual suffering caused by
the church as we attempt our miserable duties and calls it good
in this essay and in why the church Is as true as the gospel
he illustrates what I1 call Englands mormon optimism once
removed or mormon optimism after the fact he considers the
church the best medium apart from marriage for helping us
gain salvation by grappling constructively with the opposition of
existence why the church Is as true as the gospel 4 hereafter cited
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as gospegospel in fact he goes on to say that the church s characteristic
problems are among its strengths gospel 11 and that steadiness

brings the best rewards most of my profound spiritual manifestations
have come as a natural sequence to the performance of duty in

the church gospel 122 the church itself is the refinersfinersrefineryre fire
englandsglandsEn tempered affirmation is convincing

going to conference made it possible for me tofeektofeel more strongly than ever

that the great soul satisfying truths of the gospel and my experiences of love

and growth in the church are much more important than the things that
give me trouble dialogues with mysebysemyself 112 hereafter cited as dialogues

he isis not a mormon optimist a category which affirms simply
that all is for the best these optimists welcome trial as strengthening
and death as salvation if things go well they are being blessed if they
go badly the sufferers are being chastenedchasteneychastened to emerge victorious later
on from their growing experiences england by contrast sees the
evil the unjust suffering the contradiction the inevitability of sin
and while not calling them good sees redemption despite pain and
suffering enhanced by this misery his essay on hawthorne subtitled

the virtue of sin made me think that he might say tis better
to have sinned and repented than never to have sinned at all can
this notion be true the lesson of the garden of eden martin luther
and paul it is a dangerous but appealing idea

the two collections contain essays uneven in length tone and
purpose dialogues with myself seems misnamed as england is not
reflecting inner conflict but presentingbutpresenting his own point ofview though
billed as personal essays on mormon experience these books are
collections of occasional pieces many are doctrinal gospel discourses
some seem dated now most were presented as talks at sunstone
symposiums or BYU conferences or were written as chapters for books
or columns for dialogue one was published in the new era despite
an attempt in the introductions to impose a unified shape the books
remain collections

england is at his best I1 think in the shorter more personal pieces
such as his justly celebrated blessing the chevrolet in which he unites
the world of belief in god and the everyday world of failing autos
and uses the power from one to heal the other this synthesis is his
great strength and the piece is faith promoting literature at its best
while also being as in the title outrageous england this stance gives
credibility to his world as in the case where he civilizes such bizarre
doings as the hosanna shout

his role models are orson prattprattjuanitajuanita brooks and most of all
joseph smith all of whom suffered for living up to what seemed to
them the best of their inner light and for doing their duty you see
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england the young liberal taking up this cross in the early works
determined to speak the truth as he saw it despite the unpopularity
of the message the deep sense of sinfulness as well as the divine
purpose and mission dialogues 6 he attributes to joseph smith
are poles of his own life the endurance of brigham young and
spencer W kimball inspire him he grapples with the paradoxes of
obedience and inner light and uses several times the mystifying
quotation frornjosephfrom joseph smith by proving contrariescon traries truth is made
manifest dialogues ix

england stands at the juncture of two cultures it is his identity
as an intellectual academic liberal that causes him to write at all and
his mythic primitive believers stance that informs his content he
defines mormon intellectuals as having the gift that makes them
I1 curious about why as well as how anxious to serve the lord by being
creative as well as obedient dialogues 57 he is at his best when
the tension of these two positions is clear unlike many people who
take strong stands england is always tolerant of other views As he
sayssays orueTtruerue disciples of christ true christians will ignore persecution
and resist the paranoia it naturally brings will bend their energies to
loving and serving others whatever their differences and thus will
endure and be saved dialogues 190

this is a mormon song of myself an exploration of a personal
world made more universal by definition england has developed an
intricate thought system but also a community where his old pals
turn up it will be possible to trace a whole subculture mormon
people of letters from these essays and references to them I1 keep
wishing for some marginal comments from his wife charlotte who
is so frequently cited

these books are a result of his life but they do not stand
alone as literature apart from that life they are uneven the fruit
of his striving rather than polished gems this is a record of his
odyssey the books are valuable but not good enough to represent
his life which has probably had a greater personal impact than his
writings

there is some repetition here readers are heartless they dont
want to hear anything again A writer must outdo himself at every
appearance or eyes will glaze over even at the best lines so I1 was less
than thrilled to get another dose of atonementat one ment not my favorite
subject I1 even regretted another journey through the wonderful
journal ofjoseph millett england may have collected more than he
should he would also do well to make his essays more personal his
consideration of shakespeare and hawthorne will not add one jot or
tittle to the stature of those two giants and a reconsideration of what
shakespeare really meant in hamlet and king lear which leads to the
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conviction that he was a closet mormon is not helpful to the general
reader

by writing england is taking custody of the future these frank
essays with the authors willingness to reveal himself will be discovered
again and again and will influence many searches by contrast the
influence of some current general authorities with their reluctance
to commit any but the blandestblankestblandest thoughts to paper will be diminished
england has not always been trusted but rebuffs have made him less
guarded rather than more and he continues to speak openly what
he writes is significant future readers will find it invaluable his steady
affirmation is that

the church community is blessed not fractured by those who express
themselves sincerely and openly even their disagreements and their
vulnerability rather than those who keep silent in public but criticize
in private or harbor resentment or guilt or gnaw alone on the bones of
their failures and hurts dialogues 55

this alone is a good message

THOMAS FE ROGERS gods fools plays of mitigated conscience
midvale utah signature books 1983 xiv 233 ppap 600goo6.00600

reviewed by eugene england professor of english at brigham young university

fires odtheof taethetaf mind by robert elliot is the best single play yet written
about mormon experience but the best mormon playwright on the
evidence of cumulative consistent achievement is tom rogers the
scripts of his four best plays huebener fire in the bones reunion
andjourneyand journey to golgotha are now available through the generous efforts
of thomas taylor the young BYU student preparing to be a professional
small press director who prepared the first edition and signature books
which has republished that edition

rogers is ambitious his plays fearlessly address two of the most
troubling tragedies in mormon history the mountain meadows
massacre and subsequent scapegoating and execution ofjohnofjohn D lee
and the excommunication and execution of the young antinazianti nazi
helmuth huebener rogers also takes on two of the most devastating con-
temporary dilemmas the breakdown of communication and forgiveness
in a religious latter day saint family and the torture and corruption
of citizens by their own governments in addition all four of these
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plays are patterned thematically on the perennial tragic struggle
between the generations a struggle that has energized our greatest
literature in western culture specifically the oedipal struggle of
estranged sons with tyrannical fathers or mentors and rogers does
not hesitate to take a firm and clear position on this dilemma
only through responding to christs example and demand on us
that we as sons cease licking our wounds and return our fathers
enmity with understanding and forgiveness and that we as fathers
cease exercising unrighteous dominion can we break the curse
that would have us perpetuate the same misery in our offspring
ix

As is apparent from these quotations from his preface rogers is
an earnest man perhaps too earnest the plays major fault is a
persistent romanticismromanticism which though far from insisting on a simple
answer to life s paradoxes as traditional or official LDS drama does
still wants the paradoxes laid out too neatly with characters providing
too careful a balance of conservatism and liberalism obedience and
integrity russian and american absurdity and duplicity the plays need
more of the surprising unpredictable complexity within individual
people as well as between them but finally rogerssrogergsRogerss earnestness is
a fine resource he is a seriously naively religious man as opposed
to expediently or traditionally or wisely or enthusiastically religious
he is one of gods fools

A friend seeing an early copy of this book objected strongly
to the title thats not a mormon idea at all the notion that
religious faith is essentially foolish or absurd traditional christian
perhaps but not mormon I1 think hes wrong besides the strong
new testament theme of the gospel as foolishness to the greek mind
and the universal scriptural idea that god will use the weak and foolish
things of the earth to confound the mighty and wise there is the
startling book of mormon assertion that the wise and the learned
and they that are rich who are puffed up because of their learning
and their wisdom and their riches are the ones whom christ
despises that is until they cast these things away and consider
themselves fools before god 2 ne 942 and section 121 of the
doctrine and covenants should give a chill to anyone who has power
over others parents teachers church or government leaders when
it warns that almost all who get a little authority immediately
begin to exercise unrighteous dominion the only defenses against
these terrible dangers are what often seem not only to the world
but also to mormonscormons and other religious people to be forms of
foolishness persuasion long suffering gentleness and
meekness love unfeigned faithfulness stronger than the cords
of death
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huebener the first play in this collection and the first one rogers
wrote some ten years ago faces directly the dilemmas and costs of
just such active pacifism A young german becomes convinced by
listening to british broadcasts and comparing them meticulously to
nazi news that his government is lying and eventually that it is
immoral this shakes the foundations of all his preconceptions and
motivated particularly by his mormon faith he recruits other young
mormonscormons to help him produce and disseminate antinazianti nazi fliers
throughout hamburg he is caught and beheadedheadedbeheaderbe the prosecutor
successfully arguing that though german law would prevent execution
of a seventeen year old huebener must have a much older mind to
have conceived and carried out his rebellion these events have made
huebener a symbol of conscience to postwar germans particularly
writers such as gunther grass and nobel laureate heinrich boll
huebener should also be a hero to latter day saints all over the world
because of his courage in finding his own resolution to perhaps the
most harrowing of human paradoxes integrity to self versus obedience
to accepted authority the paradox for huebener and for mormonscormons
who are moved by rogerssrogergsRogerss play to ponder his life is compounded
by additional facts he used the hamburg branch typewriter and
duplicating machine to produce the fliers his branch president
discovered this and threatened to expose him after he was actually
denounced by someone else the branch president under pressure from
the gestapo excommunicated him from the church

but what makes this play powerful drama rather than merely
challenging history is rogerssrogergsRogerss effective creation of devastating conflicts
of loyalty within and between persons not just between ideas

zoellner where the church is concerned I1 am in authority here not
you helmuth and so I1 tell you this if you persist in this most unwise
and totally fruitless course you will place the church itself in great
jeopardy

helmuth bruderbwrzoellnerzoellner what will the church be worth if everywhere
we have to sacrifice our solomon schwartzesSchwartschwartzelzes a mormonjewmormon jew refused entry
to the chapel by a cautious zoellner ifwe can only hold those meetings
and say those things the fuehrer approves of
zoellner dont you realize how dangerous this is for you alone

helmuth I1 do and im very frightened

zoellner and are you sure you are justified in opposing the church in
this way because that is what you are doing

helmuth bruder zoellner it is the gospel itself that impels me to do
these things

36 37

john D lee felt impelled by the gospel to what looks like the
opposite conclusion that he must obey his church authorities even
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in an act he believed to be profoundly immoral but rogers shows us
many similarities to huebener lee was also a faithful latter day saint
who did what he did because of his faith he too was excommunicated
by his church and executed by his government and his story has also
tended to be avoided even suppressed by mormonscormons unwilling to face
the tragic dimensions of our history rogerssrogergsRogerss work onjohnvonjohnon john D lee is
carefully based on the meticulous courageous research ofjuanita brooks
who as a faithful mormon historian was the first who fully uncovered
the main facts concerning the massacre of more than 120 emigrants
by mormon militiamen at mountain meadows during the tinderbox
conditions of september 185718 5 7 when a federal army had been dispatched
to utah like brooks rogers has helped mormonscormons not only to face
a terrible moral failure of their own people but to do so in the
healing context of art As levi peterson showed us in his intelligent
and compassionate essay on brooks juanita brooks the mormon
historian as tragedian journal ofmormonof mormon history 3 1976 47 54
she herself because of the quality ofotherher human spirit and her powerful
writing as well as her careful research has functioned much like a
classic tragedian to arouse the tragic emotions of loss of innocence
of pain and anguish and sympathy at intolerable loss but in a way
that is healing and redemptive rogers does this even more directly
by taking us imaginatively into lee s most intimate relationships
especially with his heroic insightful wife emma and his personal

reflections about his own responsibility and about those who used him
as a scapegoat

these were all once my friends they all know better jacob hamblin
too Is it because we want so to be right right at any cost so that
we dont know how to handle what is circumstantial or contradictory
specially inin ourselves some may not believe in eternity enough
for that to make any difference but I1 do thats why I1 will face
the punishment they insist on meting out to me so my family can still
revere my good name even if no one else ever does that will be their
blessing and they will understand and maybe ill be blessed too
because others forced me to take on the entire responsibility I1 will leave
this life seeing some things far more clearly than most of them ever will

115

the other similarity to huebener is that in 1961 partly through
the efforts ofjuanita brooks john D lee was reinstated as a church
member and his temple blessings restored huebener was reinstated
after the war upon review by the church general authorities the
most important idea in these two cases certainly the most powerful
force in rogerssrogergsRogerss dramas about them is forgiveness

forgiveness is also the central theme of the other two plays in this
collection both of them seem to me less effective as drama than the
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first two like hawthorne rogers seems better at dramatizing a
given past than at creating a believable present but reunion
succeeds in doing something no other mormon play to date has
done it gives us a believable mormon family who have real conflicts
and make real mistakes and suffer and struggle with each other
but who also learn grow love forgive and partially resolve their
conflicts and accept atonement despite their mistakes there is
some simplistic stereotyping of typical mormon liberals and conser-
vatives and some awkwardly contrived explication of a host of too
typical mormon issues but the harrowing dialogue is generally
successful and often gripping and the ending is courageously innovative
and yet believable

journey to golgotha takes on larger issues than reunion but
ironically that very fact may be what makes it less effective as drama
here rogers deals with the costs of the current confrontation between
superpower governments especially the costs paid by victims of
conscience or gods fools those who value life above political
expedience loyalty to the divine over idolatry of the state the
story traces the disillusionment of a young russian who has been
hired by the secret service to persecute christians and dramatizes
his eventual conversion and his rediscovery of his christian artist
father who had been liquidated by stalin the play develops some
rather interesting and complex characters especially an american
who is every bit as cynically corrupted by his democratic country s

power and reliance on the arm of flesh as his russian counterparts
are by their totalitarian country s similar idolatry but overreliance
on coincidence and on some rather hokey props such as an icon
in which the fathers face appears makes this play less satisfying overall
than the others

what can we hope then for mormon drama robert elliot has
done nothing since fires of the mind orson scott card whose early
work was extremely promising has turned apparently permanently
to more lucrative genres and other talented beginners like susan howe
and robert lowder have not yet been given a proper production though
there is hope rogers himself has suffered from some neglect at BYU
where he is also one of the most talented directors for instance
reunion has not yet had the benefit of a full scale professional
production rogers deserves much better and my hope for continued
development of serious mormon theater depends on my faith that he
will continue to write and that his plays will be increasingly read and
produced
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ROBERT L MILLET and KENT RPJACKSONJACKSON eds studies inin scripture
vol 1 the doctrine and covenants salt lake city randallRandalrandallbookbooklBook 1984
615613 ppap 159515.951595

reviewed by H dean garrett assistant professor of church history and doctrine at
brigham young university

this book was prepared as a collection of essays written to
give deeper insight into historical and doctrinal aspects of those
revelations epistles and instructions which constitute the doctrine and
covenants 1 it consists of fifty two chapters written by thirty three
different authors who represent a broad range of scholarly expertise
in the areas of the doctrine and covenants and church history the
editors have attempted to achieve a blend of the sequential approach
and the topical approach to the study of the doctrine and covenants
overall this blend works well not all sections of the doctrine and
covenants are discussed nor are those sections treated given equal
weight the emphasis is on those sections where the writers expertise
would best be used

this approach allows for the meaningful application of each
scholar s particular strengths for example in the essay on the mission
to the shakers and section 49 the writer makes good use of the diary
of the reverend ashbel kitchell which was discovered only recently
kitchell waswas a minister in the shaker community and his diary is
an aid to understanding both the actions of leman copley and the
problems concerning the doctrines of the shakers to which section 49
is addressed similarly in the essay on section 111illlilliiiii the writer draws
upon recently discovered documents to give insights into the travels
ofofjosephjoseph smith and his companions to salem massachusetts and the
challenges they faced there

another strength of the book is in its doctrinal insights the essay
on sections 6 8 9 and 11 is very instructive on the process of revelation
and develops the idea that god had first to reveal how to receive
revelation to a people who were not used to receiving revelation

As with any book there are flaws and deficiencies some of these
are the result of editorial decisions for example there is no discussion
of the incident of martin harris and the lost 116 pages of the book
of mormon manuscript the doctrine of the foreknowledge of god and
his preparation to protect a prophet and his work seems important
enough to be discussed in a work of this magnitude

there is some redundancy of information in the essays this is
especially obvious in the treatment of the united order where the same
basic historical background material is repeated in three different essays
some of the essays do not seem to answer the questions raised by their
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authors for example the author of the essay on section 89 declares
that two questions will be answered when the lord revealed the
word of wisdom why did he not issue it as a commandment
and amid the varieties of word of wisdom practice how should
section 89 be interpreted 359 the first question is answered
fairly well but the second is not the writer goes to considerable
lengths to describe how not to interpret the word of wisdom
but spends very little time on how it should be interpreted the
question ofwhat one should do to meet the requirements of the word
of wisdom is not discussed

some writers seem to do no more than rehash the sections of the
doctrine and covenants with little evidence of research and analysis
some dealt well enough with some themes but neglected others for
example the chapter on sections 101 103 6 presents an excellent
discussion of the preparation for the millennium but gives very little
insight into the history surrounding zions camp the problems of
church members in missouri and the impact that history had on these
sections this leads to perhaps the greatest weakness of the book the
editors have tried to do too much in too little space A two volume
work would have allowed the writers to expand their themes a little
more to provide scriptural commentary as well as explore the historical
context

the books strengths however outweigh its weaknesses the
introductory chapter prepares the reader well for the study of this book
it discusses the historical changes that were made in the headings of
the doctrine and covenants between the former editions and the 1981
edition and also gives an excellent historical overview of the doctrine
and covenants and explains how that history impacted on many of
the sections the scripture and subject indexes make this a very usable
resource book the work represents a major contribution to the
understanding of the doctrine and covenants and gives valuable
insights into the doctrines of the church the essays should aid both
the novice and the serious student

SAMUEL W TAYLOR and RAYMOND W TAYLOR taethetafthejohnjohn taylor
papers records of the last utah pioneer redwood city calif taylor
trust 1984 vol 1 the apostle 363 ppap 11.951195 vol 2 the president
553 ppap 1395159513.951395

reviewed by mark R grandstaff a missile officer at malmstrom air force base in
great falls montana
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in 1974 samuel W taylor delivered a paper at the university of
utah rightly suggesting that his grandfather john taylor was the

forgotten man of mormonism only a casual perusal of current
mormon bibliography corroborates taylors assertion there are no major
scholarly biographies few essays and what is available has been
written by his two grandsons

most mormonscormons recognizejohnrecognize john taylor as one ofofjosephjoseph smiths close
friends and inner confidants he joined the young church in 1836 was
quickly appointed to the position of apostle in 1838 and in 1839 served
on a successful mission to england in nauvoo taylor was a member
of the council of fifty and served on the board of regents and the
city council with joseph and hyrum when they were murdered he
sustained severe gunshot wounds and barely survived As a writer
john taylor edited the last three volumes of the times and seasons
and published the nauvoo neighbor he was also instrumental in
writing and circulating the first LDS periodicals in germany and france
1851 as well as publishing the mormon a new morkyorksorkkork city newspaper
1852 in 1877 upon the death of brigham young he became the

third president of the church and guided the mormonscormons for the next
ten years through a period of intense political and social crises
obviously taylor was a talented and complicated man who deserves
an incisive treatment

I1 suppose that is why thethejohnjoanjohn eoytoyedylarlortaylorlor papers are such a disappoint-
ment instead of being a handy well annotated compilation of primary
source material the work is polemical the speculation that runs
through the work does much to detract from its usefulness forlurfur example
the interpretation of the ongoing feud between brigham young
and john taylor is based on an interview some fifty years after the
fact the authors perceive their grandfather as the final supporting
brace for mormon doctrinal integrity for upon taylors demise the
church recanted polygamy and interinterweavedmterweavedinterweaverweaved itself into the seamless
web of american pluralism hence as the authors claim the pioneer
period ended and modern mormonism began this is a well worn
thesis that has been dispelled by the recent writings of jan shipps
D michael quinn and thomas G alexander

while some of the chapters provide insight intojohnintinto ojohnjohn taylor s life
others lack substance poor coverage is given to taylors monumental
essay the mediation and the atonement in the introduction
samuel taylor asserts that this monograph not only repudiated
brigham youngs judaic theocracy in favor of a new testament
ideology but completely eclipsed the adam god doctrine both of
these perceptive points deserve further discussion and clarification
unfortunately except for one or two passing references in the second
volume the subject is not explored again A better annotation of
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president taylors reasoning processes and ideological development
is needed

finally standardized editorial procedures could have enhanced
the usefulness of these two volumes this editorial weakness in
combination with the aforementioned problems and the lack of any
new and substantial source material makes it difficult to compare this
work with deanjesseesdean jesseesjessesJessees john taylors nauvoojournalnauvoo journal BYU studies
23 summer 1983 1 105 ororjesseejessee s volume ononjosephjoseph smiths writings
in fact the john tayorlayortaylor papers is more reminiscent of nineteenth
century biography than something produced for today s scholar

GORDON SHEPHERD and GARY SHEPHERD A kingdom
transformed themes in the development ofofmormonismmormonism salt lake
city university of utah press 1984 307 ppap 199519.951995

reviewed by paul H peterson assistant professor of church history and doctrine
brigham young university

sociologists gordon and gary shepherd believe that leader rhetoric
is generally an accurate reflection of organizational and ideological
change especially in regard to mormonism hoping to learn something
about how the LDS church has changed and maintained itself they
made a detailed analysis of general conference addresses the shepherds
divided mormon history into five thirty year periods beginning in 1830
and systematically recorded the themes and subthemessub themes which appeared
in each paragraph of each address sampled from conference records
all of the themes identified in a given address generated scores based
on the number of paragraphs in which each theme appeared divided
by the total number of paragraphs in the address the shepherds
focused only on the most salient general themes addressed in each thirty
year period of conference history

some scholars will question the underlying assumption of this work
and argue that leader rhetoric is representative only of an urbanized
wasatch front strain of mormonism while allowing that isolated
communities of saints receive or have received leader rhetoric in a
filtered form I1 think it is clear that a majority of church members
in all generations have regarded sermons given by general authorities
at general conference as divine marching orders and that therefore
the perception of the shepherds is accurate perhaps less accurate is
their claim that by examining official records it is possible to discern
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organizational patterns and longtermlong term institutional trends which would
not otherwise be apparent 3 informed students of mormon history
will not find much that is novel in this study and certainly historians
have little need to revise or discard cherished notions still it is
reassuring to know that current historical interpretations are validated
by statistical analysis

the shepherds found some conference themes that clearly belong
to past eras others that are distinctly modern and several that have
persisted since the inception of the church those themes that went
out of vogue long before the nineteenth century elapsed were utopian
and defiant they included church government institutional governing
procedures building the kingdom of god and zion plural marriage
and persecution enemies and gentiles many themes which are exclusive
to the twentieth century are family oriented such as parenthood
family and marriage other modern themes include preoccupation
with respectability and public image word of wisdom and church
growth

not surprisingly the themes which have endured through time
deal with fundamental teachings which stress the uniqueness and
advantages of mormonism among these are gods plan missionary
work restoration and divinity of the church joseph smith and
jesus christ interestingly the shepherds found that while the elect
status of mormonscormons has been a constant the means of imprinting or
demonstrating it has varied in former times church leaders stressed
the hardships church members endured and the need for divine
protection in the less combative twentieth century the emphasis
has shifted to the unique blessings and special virtues of latter day
saints

A major portion of the book deals with mormon commitment
mechanisms and commitment rhetoric transcendence themes those
which emphasize the ultimate divinity of the church have been and
continue to be a major motivation for church members church
members take comfort in their ideology and their continued guidance
from inspired leaders they derive satisfaction fromgrom being involved in
establishing the kingdom of god on earth clearly transcendence
themes will continue to exert influence on latter day saints

commendably the shepherds rely on historical sources to fashion
social contexts their reading of mormon sources is extensive and I1
was impressed with their grasp of mormon history the book consists
of far more than statistical tables and explanations of sociological
models and even those readers who are numbed by lifeless numbers
and graphs or uninterested in sociological theory will find the observa-
tions and interpretations of the authors rewarding while I1 have few
qualms about their basic interpretations I1 did detect some hard edged
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observations that need softening the statement that members
are encouraged to fraternize with nonmembersnonmembers insofar as the ultimate
goal of proselytization is facilitated 110 is not representative
of consensus leader rhetoric while many church members are
occasionally frustrated by heavy demands on their time few become
inactive because of it 112 1I suspect that comparatively few latter day
saints make mental notes as to who doesnt participate inin testimony
meetings 118 to state without qualification that testimony meetings
serve a surveillance function is unfair while it is admittedly true
that mormon suborganizationsorganizationssub can promote invidious aspirations
for leadership 120 1I would like to think that this happens less
often than the shepherds would have us believe I1 would also emphasize
that mormonism has not canceled its ideas about societal reconstruc-
tion 157 3858 161 202 it has merely postponed them until the
millennium

there are other observations that are similarly unflattering and
some that are flattering but which candid latter day saints would find
some validity in the intensity of church involvement can make it
difficult to develop or maintain meaningful non mormon relationships
114 the shepherds are probably right when they point out that

mormonism is plagued with its fair share of pharisaism 122 their
observation that the mormonscormonsMormons appetite for social respectability has
become a powerful force for shaping their course in the world 163
might even be understated certainly there is a segment of mormonscormons
who believe the superiority of the church can best be demonstrated
by beating the world at its own games be they beauty contests or
athletic events finally one could hardly contest the observation
that modern mormonism has had comparatively little theological
explication 198

the epilogue is very good the shepherds rightly conclude
that mormonism will never become mainstream because of its claims
to truth and authority and its distinctive theology they observe
that the primary appeals of the church havent changed much in
its history and by implication suggest they will not change active
involvement in a transcendent cause a strong central authority
and a strong community involvement will always be attractive induce-
ments for significant numbers of people the authors assert that
future challenges of the church are severe sheer growth the status
of women and the extension of the church into third world
nations while they suggest that the future of mormonism is not
entirely removed from its own institutional control I1 suspect I1 am
probably more optimistic than they are that the church will make
whatever adjustments and adaptations are necessary to survive and
succeed
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GEORGE HUEU SANFORD KANAHELE ku kanaka stand tall
A search for hawaiian values honolulu waiahataiaha foundation 1986
xxiaxi 529 ppap 500030.003000

reviewed by paul alfred pratte associate professor of communications brigham young
university pratte is also the founder and a former associate editor of the hawaii LDSIDS
record bulletin

most of us who have visited or resided in the hawaiian islands
or other parts of polynesia for any period of time sense a certain
subjective something about the people and their lifestyle which defies
objective description how nice it would be if we could pin down and
put some of that intangible aloha hawaiian aroha maori alofa
samoan aroha tahitian alofa tongan spirit in a bottle or box and

bring it back to use on an ongoing basis with our families in business
or in politics

for those who are looking for a better idea of those valuable primal
values george kanahelesKanaheles ku kanaka stand tall succeeds to a
great extent in a rigorous and comprehensive volume the former
BYU student carefully defines the qualities influencing the lives ofofpreoffrepre
captain cook hawaiiansHawaii ans qualities that still cling to some like a scent of
leislets today without minimizing such atrocities as human sacrifice which
have been practiced in other countries around the world kanahele
suggests that by increasing our awareness and adopting hawaiian values
we can do more than we are currently doing to adapt to the changes
being wrought not only on the hawaiian islands but on all of us in
the areas of technology economics leadership and politics

the book is a massive labor of scholarship and love by kanahele
who has been referred to by the new yorker as the spiritual father
of the hawaiian renaissance a movement he has also helped through
his editing of hawaiian music and musicians his latest book serves
as an important means for hawaiiansHawaiians to shake off the extensive guilt
trip laid on them with the arrival of captain cook and the western
missionaries who came to do good and did very well in exploiting the
hawaiiansHawaiians generosity and making them strangers in their own land
more so the book provides haoleshables as well as hawaiiansHawaiians with guidelines
to move them beyond the cultural cliches to the specifics of a primal
value system less materialistic than those of the western world in short
kanahelesKanaheles book along with lawrence H fuchs hawaiihawaiiponopono A social
history 1961 and gavan dawssdaiss shoal of time A history of the
hawaiian islands 1968 is an essential for anyone who wants to learn
about the real hawaii beyond waikiki

the key according to one elderly hawaiian woman who par-
ticipated in a series of conferences leading to kanahelesKanaheles book lies more
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in living aloha than in trying to define the elusive concept which
according to one study has at least 123 definitions kanahele focuses
on such concepts as love sharing cooperation and stewardship in a
most provocative concluding chapter on the dynamics of aloha
kanahele helps define the term which has become as commercialized
as zion and deseret in utah by tracing it from an extended love
of kin to beyond the ohana or family to aloha s marriage with the
gospel of love As a result kanahelesKanaheles book is not just a discussion
of hawaiian values it is also a celebration of the values of other
primal peoples including eskimos africans and american indians
in particular kanahele says that hawaiian civilization probably
resembled the american indian zuni culture 101

A part hawaiian educated at hawaiis kamehameha schools
BYU and cornell who served in the administration of former governor
john burns kanahele says he first saw the need to define what a
hawaiian is when he was a part of a trade mission in new zealand
in 1981

unlike his own people who were struggling as strangers on their
own land to recover their identity the laorismaoris had already been
partially successful As a means of helping reassert their own unique
value system and with help from the nonprofit waiahataiaha foundation
kanahele set out to answer the painful question of who and what is
a hawaiian and related questions for those of us who do not have
hawaiian genes the question is what can we learn from these people

at the heart of kanahele s thesis outlined in the first part of his
book on religion mythology and ritual is his contention that the
hawaiiansHawaiians were not inferior to other major cultures of the world we
are a people with a profound capacity for experiencing that which is
extraordinary sacred or kapu taboo a people with an abiding faith
in the shared divinity the mana spiritual power of man nature and
the cosmos beyond a people able from the primal past to explain
through myth symbolism and ritual the transcendent realities of
life a people in sync with the rhythms of the universe a people
who see time not as a linear measurement but as a qualitative
experience a people with an unsurpassed sense ofplace and the unity
of things 497

one of the first conclusions from kanahelesKanaheles review is that although
they were isolated in the middle of the pacific ocean and shut off from
intellectual economic and political contact with most of the world
hawaiiansHawaiians before 1778 dealt with many of the same social economic
and political issues the same philosophical questions about the meaning
of life and earth

kanahele takes to task what he describes as the mistaken inter-
pretationpretation of aloha as the hawaiian way of avoiding confrontation by
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such writers as francine du plessis gray in her book hawaii the sugar
coated fortress 1972 until commentators on hawaiian
developments whether they come from inside our culture or outside
it truly understand hawaiian values their conclusions will be as full
of errors as those of du plessis gray he asserts

in his second section on space time and place kanahele develops
another idea central to the concept of aloha that the people are but
stewards of the aina land that which feeds and kai trusted to take
care of the islands on behalf of the gods our ancestors ourselves and
our children this idea which flies in the face of western concepts
is best stated in kamehameha illsIIIsliisilisllis declaration which now serves as the
motto of the fiftieth state ua mau ke ea 0 ka aina i ka pono the
life of the land is preserved in righteousness the land will surely be
lost forever if we who have been entrusted with its care should betray
our leadership

concerning leadership and destiny kanahele writes that the
hawaiiansHawaiians idealize leaders who have shown such tested qualities
as caring humility integrity wisdom and courage we have made
aloha a central value but one no more elevated than hospitality
generosity graciousness harmony industry spirituality helpfulness and
excellence 497

As for technological lessons from the hawaiian past that can be
applied to the universal condition of the technological animal it
is that clearly the responsibility for making decisions that affect the
fate of man and his tools must be returned to the control of man
disputing charges that the hawaiiansHawaiians were ignorant kanahele notes
that the hawaiiansHawaiians had at least half of the worlds six basic machines
the lever wedge and inclined plane before cooks arrival the book
also provides a list of the peaks of the hawaiian culture designed to
give hawaiian audiences an ethnic lift the items from such recognized
authorities on hawaiian and polynesian cultures as kenneth emory
E S C handy and peter buck include canoes featherwork wooden
bowls gourd bowls and bottles twine baskets sleeping mats bark cloth
or kapa musical instruments chants agriculture fishing equipment
and fishing ponds sports and pastimes religion and dance or hula
instruments

in his fourth section kanahele provides insights for modern
economists who shun intangible values because they are imprecise and
unquantifiable from a more mystical point of view that would insist
that intangibles must be a part of our understanding in sum when
hawaiiansHawaiians think about the ratio of relative abundance to limited
wants it is not just a simple one to one material relationship but a
psychological social and spiritual relationship as well the relation-
ship is not only an abundance of natural resources fulfilling economic
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needs but also noneconomic wants such wants may vary from the
finite to the infinite a happy home a loving relationship with a spouse
child relative or friend a certain kind of recognition from the oham4lohdnaanaava
the konohikikono hiki manager of surplus goods or even a high chief a deeper
spiritual rapport with nature communion with an amukua family
guardian spirit and so on 331

kanahele contends that the true test of hawaiian socioeconomic
values now as it has always been is whether or not we take care of
ourselves the self sufficient ohanaohdnaana survived as an institution not
because of any great technological or organizational capability but
because of its ideals based on a cluster of social values generosity
reciprocity iokuakokua help assistance laulumalaulima cooperation industry
loyalty and giving

we may not live any more in an ahupuaaahupuaa or under the rule of
an ali7borndilialiidill born with divine right but these values are important and
applicable in our modern political and economic world as they were
back then in the years before the westerners came they are timeless
and universal and they speak not only to hawaiiansHawaiians but to all
people 393

despite concerns over such problems as unemployment a low spot
on the economic totem pole and the fact that for many hawaiiansHawaiians
there is still a haunting ghost of inferiority kanahele concludes on
an optimistic note because of the hawaiian renaissance and a growing
positive self awareness kanahele believes that chances of resolving
problems are better than ever because more hawaiiansHawaii ans are better
educated better trained better organized better informed of their
needs and resources better at managing within the system and better
prepared spiritually thus the present challenge offers an unparalleled
opportunity to laulumalaulima and iokuakokua to share in a collective pride as
hawaiiansHawaiians that no other generation has felt in this century

kanaheleskanahelosKanahKanaheleseloseles optimistic words to the hawaiiansHawaiians also contain the same
challenge to others with primal values and for those of us with a lighter
shade of skin and set of genes through kanahele s fine book we can
learn a lot about hawaiiansHawaiians and the elusive aloha spirit of loving and
sharing for all ethnic groups
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